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ABSTRACT

Fontes de Oliveira, Natália. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. Three Travelling
Women Writers: Cross-Cultural Perspectives of Brazil, Patagonia, and the U.S., 1859-79.
Major Professor: Charles Ross.
The technological progress of the nineteenth century made travelling across the
seas and the publishing of travel narratives both possible and desirable. Women used this
as an opportunity to gain greater freedom of mobility and authorship. Instead of focusing
on solitary travelers, this dissertation brings to the forefront the elaborate rhetoric and
discourse strategies married women travel writers used in their narrative to transcend
their husband’s shadow. The British Lady Florence Dixie (1855-1905), the Argentine
Eduarda Mansilla de García (1834-1892), and the American Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz
(1822-1907) are pionner women that accompany their husbands on travels to foreign
lands and assert their independence by writing and publishing travel narratives. I analyze
Dixie’s Across Patagonia (1880), Mansilla’s Recuerdos de viaje [Memories from Travels]
(1882), and Agassiz’s A Journey in Brazil (1868) to propose that the three traveling
women writers created an elaborate rhetoric, based on aspects of religion, literature,
politics, and science, which shaped the dissemination of knowledge in the nineteenth
century. Dixie traveled from England to Patagonia in search of adventure. In the narrative,
she defends women’s equal abilities in outdoor sports and women’s smart attire.
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Mansilla traveled from Argentina to the United States. One of the few women travelers
with children, she used a discourse of motherhood to establish her point of view: the
superiority of Argentina. However, there is a narrative shift in Mansilla’s work because
after a few years living in the U.S. she begins to admire American women and the cities’
architecture. Agassiz traveled from the U.S. to Brazil with the Thayer Expedition from
1865 to 1866. Her travel narrative is structured as a scientific account informed by
natural history discourse. In her work, Agassiz innovates by including aspects of social
organization, an anthropologic view, to her arguments. With travel narratives, Florence
Dixie, Eduarda Mansilla, and Elizabeth Agassiz found a way to use their sex and marital
status to transcend their husbands’ career and shape the dissemination of knowledge in
the nineteenth century.

1

INTRODUCTION

If steam-powered boats, ships, and trains made traveling accessible in the
nineteenth century, print culture made it desirable. Traveling women writers took the
opportunity to make the genre of travel writing a textual space of their own. In
unprecedented numbers, women writers travelled across the globe and published travel
narratives. They became the observers, the voices of authority, and the wielders of the
pen. Some pioneer women who undertook the challenge of travelling and publishing their
work include British Lady Florence Dixie (1855-1905), Argentine Eduarda Mansilla de
García (1834-1892), and the American Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz (1822-1907).1 They are
the first women from their respective countries to write a travel narrative about their
chosen destinations—Patagonia, the U.S., and Brazil, respectively. Despite their different
nationalities, the three authors share a privileged bourgeois identity that enables them to
travel abroad and publish their travel narratives. The three women authors are neither
fearless transgressors, nor saints or simple feminists. Rather, they add their voices to the
predominantly male discourses of the century. Instead of focusing on solitary travelers,
this dissertation brings to the forefront the elaborate rhetoric and discourse strategies

1

Utilizing the terminology used during the period under study, I use “American” when
referring to the citizens and products of the United States of America, although I
understand the fraught nature of the term.
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married women travel writers used in their narratives to transcend their husband’s
shadow. I focus on Florence Dixie’s Across Patagonia (1880), Eduarda Mansilla’s
Recuerdos de viaje [Memories from Travels] (1882), and Elizabeth Agassiz’s A Journey
to Brazil (1868) to illustrate their elaborate rhetoric, based on scientific, religious,
political, and literary discourse, which shaped the dissemination of knowledge in the
nineteenth century. The three authors find a way to use their sex to add a different
perspective to their husband’s careers. They challenge the confines of marriage and sex
and struggle for empowerment through writing.
Although Dixie, Mansilla, and Agassiz share a bourgeois identity, each has a
different heritage, and each travels for a different purpose. Lady Florence Dixie belonged
to the English upper class of the nineteenth century. She was an advocate for women’s
rights, writing articles in local newspapers about the benefits of women practicing sports
and dressing smartly. Coming from an influential and controversial family, Dixie was
accustomed to the spotlight and public attention. She made use of her popularity to
establish herself as an influential writer, and she published Across Patagonia less than a
year after her return. She was aware of the expectations of a Victorian Lady travelling
abroad and inhabits the role to guarantee that her work would be published and successful.
Dixie appropriated the genre of travel writing to have her voice heard in the mainstream,
rather than print, culture.
Similar to Dixie, Eduarda Mansilla was a predominant figure in the upper class.
Born to a wealthy and influential political Argentine family, her uncle, Juan Manuel
Rosas, was a dictator in Argentina for almost twenty years, and her father, Lúcio
Norberto Mansilla, was a renowned general. Mansilla grew up in the world of politics.
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She had an excellent education based on the French model, as was common to the South
American elite in the nineteenth century. From a young age she was interested in
traveling, mastering different languages, and writing—she wrote under the pen names of
Alvar and Daniel. Mansilla wrote Recuerdos de viaje about her stay in the U.S. between
the years 1861-1864 and published it seventeen years later in Buenos Aires. Traveling
with her husband and children, Mansilla incorporated the voice of motherhood into her
travel narrative. On the other hand, references to her husband were reduced to one
comment about introductions at a social event. In Recuerdos de viaje, Mansilla depicted a
plurality of cultural clashes, navigating through U.S. geography, as an Argentine with a
French education.
Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz traveled in the name of science. She joined her husband,
Louis Agassiz, in the Thayer Expedition to Brazil (1865-66), during which she observed,
recorded, and categorized the flora and fauna of the country. Her journal entries became
the foundation of the travel narrative, A Journey in Brazil, published in 1868, a few years
after their return from Brazil. Although Louis Agassiz, a renowned scientist in the
nineteenth century, shared the co-authorship of the travel narrative, his participation is
limited to quotations from his lectures, appendixes, and footnote comments in which he
signs his name. In chapter three, I undertake a close analysis and propose that Elizabeth
Agassiz is the major author of the travel narrative as she is the writer of the work, turning
the text into a space for women. She writes within the discourse of natural history and
pushes the boundaries of scientific work by including several elements of social
organization. Her work lays the groundwork for future anthropological studies.
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While reading Across Patagonia, Recuerdos de viaje, and A Journey in Brazil, I
was intrigued by how each author negotiates competing discourses marked by ideas of
science, religion, politics, and literature. Dixie, Mansilla, and Agassiz create an elaborate
rhetoric and find space in the fast growing print culture, thus guaranteeing their status as
writers and shapers of knowledge in the nineteenth century. I am interested in analyzing
the three travel narratives in light of travel writing criticism, discourse on colonial and
postcolonial literature, feminist literary criticism, Foucaudian theories, and Aristotelian
rhetoric to better understand how the authors articulate competing discourses. I am
interested in understanding how these theories and discourses can be intermingled to
produce an analytical framework.
Along with the theoretical framework of this dissertation, a few terms need to be
addressed to clarify my usage of them. The term rhetoric, used throughout this
dissertation, is based on Aristotle’s treaty On Rhetoric. Aristotle’s philosophy is
pragmatic. He argues that rhetoric is a practical aspect of society and can be morally
neutral. Rhetoric is an ability to understand and use means of persuasion, which is
divided into two groups: one, through the evidence of a witness or written contract; the
other, through artistic means. I focus on the means of persuasion through artistic means to
analyze the three travel narratives. The artistic means of persuasion depends on three
aspects: logos, the truth and rationality of what is being argued; ethos, the speaker’s
success in convincing the audience of his/her authority; and pathos, the emotions that the
speaker can evoke from the audience (Aristotle 1.2). I argue that the chosen travel
narratives can be analyzed based on Aristotle’s rhetoric because the three writers have to
persuade their readers of the validity of their work, assert their authority as writers, and
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connect with readers to ensure their engagement with the text. I analyze how Aristotle’s
philosophies on rhetoric can be used as tools to understand the elaborate discourse of the
three travel narratives. Dixie, Mansilla, and Agassiz have peculiar ways of persuading the
audience that travel writing can be a woman’s space and guaranteeing the success of their
work.
Despite new developments in rhetorical theory, which tends to account for the
audience’s response to a text or discourse, this study remains focused on rhetoric at the
level of discourse, which justifies the adoption of classical rhetoric. For example, in Acts
of Enjoyment: Rhetoric, Žižek, and the Return of the Subject, Thomas Rickert proposes a
newer, broader idea of rhetoric to critique critical pedagogies. Through a psychoanalytic
perspective, he adds the factors of fantasy and jouissance to Aristotle’s rhetoric to
understand how the speaker negotiates pleasure and criticism. Rickert offers an
innovative approach for analyzing contemporary rhetoric based on social dimensions to
gain understanding of what shapes human conduct (5). The jouissance that the author
may feel when writing can introduce an unnecessary complexity to a subject that needs
first to be brought to light, rather than over-analyzed. For this study, I draw my terms
from Aristotle’s rhetoric, focusing on the means of persuasion through logos, ethos, and
pathos because I focus on rhetoric at the level of discourse.
Critics of travel writing recognize the often-contradictory discourse present in
travel narratives. The rhetoric of the three travel narratives is shaped by several
contradictory discourses. The several discourses are far from neutral; they are often
paradoxical, influenced by multiple factors, such as the author’s nationality, the objective
of the journey, and the intended audience. Tim Youngs suggests that “travel writing is not
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a literal and objective record of journeys undertaken. It carries preconceptions that, even
if challenged, provide a reference point. It is influenced, if not determined, by its authors’
gender, class, age, nationality, cultural background, and education. It is ideological” (2).
In Imperial Eyes, Mary Louise Pratt creates the term “contact zone” (7) to describe the
social space where two cultures meet, embodied by the traveler and the local. She defines
contact zones as the “social spaces where disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with
each other, often in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination” (7).
The three traveling women transverse various contact zones, and the discourse of their
travel narratives reflects this intermingling of cultures. Joel Kuortti and Jopi Nyman
define this interaction as a “hybridization” (207), a term that suggests a bonding, a
merging of elements, or a crossing of cultures. While discussing the three travel
narratives, I problematize the complexity of the subject positions of Dixie, Mansilla, and
Agassiz as they articulate the tensions of the contact zones and hybridization between
cultures through an elaborate rhetoric.
My focus on the discourse of the three travel narratives is also informed by
Michel Foucault, who argues that the search for a single correct interpretation “involves a
wish that it should never be possible to assign, in the order of discourse, the irruption of a
real event; that beyond any apparent beginning, there is always a secret origin” (23). For
Foucault, there is nothing outside discourse, and the assumption that there is an origin
leads to the false idea that there is one real truth or essence of the text waiting to be
discovered. As there is no essential origin, there is no hidden meaning to be found; there
is only an intermingling of meanings articulated at the level of discourse. I intend to
investigate “the relation between the surfaces on which they [the characterization of ideas]
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appear, on which they can be delimited, on which they can be analyzed and specified”
(Foucault 47). In this sense, my analysis focuses on the dimension of discourse. I
research the discourse of the three travel narratives offering possible readings, not one
absolute truthful interpretation. The objective is to achieve an analysis that considers the
formation of concepts and ideas in the travel narratives at the level of discourse without
defining a particular essence of women’s travel narratives.
The predominant discourse of nineteenth-century travel writers can be compared
to the discourse of nineteenth-century doctors if we consider the formation of ideas
articulated at the level of discourse. Both groups differentiate themselves from others by
justifying their right to speak through their acquired status. Just as medical statements can
come only from doctors, travel narratives can come only from those who have travelled;
the experience of a different reality authorizes a voice. Through such categorization of
power, women can also inhabit this textual space of travel narratives, as they can acquire
the authority to speak through travel.2 Foucault analyzes the discourse of doctors in the
nineteenth century and concludes that there are specific sites from which the doctor can
make his discourse, which grants him a higher status, distinguished from that of regular
discourse (51). Doctors assume a superior subject position in society because they are the
authority on the subject of health. Only doctors are validated through their years of study
to discuss human health. A similar idea is applicable to the discourse of travel writers
because only those who travel have the authority to write a narrative. Authors must

2

The right to write and to be published is determined by socio-economic factors. It is
only a small percentage of women and men with the necessary conditions to embark on
distant journeys and publish their work.
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narrate their accounts according to the conventions of travel narratives, disassociated
from other genres of literary and scientific works. In contrast to the discourse of doctors,
in which the distinction attributes higher value to their work, this separation of travel
narratives does not grant higher authority to the texts, but limits its value compared to
other genres. The separation of travel narratives makes the genre a marginal textual space
in which unorthodox authors can occupy. Many authors begin their careers publishing
travel narratives, and for this reason travel narratives are often associated with amateur
writing. But the genre of travel narratives encompasses a plurality of texts that challenge
simplistic classifications because of the elaborate discourse that many authors employ to
describe a distant land to readers at home. I argue that an inferior status should not be
attributed to the genre of travel narratives because authors are constantly reinventing
ways to express cultural clashes at the level of discourse through elaborate rhetoric.
In the introduction to In-Between Two Worlds, Béatrice Bijon and Gérard Gâcon
suggest that “women’s travel writing also stands apart because the tonality is different: an
affective dimension often prevails that denotes empathic concern for the people met, the
landscapes discovered which may go along with the natural sense of (self)-humour, an
awareness of individualistic dimension and capacities as opposed to standard formal
social conditioning” (4). Bijon and Gâcon propose that women’s travel narratives are
inherently different from men’s travel narratives because of women’s concern with locals.
However, such a generalization fails to encompass all women travelers, because many are
not sympathetic to locals or different cultures. For example, two of the writers discussed
in this dissertation, Florence Dixie and Eduarda Mansilla, are critical of the people they
meet; there is not a tonality difference that makes them empathetic to locals in their
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writing. Like male writers, they do not write in a vacuum; they inhabit and write from a
subject position of power, which was granted to them by their privileged socio-economic
position. To categorize women’s narrative as having an affective dimension and empathic
concern tends to romanticize women’s texts in the attempt to define women’s literary
tradition. Often a writer’s nationality and reason for travel influences travel narrative
equally, if not more, than gender.3 Colonialism and imperialism also generate a
complexity in travel narratives that make for competing and contradicting discourses.
Both women and men travel writers are agents in this complex enterprise, often
corroborating and defying dominant ideology.
Another common characteristic associated with women’s travel narrative is
domesticity. In discussing the place of the domestic in women’s travel narratives, PérezMejía suggests that “They [female travel writers] explore interior geographies, generating
a new type of geographic knowledge. The space of this geography centers on the
bedroom” (78). Pérez-Mejía sees a direct correlation between the domestic and women’s
texts. I contend that the common practice of classifying women’s travel writings as
domestic is problematic. Although women’s travel narratives may add a different
perspective to male travel narratives because they had more access to domestic spaces, it
is not a rule, and women’s work cannot be lumped together in overarching stereotypes of
femininity. And even if women’s travel narratives do focus on domestic spaces, the
discussion is not limited to the bedroom (Pérez-Mejía 78) or, in other words, is not
dependent on male figures, such as the husband. For example, Eduarda Mansilla writes
3

To understand more about how the place visited and nationality has substantial
influence on the narrator and the text, see Susan Morgan’s Place Matters (1996).
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about social events, ballrooms, houses, and hotels, and she is not confined by domestic
space or a male figure. Other women authors, such as Elizabeth Agassiz, write in the field
of science. In Agassiz’s case, domestic space is even empowering because, as a woman,
she has access to the everyday practices of Indian women that other male travelers would
not have.
Men’s travel narratives are commonly acknowledged for the writer’s literary
abilities and articulation of intellectual thought based on travels to foreign lands. In
contrast, women’s travel narratives are often equated with autobiographies, as women are
thought to simply write what they see. We need to question this binary distinction
between travel narratives based on an author’s gender. In Madwoman in the Attic, Sandra
Gilbert and Susan Gubar illustrate that women’s writing cannot be grouped into a unified
object of study. The need to re-write a female tradition of writing often induces analysis
to reduce women’s texts to manageable elements that can be studied under the same
paradigms. Such is the case with the attempt to classify all women’s travel narratives as
domestic or to say that all women travel authors are empathetic towards locals. The
attempt to group all women’s writing downplays the complexity of women’s travel
narratives. There are several other factors besides gender that shape a text. Travel
narratives vary according to a number of factors, such as the intended audience, the
objective of travel, and the author’s intention. Mary Louise Pratt analyzes several travel
narratives and critiques any simplistic separation based on gender, saying “Contrary to
stereotype, the political dramas of Spanish Americans show up more fully in the writings
of these women travelers [Maria Graham and Flora Tristan] than in those of either the
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capitalist vanguard or the disciples of Humboldt” (154).4 Pratt shows that women’s
narratives often have more historical and social detail than men’s narratives. Thus to
simply classify women’s travel narratives as autobiographical is problematic because it is
not possible to distinguish between women’s and men’s travel narratives solely based on
the author’s gender.
Women writers do not necessarily focus on the domestic space, nor are they
necessarily feminists. There is a need to deconstruct the romantic vision of unity in
women’s texts in order to expose the central issues of women’s rhetoric in travel writing.
Sarah Mills sees the gap in research that problematizes women’s travel narratives as a
collective whole: “I attempt to incorporate some of the elements which have been
hitherto omitted in an attempt to construct a unified field of ‘women’s travel writing’”
(29). In Discourses of Difference, Mills compares and contrasts comparisons of women’s
narratives to men’s in order to understand how they fit together into the larger scheme of
colonialism. Women are not exempt from colonialist and imperialist motives and actions.
In keeping with Mills, I address the features that are shared with male writers, as well as
those that mark the differences found in women’s travel writing.
The reception of works within the genre of travel narratives is also problematic.
When a woman writes a travel narrative, the work is often downplayed or not treated
seriously by male authors and critics. Such reception of women’s travel writings reduces
women’s literary ability as they experimented with the boundaries of the genre. The

4

Michelle Medeiros’s “Crossing Boundaries into a World of Scientific Discoveries:
Maria Graham in Nineteenth Century Brazil” offers an enriching discussion about
Graham’s transatlantic subjectivity and empowerment through her travel narrative.
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predominant reception of women’s travel narratives ignores how women authors create
an elaborate rhetoric and their awareness of their subject position as writers. For example,
when Mansilla’s work was received by male authors, they downplayed her role as an
author.5 This receptive bias reinforces the misconceived notion that women are passive
subjects who simply write what they see. Sara Mills suggests that awards for travel
writing are often based on similar sexist receptions (111). For example, founded in 1980,
the Thomas Cook was an annual award given to travel narratives until 2003. Although
the number of women’s travel narratives is equal to the number of men’s travel narratives,
out of the first six travel narratives awarded, only one was given to a woman, Robyn
Davidson. Mills further argues, “in several of the accounts of the male winners, the style
and manner of presentation is drawn attention to. However, no such attention is paid to
the ‘literary’ qualities of Davidson’s book […] most critical accounts of women’s travel
writing concentrate on describing the difficulties which the individual writer had to
overcome to travel” (112). In this sense, women’s travel writings are seen as a rare
production and focus is rarely given to the text itself, as the author’s life is constantly
addressed as exceptional. In this dissertation, I focus on the textual space, and I use
literary analysis of Dixie’s, Mansilla’s, and Agassiz’s travel narratives to illustrate
women’s elaborate rhetoric.
Biases against women’s travel writing in general and the refusal to acknowledge
Latin American women travelers needs to be questioned. I propose to reconsider binary
categorization based on gender and nationality. In Orientalism, Edward Said calls for an

5

I further discuss the reception of Mansilla’s work in chapter two.
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alternative reading and reception of texts.6 He questions “the general European effort to
rule distant lands and peoples” and “Europe’s special ways of representing” (41). We
need to deconstruct the Eurocentric standpoint as the norm for the classification and
reception of women’s travel writing in the nineteenth century. The point of comparing
three women’s travel narratives from different continents is not just to illustrate the
plurality of women’s travel writing, but also to draw on a diversity of viewpoints in a
way that answers the charge of Eurocentrism. Sarah Mills argues that Victorian women
are excluded from colonial discourse because they are not viewed as completely aligned
with the imperialistic colonial discourse due to their gender (38). I propose an extension
of Mills’ argument by stating that Latin American women, such as Eduarda Mansilla, are
often excluded from the genre of women’s travel narratives because they are not
considered to be aligned with privileged European and U.S. women engaging in world
travel and writing. Thus, the reception of Agassiz’s and Dixie’s travel narratives stands in
contrast to the reception of Mansilla’s work, despite the fact that all three writers are their
aware and play with notions of imperialist motives. However, during the nineteenth
century, Latin American women writers from privileged classes were also traveling the
globe and publishing narratives. I refute the dominant discourse that either ignores South
American women’s travel narratives or categorizes them as innocent victims of
imperialist domination.

6

For further scholarship about postcolonial theory on travel narratives, see Steve Clark’s
edited volume Travel Writing and Empire: Postcolonial Theory in Transit. The collection
has a variety of articles that make significant contributions to the field and enrich the
analysis of travel narratives. In the introduction, Clark discusses Said’s characterizations
of colonial imaginary.
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Given the premium placed on diversity for comparative studies, the question may
arise about the homogeneity in terms of class of the writers chosen for this study, which
is unfortunately unavoidable for the nineteenth century. Claire Lindsey highlights the
importance of recognizing the travel writings produced by Latin American women, but
Lindsey focuses primarily on twentieth century Latin American women’s travel
narratives about their own countries. My objective is to extend Lindsey’s project by
analyzing Latin American women’s travel writing alongside those of women from the
hegemonic U.S. and U.K. in the nineteenth century. I am interested in how these
traveling women articulate their experiences abroad within their travel writing. I chose to
consider Mansilla’s travel narratives to emphasize the often forgotten mobility of Latin
American women authors. In A World Not to Come, Raúl Coronado addresses the need to
rethink the relationship of Latinos to print culture. He discusses the history of textuality,
arguing that Latinos were actively shaping their own national identity through writing:
“Rather than victims writing against U.S. colonialism, we more often than not find elite
male voices seeking to establish a metaphysics of presence, a sense of authority in the
face of rapid sociopolitical transformations” (29). Coronado problematizes the notion that
Latinos were mere victims of U.S. rhetoric of hegemony. He shows that the elite,
privileged by sex and class (men and the rich), articulate their own discourse of authority,
often using similar configurations that exclude minorities. Likewise, Latin American
women’s travel narratives are an expression of elite female voices that actively shape
their nation’s identity through writing. Contrary to the common assumption that Latin
American women are marginalized, elite women had access to the predominant
philosophies of their time, traveled the world, and wrote about their experiences. I
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propose that, as with European and North American writers, South American women
writers manipulate their bourgeois identity to inhabit the male dominated sphere of print
culture. The genre of travel narratives offers privileged women from various countries the
opportunity to acquire the authorial voice needed to write and publish in the nineteenth
century. Eduarda Mansilla shares with Florence Dixie and Elizabeth Agassiz a bourgeois
identity, which makes them aware of Imperialistic motives. In this sense, Imperialistic
notions and the authors’ arguments about foreign culture shape the three travel narratives,
meaning that their manner of seeing their own people is relative and contains a biased
subject position. Gaytrik Spivak addresses the danger of expecting truth in narratives
about foreign communities, saying “when representing them [subalterns], the intellectuals
represent themselves as transparent” (29). This assumption of a neutral discourse is based
on the false assumption of non-involvement with the community. As Spivak argues, the
presumption that the subaltern is accurately portrayed can be seductive, but is misguided
and naïve. For this reason, the competing discourses of three travel narratives are closely
analyzed, as the authors’ subject position is also problematized.
In order to support my claims, the dissertation is divided into three chapters. I
analyze each narrative in a separate chapter to highlight the peculiarities of the text, the
author, the aspects of the production, and the critical reception of each work.
The first chapter, “A British Lady in Patagonia,” analyzes Lady Florence Dixie’s
Across Patagonia (1888), Dixie’s account of her travels to Patagonia with her husband
and brother in search of adventure and to hunt wild animals. First, focus is given to
Dixie’s contradictory discourses, as she intermingles colonialist, feminist, and feminine
discourses in the travel narrative. She was aware of the audience’s expectations of a
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Victorian lady travelling abroad, and she simultaneously idealized and discredited such
dominant ideology. She challenged the traditional stereotype of proper English women as
the Victorian angel in the house, by idealizing an outdoorswoman who is strong, but
feminine and ladylike. Her discourse of feminism fails to transcend national borders, as
she avoids identification with Argentinian women and often favors colonialist imposition.
I consider how Dixie was aware of readers’ expectations of a Lady travelling abroad and
how she manipulated her discourse to best please her audience. Dixie’s literary strategies
to get published are also analyzed. Hero narratives and the new mystery genre influenced
her narrative. I focus on how Aristotle’s theories on rhetoric, more specifically pathos,
the ability to guarantee emotional engagement from the audience, can be used as a tool to
understand how Dixie guaranteed the automatic success of her travel narrative. Dixie
published a best seller and earned a place for her work in the dominant print culture of
the nineteenth century.
Chapter two, “An Argentinian Socialite in the U.S.,” considers Eduarda
Mansilla’s Recuerdos de viaje (1882). Mansilla traveled to the U.S. accompanying her
husband on a diplomatic mission for several years. First, a discussion about Mansilla’s
subject position is needed because her Argentinian view of the U.S. is shaped by her
French education. Then consideration is given to how Mansilla articulated her travel
narrative based on the Argentinian travel writing tradition established by her brother
Lúcio to show how women writers articulated similar ideas in travel narratives and
conversed with male writers. Focus is also given to how Mansilla articulated notions of
motherhood in the travel narrative. She is one of the few travel writers who traveled with
her children. Next, a discussion about the biased reception of South American women
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travel writers is undertaken in order to problematize women’s subject position as authors.
Domingo Sarmiento, renowned public figure, discredited Eduarda Mansilla’s literary
abilities in newspapers by refusing to analyze her travel narrative with same parameters
he used for male travel narratives. Mansilla’s narrative illustrates that, despite her
nationality, she shares a bourgeois identity with U.S. and European women, as she is very
aware of Imperialist motives. She was bound by the economic and political privileges
that guaranteed her status as a travel writer. I discuss Mansilla’s travel narrative in light
of Aristotle’s theory of rhetoric as a means of persuasion derived from the character of
the speaker, ethos, to illustrate how she guaranteed her status as a writer. This chapter
also considers how Mansilla helped shape the print culture of the nineteenth century and
became one of the most read authors in Argentina.
The third chapter, “An American Scientist in Brazil,” focused on Elizabeth Cabot
Agassiz’s A Journey to Brazil (1868). The chapter begins with an introduction to
Agassiz’s fight for women’s education and rights. Coming from a traditional and
influential Boston family, she used her political and economic connections to open
Radcliffe College (1879). Elizabeth Agassiz joined her husband, Louis Agassiz, in the
Thayer Expedition (1865-1866) to Brazil, and the experience allowed her to publish a
travel narrative and attempt to write within the scientific field of the nineteenth century. It
is argued that Elizabeth is the major author of the work and that Louis assumes the role of
an editor because his participation is reserved to footnotes, quoted lectures, and
appendixes. Consideration is given to how Elizabeth’s writings are not a mere echo of her
husband’s scientific theories, as she creates a textual space of her own. Then, focus is
given to Elizabeth Agassiz’s dialogue with Humboldt’s romantic landscapes and
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Linneaus’s objective classification of nature. Agassiz attempted to write her travel
narrative more firmly based on Linneaus’s scientific studies, but as she studied the land,
its people, and the habitat, she moved into a different field of natural history:
anthropology. She had access to spaces male scientists did not, and she shed an
alternative light on the discourse of natural history to include social organization. It is
argued that Agassiz sets the foundation for the field of Anthropology in the U.S. As a
scientist, Agassiz claimed to write from the neutral discourse of science based on facts. I
analyze her discourse based on Aristotle’s rhetoric, logos, the means of persuasion based
on arguments derived from true or probable argument. Agassiz attempted to insert her
travel narrative into mainstream discourse and shape the dissemination of knowledge in
the nineteenth century.
The conclusion highlights the main points of the dissertation through a succinct
discussion of the key topics. The analysis of the travel narratives, Across Patagonia,
Recuerdos de viaje, and A Journey to Brazil, illustrate how the three traveling women
writers create an elaborate rhetoric to articulate notions of science, religion, politics, and
literature to shape the dissemination of knowledge in the nineteenth century. Lady
Florence Dixie, Eduarda Mansilla de García, and Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz, challenged
male authority in the print culture of the nineteenth century by travelling and publishing
their travel narratives. Nevertheless, the three women travelers shared a bourgeois
identity which they employed whenever necessary to guarantee the success of their work.
Rather than denying the influence of men’s travel narratives, they acknowledge their
importance as essential to transgressing the boundaries and reinventing the genre of travel
narratives. The three authors add a different perspective to their husbands’ careers. They
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manage to use their sex and marital status to their advantage to write successful travel
narratives. The analysis undertaken in this dissertation avoids dictating overarching
conclusions, instead calling for alternative paradigms to reflect about married women’s
travel writing.
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CHAPTER 1 A BRITISH LADY IN PATAGONIA

Born to a wealthy aristocratic English family, Lady Florence Dixie had the
education and financial means to undertake a voyage to Patagonia (1887), and the social
connections to publish her travel narrative as a book in 1888. 7 By that time, she was
accustomed to being in the public spotlight as she was often talked about in newspaper
gossip columns in England because of her unorthodox attitudes, such as her support for
smartly dressed women, equal roles in sports, and alternative diets. Dixie was aware of
her subject position, and she challenged the patriarchal norms of the nineteenth century.
A lover of outdoor sports and adventure, she undertook a voyage to Patagonia alongside

7

Lady Florence Douglas Dixie was born in Scotland at Cummertrees, Dumfries. She was
the daughter of the 8th Marquess of Queensberry and his wife Caroline, daughter of
General Sir William Clayton, 5th Baronet (1786-1866), a member of Parliament for Great
Marlow. She came from an eccentric aristocratic family of the Victorian era. Her family
was constantly the topic of newspapers. For example, her brother was the 9th Marquess of
Queensberry, and was connected with Oscar Wilde in a string of public press
controversies concerning Wilde’s involvement with his son. She married Sir Alexander
Beaumont Churchill Dixie, 11th Baronet, who was a heavy drinker and gambler. He
found it difficult to keep his responsibilities as Squire of Bosworth, and they had to sell
their estate. This brief introduction about Florence Dixie is found in Lee’s chapter “The
Upholsterer’s Daughter and the Aristocrat” in The Lady Footballers and Marion
Tinling’s "Lady Florence Dixie, 1855–1905" in Women Into the Unknown: A Sourcebook
on Women Explorers and Travelers.
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her husband and brother.8 A year later, after her return to England, Dixie wrote a travel
narrative entitled Across Patagonia. In the narrative, Dixie explored the conventions of a
Victorian woman. She was aware of her subject position as a privileged female Victorian
traveler and she was determined to become a professional writer. To ensure the instant
success of her travel narrative, she also adopted Aristotelian rhetoric, more specifically,
Aristotle’s pathos, to emotionally engage the reader. Florence Dixie used her sex to add a
different perspective to her husband’s career. She rejected the submissive role often
expected of married women, refusing to live in her husband’s shadow. This chapter
considers how she made references to her husband’s hunting skills, but only to show that
she was as good, proving her point that women should be recognized as equals in all
sports, from horseback riding to football. Dixie searched for empowerment through the
travel narrative when she inserted her voice into print; rather than simply registering her
travel experience, Dixie both inhabits and undercuts colonial, feminine, and feminist
discourses. Dixie’s Across Patagonia can be seen as a text that explores the boundaries of
the travel-writing genre. Her text underscores the tradition of the adventure hero stories
and mystery novels. Influenced by the prolific Willkie Collins (1824-1889), she
incorporates the main characteristics of mystery tales into her narrative through choice of
words and the construction of her argument. A close analysis of Across Patagonia
8

Patagonia is located in the southern end of South America shared by Chile and
Argentina. In the nineteenth century, access to Patagonia was limited. Travelers usually
arrived by ship in one of the ports in the Straits of Magellan, and then mounted on mules
or horses to explore the land of Patagonia. Dixie arrived in the Cape of Holy Spirit
through Cape Virgins, located in the northeastern entrance to the Straits of Magellan. For
more on travelers to Patagonia and representations of Patagonia in literature, see the
edited book by Fernanda Peñaloza, Jason Wilson, and Claudio Canaparo: Patagonia:
Myths and Reality.
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illustrates the complex rhetoric Dixie employed using notions of politics, literature,
religion, and science to help shape the dissemination of knowledge in the 19th century.
In England, Dixie was often in the local newspapers, usually in the section of
“Advertisements and Notices” of the Pall Mall Gazette for holding social and charitable
events. She also made headlines as an advocate for rational dress for women, women’s
role in sports, and animal rights. In Dixie’s address to the Women’s Franchise League at
the Christian Institute in Glasgow in 1891, three years after her publication of Across
Patagonia, she stated: “I will never obey unnatural laws. I claim equal right with man to
be treated civilly and politically, as entitled to share with him every opportunity, opening,
and sphere in life” (Lee 1406). She acknowledged that her fight for women’s equal rights
may be something unnatural, as many suggested, but she was determined to continue
fighting against gender exclusion. She suggested that it is only natural for women to be
treated the same as men.
Florence Dixie was featured in an issue of Vanity Fair magazine before her
voyage and the publication of her book (Figure 1). The title of the picture is The Lady,
which defines Dixie’s subject position and her pose in the portrait. In the picture, Dixie
wears a high-fashion dress of the finest materials. She elegantly sits on a chic sofa, and
her hat with beautiful lace is next to her. She avoids looking directly at the painter, but
instead looks off to the side. As the name of the picture suggests, Florence Dixie is
portrayed as a beautiful and proper Victorian lady.
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Figure 1. The Lady. By Théobald Chartran. From Vanity Fair, 5 January 1884. In the
Vanity Fair Collection.

In The Right Sort of Woman: Victorian Travel Writers and the Fitness of an Empire,
McKenzie argues that: “As a traveler, adventurer, and writer, Dixie was no longer under
the patriarchal control of Victorian society. Through her writing, she becomes a part of
the long tradition of British imperial travelers—most of whom were men” (38). Dixie
challenged the confinements of the ideal woman as an angel of the house during the
Victorian era. Dixie shaped an alternative ideal Victorian woman as a strong, confident,
and adventurous woman. In another portrait, Florence Dixie is mounted on a horse, and
the image invokes a strong woman, possibility out on a hunt (Figure 2). Although Dixie’s
figure is feminized as her breasts and waist are highlighted, her attire conveys smart
outdoor clothing for women. She was a supporter of women’s sportswear and the use of
pants for women football players. Dixie’s devotion to women’s sports was well known in
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Britain. For example, at the request of Nettie Honeyball, Dixie accepted the presidency of
the British Ladies Football Club (BLFC).9 During the nineteenth century, travel and
sports helped upper and middle class women fight against the confinements of the
domestic sphere. Precious McKenzie Stearns explains that travel allowed women to
participate in activities that they did not usually engage in at home. They had more
freedom abroad (British Women 23). Through travel, upper and middle class women
could insert their voice in print culture, as the travel narrative was a genre that allowed
women to publish, having acquired authority through their travels.

9

Nettie Honeyball was born in London, and was the founder and a major player of the
British Ladies’ Football Club (1895). Honeyball and Florence Dixie worked together in
the Ladies’ Football Club, and advocated for the women’s right to smart attire and to
participate in sports. For further details about the trajectory of the two in the sports scene
in London, see Lee’s “The Upholsterer’s Daughter and the Aristocrat” and “Damned If
They Did, Damned If They Didn’t.”
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Figure 2. Lady Florence Dixie, 1880. In the National Portrait Gallery. Available at:
digital.library.upenn.edu.

Her travel narrative illustrates how women, like men, can excel in hunting, riding, and
wilderness survival.
Dixie’s Across Patagonia is very much influenced by other men’s travel
narratives, and men who had been to Patagonia. She traveled with Julius Beerbohm and
mentioned his narrative Wandering is Patagonia (1877) in her text. The illustrations in
Dixie’s travel narrative are based on the sketches by Beerbohm. However, Dixie began
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the narrative by suggesting that Patagonia had not yet been explored by exemplary
individuals, which is the justification of her choice to travel there:
‘Patagonia! Who would ever think of going to such a place?’ ‘Why, you
will be eaten up by cannibals!’ ‘What on earth makes you choose such an
outlandish part of the world to go to? . . .‘Why, it is thousands of miles
away, and no one has ever been there before, except for Captain Musters,
and one or two other adventurous madmen!’ (1)
Dixie assumes the role of a concerned reader who may wonder why the author
chose such a faraway exotic place, and one which was not a British colony.10 Dixie
claimed that no one else had travelled into such distant lands except for “adventurous
madmen” (1). Dixie’s comments seem ironic. She was aware that Charles Darwin, her
dear friend and inspiration, had traveled to Patagonia and published his observations in
The Voyage of the Beagle (1839). But she avoided mentioning men’s interpretations and
views of Patagonia. Her authorial choice can be seen as a defiance of the importance of
men’s travel writing. Precious McKenzie explains that Dixie “challenges the maledominated field of travel writing on the region begun by Charles Darwin […] by not
deferring to Darwin, Dixie claims authority for the narrative” (Victorian Travel Writers
40). Dixie wanted to establish herself as the first explorer of Patagonia. She was, in fact,
the first British woman to travel and publish a travel narrative about Patagonia, and by
10

Argentina was not a British colony, but had a strong British influence. For more
background on the topic, see Ricardo Levene and William Robertson’s A History of
Argentina and Jonathan Brown’s A Brief History of Argentina. For details about British
influence in Argentina, see Adolfo Pietro’s Los viajeros ingleses y la emergencia de la
literatura Argentina, 1820-1850, G.A. Bridger’s Britain and the Making of Argentina,
and Klaus Gallo’s Britain and Argentina from Invasion to Recognition.
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avoiding mentioning Darwin’s voyage, she increased her status as one of the first
explorers.
Dixie’s awareness of previous explorers and scientists that have ventured in
Patagonia can be observed in her exchange of letters between the years 1879 to 1880 with
Darwin. In one specific letter, Dixie referred to Darwin’s remarks about the tucutuco,
explaining that she saw a different behavior in Patagonia. She wrote:
I am sure it will be interesting to you to know that tho’ this may be the
usual habits of the tucutuco that there are exceptions. In 1879, I spent 6
months on the Pampas and in the Cordillera Mountains of Southern
Patagonia and during my wanderings over the plains I have had occasion
to notice in places tenanted by the tucututo, as many as five or six of these
little animals at a time outside their burrows. (Letter, 1980. Darwin
Correspondence Project.ac.uk)
As Dixie exchanges thoughts with one of the most important scientific figures,
Charles Darwin, she shows her ability to contribute to the advancement of scientific
knowledge in the nineteenth century. Although Dixie was confident with her findings, a
woman’s place in natural history was limited and often recriminated. In this sense, she
politely apologizes for attempting to dialogue with him through scientific discourse. She
finished the letter, saying: “Trusting you will forgive the seeming presumption on my
part. I beg to remain very faithfully yours” (Dixie Letters, 1880. Darwin Correspondence
Project.ac.uk). As common to nineteenth century women travel writers, she inserted her
voice in the dominant discourse while still claiming to have a feminine heart, thus the
apology. Although polite language was also present in men’s letters of a similar time
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period, Dixie’s words were more submissive. Dixie was determined to share her travel
narrative and have her voice heard in mainstream scientific discourse. In another letter
addressed to Darwin, she commented about her book: “I have great pleasure in
forwarding to you the Account of my travels in Patagonia and trust the book will meet
with your approval” (Darwin Correspondence Project.ac.uk). Dixie took the liberty to
send Darwin a copy of her book. This act suggests that she was proud of her work and
her attempt to be heard.
Although it is tempting to read women’s travel narratives as examples of how
exceptional women transgressed paradigms of patriarchy and colonialism, this is often
not the case. Women travelers, such as Dixie, are part of a greater system, and their
narratives are shaped by colonial discourse. They were not travelling as individuals. Even
while critical of a few colonialist practices, Dixie avoided questions about its principles,
and instead, enjoyed the benefits of being a Victorian lady in a foreign land. In the book
Victorian Women Travel Writers in Africa, Catherine Stevenson suggests that there is a
tradition of feminist analysis that tends to evaluate women’s travel narratives based on
their feminism. Such an approach “risks falling into the trap of accepting the discursive
stereotypes of women’s superior moral position over men” (Mills, 30). Sarah Mills
defends that women’s travel writing has to be analyzed alongside men’s travel writing,
because both are part of the larger enterprise of colonialism.11

11

To avoid essentialisms and stereotypes, the features that Dixie’s narrative shares with
male writers is analyzed, as well as the peculiarities of her travel writing. I refuse to
classify Dixie as a feminist or as an anti-colonialist, but rather focus on her elaborate
rhetoric to understand how she navigates around these notions. Her text often has
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Women’s travel narratives are often seen as separate from imperialist or capitalist
discourse. However, women’s narratives should be seen as part of an imperialist
enterprise as their travels correspond with the predominant discourse of the time. They
did not write in a vacuum, and their work reflected dominant ideology as much as men’s
work. Women’s travel narratives share the language of conquest that pervades those of
men’s. Mary Louise Pratt argues that “the European improving eye produces subsistence
habitats as ‘empty’ landscapes, meaningful only in terms of a capitalist future and of their
potential for producing a marketable surplus” (60). The idea that there is bare nature
waiting to be discovered by Europeans is part of what Pratt coins as discourse of anticonquest (Pratt 58). Pratt uses the term to understand men’s travel narratives, and I
propose an extension of the term to encompass women’s narratives as well, such as in
Dixie’s Across Patagonia. In the anti-conquest discourse, the idealized exotic and virgin
foreign land is there to be conquered by Europeans. The land is feminized, portrayed as
an untouched beauty of nature that awaits infiltration. There is an erasure of any kind of
conflict, as the objective of the rhetoric is to convince the readers of the harmonious
process of conquering untouched lands.
Dixie’s appropriation of the myth of untouched nature contributes to the idea that
she was aware of the colonialist discourse employed by male travel writers. She
reinforces the imperialistic desire common to British travelers who assume they are the
first to see, experience, and conquer the exotic lands of the South. She established her
presence as a pioneer in the wonders of Patagonia: “And I was to be the first to behold
contradicting sentiments on politics, religion, science, and literature, and helped shape the
dissemination of knowledge in the nineteenth century.
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them? –an egotistical pleasure, it is true; but the idea had a great charm for me, as it has
had for many others” (3). Dixie used the rhetorical question as a way of stating firmly,
yet with no arrogance, to be the first to behold the beauties of Patagonia. She seems fully
aware of the male travelers before her, but lies about being the first, a common rhetorical
tool in travel narratives; writers often focus on the exceptionality of their travel and work.
The sketches Dixie chose to include in the narrative reinforce the stereotype that
Europeans were the first to conquer foreign lands. Dixie explored the image of
Englishmen and women discovering Patagonia. Local inhabitants were ignored, and
nature portrayed as a bare, unpopulated area to be conquered by Europeans. One sketch
included in the travel narrative contains the tip of Patagonia and the valleys surrounding
the sea with the following subtitle: “We were the first who ever burst on to that silent sea”
(Figure 3). Dixie acknowledged only her travel companions, not the Tehuelches that
passed through the Cordilleras and lived on the land. Dixie’s refusal to acknowledge the
presence of Tehuelches as the inhabitants of the land points to the conventions of men’s
travel narratives of that era that depicted foreign lands as being first explored by
Europeans. At the same time, Dixie pays homage to the English poet Samuel Coleridge,
as her words are almost the same as the verses in the poem “The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner”: “We were the first that ever burst/Into that silent sea” (105-6). Coleridge’s
poetry was a significant shift to modern poetry and marked the beginning of British
romantic literature. Dixie often quoted British literary authors, which increases attention
to British arts. By invoking imagery known to her readers, her narrative becomes more
homily, even though she is described the distant land of Patagonia. She always draws
attention to British culture and arts to establish England’s superior status as a country.
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Mary Louise Pratt argues that many travel narratives depict the mystique of
reciprocity (77) that marked colonialist discourse so that the exploration of lands would
be portrayed as a harmonious sharing process and not as an invasive Europeanconquering enterprise. The ideal of reciprocity undermines the conquering and unilateral
dominance of the European presence in Africa and South America. It is a myth that is yet
another rhetorical characteristic that Dixie shares with male travel writers. Famous travel
writers that applied the tradition of the myth of reciprocity include John Barrow’s An
Account of Travels into the Interior of Southern Africa (1789). In the narrative, he
portrayed the natives as active observers: “The women reserved their cloaks of calf-skin,
and their exertion to gratify their curiosity by the sight of the strangers, seemed to disturb
them not even a little” (192). He claimed that his presence was almost unnoticed by the
natives, who were curious to see him but not startled. Mungo Park’s Travels in the
Interior Districts of Africa (1858) extended this mystique of reciprocity when he
portrayed himself in the role of a passive object in the hands of native women: “the
surrounding attendants and especially the ladies were abundantly more inquisitive; they
asked a thousand questions, inspected every part of my apparel” (180). Park reversed the
binary of colonizer and colonized to portray a mutual relationship of curiosity. Pratt
argues that through a language of anti-conquest, Park “underwrote the greatest nonreciprocal non-exchange of all time, the Civilizing Mission” (83). Pratt dissects male
travel narratives that take on the role of neutral observer (to downplay the conquest of
lands and peoples) by alluding to a fake reciprocity.

Figure 3. Illustration by Julius Beerbohm. In Across Patagonia, 1880.
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Through a similar discourse of anti-conquest, Dixie portrayed their interactions
with the Tehuelches as a reciprocal and mutual relationship. She hid the unilateral
process of colonialist intervention. Dixie shared her point of view that the Tehuelches
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observed her and her camp members with curiosity: “we presently observed several
mounted Indians, sitting motionless on their horses, like sentries, on the summit of a tall
ridge ahead of us, evidently watching our movements” (64). Dixie’s language gives some
agency to the Tehuelches by showing that they were merely inspecting the British camp.
However, to guarantee a distinction between the British and the Tehuelches, Dixie
described the Tehuelches’ curiosity as lazy and slow: “crowds of men and women,
watching our approach with lazy curiosity” (64). Dixie suggested her camp was also
observed, but she was categorical in differentiating the gaze. Curiosity was seen as one of
the characteristics of the scientist in the nineteenth century; curiosity was associated with
the intellect and stamina for the new discoveries made by European and U.S. scientists
and explorers. So although Dixie establishes a myth of reciprocity between her camp and
the Tehuelches, she undermines the tribe’s curiosity as to not associate them with British
intellectual curiosity, deemed more active, as they traveled around the world in search for
new species and different lands.
Dixie employs several competing discourses in her travel narrative. Her work is
part of a larger enterprise of colonialism, and although Patagonian Argentina was not a
colony of Britain and Dixie was not male, colonialist discourse pervades the narrative.
Dixie used the trope that Edward Said described in his classic Orientalist by casting
Europe as the center, and the foreign country as the uncanny periphery: the first as white
and clean, the second as brown and dirty. A predominant metaphor throughout her
narrative was that of soap, associated with cleanliness, whiteness, and purity. Before
Dixie arrived in Patagonia, she spent a few days in Brazil, and she repeatedly referred to
the people’s dirtiness in the few pages concerning the cities of Brazil. While in Rio de
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Janeiro, she exalted the beauty of nature, but disparaged the way people treated nature
and themselves:
But over all this beauty, over the luxuriance of vegetation, over the
softness of the tropical air, over the splendor of the sunshine, over the
perfume of the flowers, Pestilence has cast her fatal miasmas, and, like the
sword of Damocles, the yellow fever hangs threateningly over the head of
those who dwell among these lovely scenes. Nature, however, is not to be
blamed for this drawback to one of her most charming creations. With
better drainage and cleanlier habits amongst its population, there is no
reason why Rio should not be a perfectly healthy place. To exorcise the
demon who annually scourges its people, no acquaintance with the black
art is necessary. The scrubbing-brush and Windsor soap - “this only is the
witchcraft need be used. (28)
European discourse present in travel narratives is often religiously motivated, as is
the case with Dixie’s. She avoided making religious claims, but Christianity runs through
her discourse. There is a religious undertone that resembles the conversion of indigenous
tribes to Christianity in South America. The vocabulary, such as “demon” and “exorcise”,
evokes the idea that indigenous people are lost souls who need to be saved or cleaned.
This process of conversion into Christianity and bringing Indians into the light is usually
associated with European colonizers who claimed to conquer with the objective of
cleansing bodies and saving souls of the Natives. Dixie called for the need to clean the
environment and the people: “The scrubbing-brush and Windsor soap - this only is the
witchcraft need be used” (28). The metaphor of the soap associates European intervention
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with the need for sanitation and salvation. Despite the beauty of nature, the people
apparently poison it with their dirtiness and black arts. Europeans bring the only possible
escape with their Windsor soap, to wash clean the filth. European intervention was
warranted through the depiction of the lost and doomed inhabitants of South America
who needed saving and cleaning. She mentioned that there was no need for witchcraft,
only the soap. This reference to witchcraft points towards African religions such as
Voodoo, which was popularly practiced in Brazil and largely seen as black arts.
Dixie reinforces the imminent danger faced by the uncivilized lands of the South
by making reference to the sword of Damocles. The sword, which in the myth is a
reminder of the danger a king faces, symbolizes how with great fortune comes great
responsibility. Damocles, who was so eager to become king, later begs to leave because
he could not endure the constant threat of the sword above his head. Dixie’s reference to
Damocles’s sword suggests that although nature might be beautiful, there is the imminent
threat of disease and pestilence, as Southern lands were inhabited by filthy locals. This
association reinforces the contradictory aspects of Brazil: the beauty and the danger or
“the horror!” as Joseph Conrad describes the encounter with the other in The Heart of
Darkness. Dixie’s comments are very much in step with colonialist discourse, which
claims authority over and knowledge of the darkness of savages.
The contrast between clean and dirty pervades Dixie’s narrative. As the ship
stayed in the port of Bahia, Brazil for a day, she went out to explore the city, and her
comments were almost entirely about its dirtiness: “We found it as dirty and ugly as
could well be, and our sense of smell had no little violence done to it by the disagreeable
odours which pervaded the air” (13). She emphasized the dirtiness and ugliness of cities
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and citizens she encountered in South America. To reinforce the binary distinction
between us and them, the clean and the dirty, as Dixie returned to the ship she wrote: “we
went back the way we had come, by no means sorry to get on board the cool, clean ship
again” (14). The ship, which came from England, was the closest association she had to
her homeland, a clean and cool home country.
Dixie’s description of Rio was in contrast to England, again reinforcing binary
classifications of dirty and clean. She wrote: “we passed by the marketplace, and then,
threading a number of hot, dirty, little streets […] The public buildings at Rio are all
distinguished by their peculiar ugliness” (17). She invokes feelings of entrapment and
desperation at the horror. Dixie then entered a cathedral, a permanent marker of European
colonization, hoping she would find treasures left behind by the Portuguese crown: “we
entered it for a moment, thinking that we might possibly see some good pictures from the
time of the Portuguese dominion. But we found everything covered up in brown holland”
(17). Dixie showed disappointment with the cathedral’s lack the grandiosity as compared
with those in the big European empires. Dixie held the European Portuguese Empire in
higher esteem than Brazil at the time of her travels.12 At that point in her writing, Brazil
had just declared independence from Portugal, and Dom Pedro II was the Emperor of
Brazil. Dixie’s remark suggests that Brazil is now dirty, ugly, and chaotic after the
departure of the Portuguese Empire.

12

The Portuguese Empire is still present in Brazil because the royal family moved to
Brazil. The Empire of Brazil was founded with Emperor Dom Pedro I, son of Portugal’s
king. Thus, the Portuguese Empire was not exterminated from Brazil, but rather
incorporated as Brazilians.
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The only moment Dixie characterized Brazil positively was when she observed
the city from a distance. Dixie found comfort in being outside the city of Rio, and she
appreciated its beauty from afar: “I was quite thankful when we at last got safely clear of
the town . . . we had gradually got to a good height above Rio, and through a frame of
leaves and flowers I could see the town, the blue bay studded with tiny green islands”
(18). In this quote, she described generalized beauty to refer to Rio. She could only
appreciate this beauty when she was out of the town, away from the city and the locals.
Another safe place that Dixie found in Rio was the Hotel Whyte, a hotel owned and
operated by Englishmen. Dixie commented her relief to be surrounded by Englishmen,
thus: “pleased to be waited on by an Englishman” (20). Dixie and her companions
relaxed and cleaned themselves in a basin at the hotel: “where visitors can refresh
themselves with a plunge, a privilege of which the gentlemen of our party were not slow
to profit. After I had rested a little I strolled away among the woods” (20-21). Dixie’s
rhetoric is interspersed with colonialist discourse that separates colonizer from colonized
through binaries of white and black, clean and dirty, civilized and uncivilized. She
constantly tried to detach herself and keep herself from any possible ‘contamination.”
Similar to the travel writing of men, Dixie’s travel memoirs were part of the larger
enterprise that supported colonialist exploitation practices.13
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Another element of colonialist practice present in the travel narrative is that of
Dixie juxtaposing British soil and foreign lands into a classification of normative and the
other. Although her travels in Brazil were short, she often criticized Brazilians’ behavior.
While Dixie was observing the Brazilian passengers on board the ship in Pernambuco,
she critiqued their custom of greeting one another: “Not less funny was the effusiveness
of their affectionate leave-takings. At parting they clasped their friends to their breasts,
interchanging kisses in the most pathetic manner, and evincing an absence of mauvaise
honte in the presence of us bystanders, which was at once edifying and refreshing. Autres
pays, autres moeurs” (10).14 She adjudged the Brazilians’ practices as weird and inferior.
She ridiculed their manner of saying good-bye as too affectionate and excessive.
Adjectives such as “pathetic” and “funny” create cultural differences that evoke the
image of an inferior Brazil.
Dixie tends to incorporate the tradition of comparisons in the genre of travel
narratives when she juxtaposed the foreign land to the homeland through binary
oppositions, acknowledging the beauty of Patagonia while simultaneously suggesting that
readers can stay in England to see grandiose beauty. When Dixie passed through the
Harbor of Rio, she stated: “one need not go out of England in search for charming and
romantic scenery” (26). In this example, she explicitly reassures the readers of England’s
magnificence. She undermines Rio’s Harbor as a romantic place, and downplays its
14
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importance on an international scale. She builds on the idea of England’s grand beauty by
emphasizing the dullness of the scenery in Brazil. She implies that England’s landscapes
are exciting and worth seeing.
Dixie makes another comparison between England and Brazil when she left the
port of Rio by reassuring her readers that the most beautiful scenery can still be found in
British soil:
I could not repress a pang of regret as we steamed slowly out of Rio
Harbour. There may be scenes more impressively sublime; there are
without doubt, landscapes fashioned on a more gigantic scale; by the side
of the Himalayas or the Alps, the mountains of Rio are insignificant
enough, and one need not go out of England in search for charming and
romantic scenery. (26)
Dixie stated that despite the harbor’s beauty, it was still not as charming as
England’s. Rio’s harbor was internationally known to be a beautiful romantic landscape,
which Dixie dismisses by reassuring her readers that England has more charming and
romantic scenery. This is one of the conventions of the genre of travel narratives: to
describe the beauties of the foreign land, while at the same time, reinforcing the
superiority of the home country.
Even when Dixie confessed to be awed in the face of the beauty of Sugarloaf in
Rio de Janeiro, she dismissed Brazilians by mentioning an Englishmen as the explorer of
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such scenery.15 In Rio, Dixie described the grandiosity of Pão de Açucar, or Sugarloaf, in
Rio: “In front of us lay Rio Harbour, with the huge Paô de Agucar or Sugarloaf Mountain,
standing like a gigantic sentry at its entrance […] a solid mass of smooth rock, to a height
of 1270 feet” (15). She described Sugarloaf without great sentiment, but recognized its
powerful height. She misspelled Pão de Açucar as Paô de Acugar; writing with a ‘g’ and
adding the accent to the wrong vowel. Dixie’s misspelling reflects a lack of concern
about correctly using terms in Portuguese to identify landmarks. It is hard to imagine that
it is an error of edition that changed the words “Pão” and “açúcar”, because Dixie was
generally careful with the publication of her book and the language she employed.
Language played an important part in the conquering discourse present in travel
narratives of the nineteenth century, wherein, as an example, there was an emphasis on
the English language and the Portuguese language was dismissed. The lack of attention
given to words written in Portuguese implies a lack of importance given to the country.
Immediately after commenting about the beauty of Pão de Açucar, Dixie referred
to an English adventurer. Though she is impressed by the magnificence of the beauty of
the mountain range, to reassert the importance of England, or at least of Englishmen
travelling abroad, she focuses on the accomplishments done by an English tourist:
Its summit, long considered inaccessible, was reached by some English
middies a few years ago. Much to the anger and disgust of the inhabitants
15
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of Rio, these adventurous youngsters planted the Union Jack on the
highest point of the Loaf, and there it floated, no one daring to go up to
take it down, till a patriotic breeze swept it away. (16)
Here an Englishman is portrayed as a conqueror of nature.16 She paints a picture
of the Englishmen as brave conquerors of the wilds of Rio de Janeiro. Her rhetoric is
politically marked to affirm England’s power and dominion. The language of anticonquest, through a veil of neutral discourse, establishes European conquest of Brazil
through adventurer travel devoid of any conflicts.
Following the tradition of the genre of travel narratives, in the little description
given of the inhabitants of Patagonia, Dixie portrays the Tehuelches through stereotypes
that reinforce Britain as a superior civilized culture. When Dixie commented about the
Tehuelches tribe, it was to reinforce her superiority as a Victorian lady. In one instance,
Dixie and her companions were getting ready to leave their camp, and were surprised by
a few members of the Tehuelches. As they intended to break camp, they tried to come up
with ways to make the unwelcome guests leave without causing a commotion. Dixie
explained they found the answer in bribery: “it occurred to us that they might possibly be
bribed to go away, by means of a small offering of whiskey […] to our relief they
accepted this offer and we presently had the satisfaction of seeing them ride leisurely
away. To do them justice, I must say that, contrary to our fears they did not steal any of
our effects” (84). Dixie relays their cleverness in getting the Indians to leave by bribing
16
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them with whiskey. In tune with Said’s tropes of Orientalism, Dixie’s comments
reinforce a stereotypical characterization of Indians as child-like. Dixie’s rhetoric
contributes to the dissemination of stereotypes on the Tehuelches; she often refused to
describe them as a culture or use their name. She referred to them using the generalist
term Indians. The illustrations in the travel narrative corroborate this stereotypical
portrayal of the Tehuelches. In one particular illustration (Figure 4) subtitled “Indian
Camp”, the Tehuelches are grouped under this umbrella term that ignores their culture,
customs, and politics. Further proof of the self-importance and peculiarity of the British
is found in the picture of Dixie mounting a horse. Dixie is talking to a Tehuelche woman,
but avoids descending from her horse, which denotes a position of authority and nobility.
Another interesting aspect of the illustration is that Dixie is mounted on the horse as men
were in the nineteenth century, astride and not the usual side-saddle expected from a
Victorian lady.17 While the visual politics of the sketch shows that Dixie challenges
patriarchal conventions, it also shows how she naturally adopts colonialist paradigms in
her dealings with the Tehuelches.
Dixie’s political rhetoric in describing the Tehuelches is made up of competing
discourses, as she mixes feminist, feminine, and colonialist discourses. Dixie comments
about the division of labor among the Tehuelches were thus:
But it is only the men who are cursed or blessed with this indolent spirit.
The women are indefatigably industrious. All the work of Tehuelche
17
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existence is done by them except hunting. When not employed in ordinary
household work, they busy themselves in making guanaco capas, weaving
gay-coloured garters and fillets for the hair, working silver ornaments, and
so forth […]

Figure 4. Illustration by Julius Beerbohm. In Across Patagonia, 1880.
44
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but though treated thus unfairly as regards the division of labour, the
women can by no means complain of want of devotion to them. (68).
The description of the Tehuelche women suggests that Dixie was concerned with
the division of labor between men and women. However, she avoids associating the
inequalities between gender roles of Tehuelche women and English women. Dixie hints
at a feminist concern for women of a different nationality, but discards the possibility of
joining with them or advocating for equal rights for women across borders. She attempts
to justify the plight of the tribe by saying the women were lucky to have such great
devotion from their men.
Dixie’s discourse can be seen in light of Gayatri Spivak’s notion of imperialist
narrativization of history done by intellectuals and the elite: women travelers and their
more notable and numerous male counterparts using language marked by racist and
classist assumptions (241). Dixie’s rhetoric may advocate for women’s equal treatment,
but her narrative is still marked by elitist Eurocentric assumptions. She may be a feminist,
but her discourse is peppered with racist assumptions, making her feminism limited to
European women. Dixie’s travel narrative belittles the presence of Africans and AfroBrazilians.18 She stopped at the ports in Bahia and Pernambuco, both states that have a
high number of Africans and Afro-Brazilians, yet made no mention of them. Even in Rio,
where she spent a few days in the city, Dixie had no comments about Afro-decedents or
the topic of civil rights. All of these cities yielded a less-enthused response from Dixie,
18
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while the Teuelches had more space in the text. Africans and Afro-Brazilians are
superficially mentioned and described as a group, not individuals.
While in Bahia, Dixie made a reference to the slaves she saw on the streets: “the
streets swarmed with black slaves, male and female, carrying heavy loads of salt meat,
sacks of rice, and other merchandise to and from the warehouses which lined the quays.
They all seemed to be very happy, to judge by their incessant chatter and laughter, not
overworked either, I should think, for they were most of them plump enough” (13). The
text contains racist rhetoric, common to nineteenth-century discourse; she claims that the
slaves are happy to be working, and that there is no resistance to European or white
owners. Dixie’s words can also be understood as a political strategy to show her English
audience that there is plenty of free labor in Bahia, as in there are plenty of slaves, all not
consumed by work. The implication is that there is space for British investments and
exploration of the land. Dixie’s comments reinforce stereotypical images of Africans and
Afro-Brazilians as merry and accepting of their imprisonment through slavery, while also
intimating the possibilities for ventures in South America.
Common to the genre of travel narratives, colonialist rhetoric pervades
descriptions of native women, who are portrayed as sexualized objects waiting for
European control. Dixie infuses her text with such a tradition, wherein the Natives are
portrayed as objects, but at the same time, challenges such paradigms by focusing on
males instead of females. Male travel narratives established the tradition of portraying the
African and indigenous woman in a sexualized manner. Another traveling female writer
that inserted herself in the previously masculine genre is Mary Kingsley. She traveled to
Africa and aligned her narrative with those of male travelers/colonizers that traveled to
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British colonies as well. As characteristic of the genre, Kingsley uses the language of
dominance to describe the Igalwa women she met in Africa:
The comeliest ladies I have ever seen on the Coast. Beery black they are,
blacker than many of their neighbours… although their skins lacks that
velvety pile of the true negro, it is not too shiny, but it is fine and usually
unblemished, and their figures are charmingly rounded… their eyes large,
lustrous, soft and brown, and their teeth as white as the sea surf. (157)
Kingsley uses conventional description used by male writers to talk about foreign
women. The women she described have been sexualized, and are mere objects of
observation. Conversely, Dixie challenges this tradition of describing women as the
sexualized other by describing the Indian man. She did not use sexualized language, and
focused on males. She wrote: “His dirty brown face, of which the principal feature was a
pair of sharp black eyes, was half-hidden by tangled masses of unkempt hair, held
together by a handkerchief tied over his forehead, and his burly body was enveloped in a
greasy guanaco-capa” (63). Because the Indians wore animal skins (the capas), they were
portrayed as animalistic. Dixie extenuates his beauty, describing each part of his body.
Dirtiness and greasiness acquire double connotations as she closely observed his exotic
body. In this sense, Dixie doubly transgresses the colonialist discourse that excludes
women’s writing and objectifies women as the exotic other. She enters the maledominated genre of travel narratives and replaces the traditional sexualized woman with a
male. The Indian male is not sexualized because female writers of the time did not
construct a sexualized discourse on men or women in the same way as male writers
would. Women writers still had to convey their narratives according to patriarchal
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paradigms. Dixie pushes boundaries when she chooses to defy traditional focus on
women and instead spotlight male Indians. Dixie challenges the confinements of gender
roles imposed by colonialism, but also explores her superior subject position as a
Victorian lady to objectify the male other through colonialist discourse.
Dixie continues to defy the gender differentiation of colonialist discourse by
exploring the language of dominance through a women’s perspective. She assumes the
subject position of the seer, and focuses on males – asserting not only her equal rights,
but also claiming her sexuality. During one of their visits to the Tehuelches, she wrote
about her specific interest in two women and one man:
We saw two remarkably clean and pretty girls […] and beside them –
probably making love to one (or both) – stood an equally good-looking
youth, who struck me by the peculiar neatness of his dress, and his general
‘tiré à quatre epingles’ appearance. His hair was brushed and combed, and
carefully parted, a bright red silk handkerchief keeping its glossy locks in
due subjection. His handsome guanaco capa was new, and brilliantly
painted on the outside, and being half opened, displayed a clean white
chiripa, fastened at the waist by a silver belt of curious workmanship. A
pair of neatly fitting horse-hide boots encased his feet, reaching up to the
knees, where they were secured by a pair of gay-coloured garters, possibly
the gift of one of the fair maidens at the table. (71-2)
Dixie continued her description and closely focused on the male. She described
him as clean and good-looking, showing he was worthy of attention from a lady. She
described his body with adjectives such as glossy and handsome, suggesting a sexual
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undertone. The sexual reference is made explicit when Dixie suggests he is making love
to one or two girls, which at the time meant flirting. Dixie’s comments challenge the
conventional norm of travel narratives by mentioning the sexual practices of the
Tehuelches. In the nineteenth century, many topics were considered taboo and therefore
to be avoided by ladies – sex being one of them. She defies patriarchy and reclaims her
sexuality.
Dixie shocks the reader as she transgresses boundaries of sexual/textual politics.19
She rewrites the conventions of travel narratives to make the genre a women’s textual
space. Mills contends that there is “double-voice quality of women’s travel writing” (44)
because of the presence of masculine and feminine discourses. In this sense, I propose the
idea of multiple voices to understand women’s travel writing because there are several
competing discourses in the narratives, which cannot be analyzed in terms of binary
oppositions or reduced to one coherent whole. In Dixie’s case, her narrative embodies an
elaborate rhetoric, with conflicting discourses of femininity, feminism, and colonialism
that challenge any simplistic categorization. Dixie, the woman, the Victorian, the hunter
shows the reader several characteristics of the English lady.
Dixie may have had feminist inclinations, but she seemed well aware of readers’
expectations of a Victorian lady travelling abroad. Since she wanted to publish and sell
her travel narrative, she incorporated feminine ideals into her work. She commented that
her narrative lacked focus on the domestic space, something that would be expected of
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her.20 She challenged expectations while simultaneously occupying them. During her
voyage to Patagonia, she rejected writing about the inner spaces of the ship: “It would be
superfluous for me to describe the excellent internal arrangements on board; few of my
readers, I imagine, but are acquainted, either from experience or description, with the
sumptuous and comfortable fittings-up of an Ocean passenger-steamer” (6). Dixie
suggests that close descriptions about their accommodations are superficial and
undesirable. Although her reluctance to describe the interior of the ship may resonate
with feminist discourse that rejects the women’s domesticated role, Dixie’s justification
sounds elitist. The fact that she explained that her readers will most likely not know what
she was describing so she saw no point in attempting the endeavor was her superiority at
its best. Yet in other instances, Dixie assumed the conventional gender role expected of a
Victorian lady. During camp, she showed concern for her husband’s breakfast: “I rose at
an early hour to get him [her husband] his breakfast and see him off on his journey” (44).
Although she is outside in the wild, Dixie invokes the domestic space by performing the
conventional role of a dutiful wife. She shows that though they are in the wild, she is still
a proper and excellent wife. In addition, Dixie and her companions maintain a separation
of the sexes during their journey: “the men smoked their pipes in silence. Before going to
bed I went for a short stroll to the shores of a broad lagoon” (43). The men and women
continue to uphold their distinct social roles even while away from home and in the
outdoors of Patagonia. Several other times during the travels, Dixie described keeping the
camp in order: “The beds arranged to my satisfaction, I next proceeded to go the round of
20
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the camp to see if everything was in order, on finding which to be the case, with a sigh of
relief I felt that my work was over for the day, and the time for rest arrived” (170). In this
passage, Dixie’s description resembles that of a housewife seeing to the house. Before
she could rest, Dixie stated that the camp must be organized and clean. In such moments,
Dixie portrays herself in the traditional role of wife, concerned with issues of domesticity.
This approach plays a vital role in the travel narrative because it shows the readers
familiar customs from home. She paints herself as a feminine lady who travels with her
principles and beliefs. To avoid the audience’s rejection, especially of the more
conservative audience, Dixie includes elements that will make the travel narrative
familiar, and thus acceptable.
Dixie also incorporates the feminine trope of sentimentalist, although in one key
moment she asserts her feminist ideals through an objective attitude. When she was about
to leave England, she began to feel anxious about leaving, but reassured the reader that
this was only a momentary feeling: “With these thoughts passing through my mind I
began to wonder why I wanted to leave England […] The stern sex will possibly
reprehend this exhibition of female fickleness of purpose. May I urge in its palliation that
my weakness scarcely lasted longer than it has taken me to write this?” (6). Dixie
explains that she is not anxious because of “female fickleness”, but of leaving England.
Establishing her similarity to male travel writers, she points to emotions that rapidly fade
away as the call for adventure is stronger.
Dixie’s feminist discourse permeates her travel memoirs, and she uses the sport of
hunting to prove that women are men’s equals. In the nineteenth century, most doctors
defended a differentiation of physical activities between men and women (Vertinsky 9).
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Several public statements were made to warn women of the dangers of extended physical
activities and brutal sports. Doctors and nurses urged women to avoid outdoor sports,
especially sports with physical contact, largely because women were seen as the weaker
sex. Dixie challenged this dominant discourse by suggesting that women’s participation
in outdoor sports have positive consequences, physically and mentally. She became the
president of the British Ladies’ Football Club (1895), and wrote several letters to
newspapers defending a woman’s right to play sports before her travels to Patagonia and
the publication of her book. Her travels allowed her to illustrate her arguments that
women had the same ability as men in sports, especially hunting.
In the nineteenth century, outdoor hunting was a popular sport among elites.
Women attempted to join what used to be a male-dominated sport to prove their equal
abilities in the game. Hunting goes beyond gender equality, as it is a marker of colonialist
dominance of nature and animals. McKenzie argues that “outdoor sports, specifically
hunting, became the vehicle in which British woman participated in public life and
empire-shaping” (British Women 24). Through hunting, Dixie is able to enter the world
of men and participate in the colonial enterprise as a whole. Mills affirms that in travel
writing, “to write with authority, women align themselves with colonial forces and thus
potentially with a predominantly male and masculine force, but they are not in that move
wearing a male disguise” (44). Figure 4 certainly illustrates this point with Dixie, whose
riding outfit is utilitarian, feminine, and distinct from male riding outfits. That contrast
lends itself well with Dixie who writes very femininely. Many travel writers like Mary
Kinsley and Nina Mazuchelli have competing discourses of masculinity and femininity in
their travel narratives as well.
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Dixie’s travel narrative has extensive accounts of her hunting game in Patagonia.
McKenzie comments on the positive alignment Dixie makes between sports and travel:
“Lady Florence Dixie and Isabel Savory [who traveled in the late nineteenth century from
England to India] were fortunate that their social status allowed them the freedom to
travel and thereby participate in strenuous sporting activities. Women travel writers such
as Dixie and Savory fueled the New Woman movement” (British Women 22). Coming
from privileged families, both travel writers explored distant places and advocated for
women’s participation in outdoor sports. Dixie talks of her mastery at hunting and her
excellent skills, which surpass those of some men, thus showing that women are equals of
men. She described the excitement of the hunting game: “The guanaco darted up the side
of a hill like lightning… I meanwhile had unslung my rifle, and was off in pursuit of
him… I had the selfishness, though I am sure sportsmen will excuse it, to wish to kill the
first guanaco myself, and I was therefore by no means displeased to find my companions
had not as yet perceived us” (91). She highlights her ability as a sportswoman when she
is the first to see this guanaco. She tells the tale with suspense, creating in the reader the
thrill and excitement of the hunt. Dixie’s travel narrative contributes to the women’s
movement by illustrating women’s successful participation in outdoor sports. Her
writings show that women improved self-confidence by testing their physical limits in
adventure. Dixie’s narrative contradicts the Victorian angel in the house by questioning
and rejecting women’s confinement to the domestic sphere.21 She also reinforces the
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positive thrill that comes with hunting, suggesting that such sports have a positive
influence on women’s health, contrary to what doctors said.
At the same time that Dixie challenged traditional Victorian notions of the angel
in the house, however, she displays her feminine side. In that same account about hunting
the guanaco, Dixie went on to describe her encounter with the guanaco and her feelings
of hesitation:
The guanaco allowed me to come within about the necessary 150 yards.
‘Poor fellow!’ I murmured generously . . . Alas! I took it [one step] and
down I went into a hole, which in my eagerness I had not noticed, falling
rather heavily on my face. In a second I was up again, just in time to see
the guanaco bounding up a far escarpment taking with him my chance of
becoming heroine of the day. (92)
As purported, Dixie’s rhetoric is filled with contradictory ideas of feminism and
femininity; she asserts her independence and equal standing as a sportsman, but shows
the typical woman’s heart by feeling pity for the prey, although the level of irony is hard
to gauge. By claiming she feels sorry for the guanaco, Dixie accentuates her femininity,
which would be expected from a Victorian lady. She is capable of hunting down a
guanaco, but at the last moment, is too feminine to kill it. Although men and women fail
during hunting, male authors tend to exclude such episodes from the travel narratives as

domesticity, submission, and sacrifice permeate the construction of this ideal Victorian
woman. The origin of the expression is from Coventry Patmore’s poem to his wife, which
he entitled: The Angel in the House. In the poem, he exalts his wife as the perfect woman
because she sacrifices herself for her home, her children, and husband.
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they mostly focus on the success of their kill. In contrast, Dixie explores her inability to
make the kill as she contemplates on the fate of the poor guanaco.
Through hunting wild animals, Dixie also breaks the male adventure hero
paradigm when she becomes the female adventure heroine. During the hunts, Dixie led
them in the right direction, and was ultimately responsible for the hunt’s success in
Patagonia. During one of their chases, Dixie was the first to see the puma hiding:
At a short distance from where we stood eagerly searching for the
vanished animal, I perceived a small bush growing, the only one for miles
around, and to this I pointed as the probable place where the brute had
sought a hiding-place. We lost no time in galloping towards the sport, and
the terrified snorting of our horses when we drew near, assured us of the
correctness of my surmise, and put us on our guard. (145)
Dixie described how everyone was searching for the puma, but was the one to
find it. She only claims to believe she has found it, but the horses confirm the wild cat’s
location. She was the only one who saw the puma and who called the rest of the party to
the location. Here, Dixie illustrates how her hunting instincts are as good as, if not better
than, a man’s because of her superior eyesight.
Dixie further crosses the boundaries imposed on a Victorian lady by putting
herself into the traditional adventure hero narratives. She tends to incorporate elements of
that genre to suggest a female heroine. Dixie manages to establish herself as an expert in
hunting and surviving in Patagonia, thus becoming the heroine of the narrative. Martin
Green defines the adventure narrative as “the energizing of myth of empire” (xi) and that
“to celebrate adventure was to celebrate empire” (37). Tales of adventure in foreign lands,
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fictional or not, became very popular in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Books
such as Robinson Crusoe, Gulliver’s Travels, and travel narratives such as William
Hodge’s Travels in India (1793) and Mungo Park’s Travels in the Interior Districts of
Africa (1799) filled readers’ imaginations with the bold adventure hero. I frame Dixie’s
discourse according to the conventions of the traditional adventure male hero narrative to
show how her feminism arises in her participation in the hunting and shooting of wild
animals. To guarantee her success in convincing the audience of her authority as a hunter,
she described several hardships they encountered in the wild, and how she ensured their
survival. The descriptions of Dixie’s survival skills and shooting provide key examples of
Aristotle’s ethical appeal.
Martin Green defines the narrative structure of the hero narrative this way:
“Adventure seems to mean a series of events, partly but not wholly accidental, in settings
remote from the domestic and probably from the civilize […] in meeting this challenge,
he performs a series of exploits which make him a hero, eminent in virtues such as
courage, fortitude, cunning, strength, leadership and persistence” (23). The adventure
narrative is gendered: the hero is by far male. Similarly, travel narratives about voyages
of adventure conventionally have a man narrating his adventure in a foreign land,
wherein he has to overcome several hardships to survive. Dixie plays with this structure
of the hero narrative and challenges the predominant male presence by inserting her own
tales into this tradition of adventure hero narratives. Throughout the travel narrative,
Dixie described the numerous hardships she had to overcome. Dixie wrote about their
panic when confronted with a Prairie fire: “Half choked, and bewildered by the
suddenness with which the danger had come upon us, we scarcely knew what course to
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take” (75). She emphasizes the unexpectedness of the fire as a life-threatening situation.
Dixie then narrated how she managed to survive:
I could scarcely draw breath . . . I became conscious of the most
intolerable heat, and my head began to swim around. My horse gave two
or three furious plunges, and then burst madly forward. Almost choked,
come what might, I could bear the mantle over my head no longer, and
tore it off me. The sudden sense of relief that came over me as I did so, I
shall never forget. I looked up, the air was comparatively clear and the fire
behind me. (75-6)
Dixie detailed her desperation and emphasized her readiness to save herself from
the fire. She takes readers step by step through her adventure, and how she survived. In
tune with adventure hero narratives, Dixie plays the part of the heroine fighting against
the uncontrollable forces of nature to survive.
Also common to the hero adventure narratives is that the hero has to prove his
intelligence, cunning, and leadership. Dixie associates herself with all of these attributes
when she traveled into Patagonia. In the beginning of their trip, they split up, and were
guided by I’Aria, the local guide they hired to help them through their journey. Dixie
remarked about his inability to lead them to water: “I’Aria pointed out a spot to us where
he said there were some springs […] But when we got there, no springs were to be seen,
and I’Aria said he must have mistaken the place. He suddenly remembered […] But
again was I’Aria mistaken” (88). Dixie emphasized that I’Aria tried to lead them several
times, but was constantly mistaken about the direction of the springs. The crew decided
to separate, and when she was alone, she was able to find the springs:
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I had hardly skirted the beechwood for more than a minute or so when my
horse suddenly neighed joyfully, and in an opening among the tress I saw
two or three small pools of spring water. Overjoyed, I lost no time in firing
off my gun, the report of which soon brought up all the others, who had
not gone far. (88)
Dixie emphasized that she was the first of the party to find water, as she was the first
to spot the guanaco and puma on the hunts. She described her discoveries as natural
accomplishments. She is not arrogant of her discovery, suggesting, on the contrary, that
she expects no less from herself. In this sense, she highlights the intelligence and cunning
of women. She becomes the heroine of the day. As happens in hero adventure narratives,
Dixie finds a way out to save herself and her companions through her intelligence.
The ability to see what others cannot is an important skill that is highlighted in
Dixie’s narratives. Her exceptional eyesight cements her position as a heroine because
she can save herself and others. In another incidence, Dixie demonstrated her heroism
when she found their lost horses. Due to harsh weather overnight, the party woke up to
find their horses gone. In desperation, they split up to try to find them. Dixie described
her walk and surprise to find the horses: “It was a happy inspiration of mine; I had not
gone half a dozen yards down a grassy ravine before, turning a sharp bend, I suddenly
came upon the whole troop” (228). Dixie tells the tale as would a heroine; how she had
an inspiration to walk in the right direction and find their horses. She then coaxed a tame
horse back with her and advised her companions.
Although Dixie challenges the gender configurations of the hero adventure
narratives, she also asserts her feminine role, especially during the hunt. In the example
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about the puma, she may have been the clever heroine to find the puma, but she was not
the agent of the kill: “my husband came up with a gun […] Dismounting hastily he
approached within eight or nine yards of the growling animal. Bang! Bang! Went his gun
[…] we saw the puma jump up in the air and fall backwards on the bush” (145-146).
Here we see the traditional description of the male hero, her husband, the puma killer.
She reinstates the conventional gender roles as her husband becomes the embodiment of
brute masculine force needed to kill an animal. As in the previous example, where Dixie
found the guanaco but failed to kill it, in this case, she reinforced her intelligence, but her
emotional attachment was too strong to kill the animal. In this regard, she is too feminine.
Dixie creates an elaborate rhetoric of competing discourses to describe her
femininity, as well as her ability to become the heroine of an adventure narrative. By
describing several examples where she is the eye of the group but without the brute force
to kill the animal, she invokes the readers’ sympathy. Dixie’s rhetoric incorporates the
Aristotelian principle, pathos, that is, the means of persuasion derived from the emotion
awakened by the speaker in the audience. Using Aristotle’s appeal, Dixie is successful in
assuring that the reader is emotionally invested in the narrative, thus empathizing with
her struggles as she, Victorian lady in Patagonia, hunts. Once she has the reader
emotionally embroiled in her condition, she narrates how she overcomes barriers imposed
on her sex to become the Victorian female heroine. Dixie detailed how such an adventure
began:
Proceeding at a quicker rate than my companions, I was soon far ahead of
them […] I drew rein, and dismounting, sat down to await their arrival.
Presently a cracking sound as of sticks breaking close to me attracted my
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attention […] I espied a species of deer, of a dark golden colour, eyeing
me with extreme astonishment […] crawling away from the spot as quietly
as I could […] [I] ran as hard as I could in the direction I judged my
companions were coming. As soon as they came in sight I endeavored by
signs to get them to halt. (179-180)
Dixie exhibits her riding skills by saying she was ahead and waiting for the rest of
her party, all male. Once again, she is the one that discovers a wild animal, this time a
deer. She will again turn to her companions to show them where she has found the animal.
For the first time during their hunting, Dixie will complete the full process of
finding the prey and shooting. She wrote: “I lost no time in informing them of the
discovery I had made, and taking my gun, proceeded to regain as quietly and stealthily
healthily as possible […] Anxious to avoid spoiling the head, I took aim behind the
shoulder, and fired” (181). For the first time, Dixie described shooting the animal. She
now assumes the role of the heroine in an adventure story, who through intelligence, sees
the deer and skillfully shoots it. But she was unsuccessful in her first attempt, and needed
to be helped by Gregorio: “Full of anxiety to place the poor best out of his agony I fired a
second barrel at him, which had the effect of knocking him over […] He had evidently
been hit both times, and yet seemed to be perfectly unconcerned at the whole thing. I
could not bring myself to fire again, but Gregorio did with his revolver” (181). Dixie
stresses that the problem is not with her aim or shooting abilities, but rather with the deer
that seems to blithely ignore the shots fired at him. But at this point, Dixie the lady
appears and states that she does not have the courage to shoot it again, thus requiring
Gregorio’s help. To show her compassion for the wild animal they were hunting, she
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emphasized that: “I was haunted by a sad remorse for the loss of that innocent and
trusting life” (182). She is determined to have the readers’ emotional engagement with
the narrative. Only after the audience has aligned themselves with her troubles and
difficulties as a Victorian lady abroad can she challenge the feminine role and become the
heroine. This process allows Dixie to make claims about the equality of women in sports
as natural desires of a lady. By incorporating aspects of the male adventure travel
narrative, Dixie elevates herself as the heroine. Dixie first attempts to establish herself as
an expert of hunting and survival in the wilderness when she employs Aristotle’s ethos to
convince the readers of her authority. Dixie then establishes that authority through
hunting, an English pastime. This reinforces her British identity and concern for British
values.
Dixie’s Across Patagonia shows elements of the male adventure hero genre as
well as the mystery novel genre that were both gaining public acceptance and becoming
widely read in England in the nineteenth century. Dixie’s play with the language and
structure of the mystery genre can be compared to Wilkie Collin’s mystery novels.
Considered by many to have made the beginning of the mystery or detective genre,
Collin’s novels dazzled the British audience.22 Dixie’s narrative shares a similar approach
to Collins’ narration style by adopting a tone of suspense to grab the reader and to keep
her guessing. In The Woman in White (1859), Collin’s description of London set the dark
22

Critics differ in opinions about the origins of the detective genre. The credit usually
varies between Wilkie Collins and Edgar Allan Poe, both masters of the mystery novel.
For more detailed discussions on this topic, see Robin Winks’s Mystery and Suspense
Writers: The Literature of Crime, Detection, and Espionage, Michael Cook’s Narratives
of Enclosure in Detective Fiction the Locked Room Mystery, and LeRoy Panek’s Before
Sherlock Holmes: How Magazines and Newspapers Invented the Detective Story.
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tone of the story: “The quiet twilight was still trembling on the topmost ridges of the
heath; and the view of London below me had sunk into a black gulf in the shadow of the
cloudy night, when I stood before the gate of my mother’s cottage” (5). Collins
incorporates nature disruption to reflect the mood of the tale and the state of the narrator.
Similarly, Dixie associates Patagonia’s natural setting with the narrative voice: “[the peak]
still retained a fain roseate glow, which contrasted strangely with the gray gloom of all
below. For a long time after complete darkness had fallen over everything, I stood […] to
analyze the feeling which the majestic loneliness of Patagonian scenery always produced
in my mind” (143). Both narrators feel alone in the dark night, in a city or in a distant
land. Throughout the narrative, Dixie plays with a somber tone to incite curiosity and
tension, thereby compelling readers to turn the pages and continue reading. Dixie’s
discourse is also steeped in the romantic convention of representing the lone traveler’s
encounter with the sublime face of beautiful nature, which works really well to engage
the readers’ emotions.
Dixie’s incorporation of the structure of mystery novels into her travel narrative
helps account for the automatic success of her book. Her travels abroad – in the tone of
suspense and mystery that guides the reader through her voyage into unknown lands –
proved popular. In the beginning of her voyage, before the ship even left Europe, she
already described her experience at the sea as a dangerous exploit:
We were quite astonished when the captain paid us a visit at about nine
o’clock… The words were hardly out of his mouth when the ship heeled
suddenly over under a tremendous shock, which was followed by a mighty
rush of water along the decks. We ran out, thinking we must have struck a
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rock. The night was as black as pitch pith, and the roaring of the wind, the
shouts of the sailors, and the wash of the water along the decks,
heightened with their deafening noise the anxiety of the moment. (7)
Dixie described the events out at sea with a tone of mystery, suspense, and
excitement. By dramatizing the events, she prods the reader’s curiosity. Their arrival in
Argentina was no less exhilarating with a variety of life-threatening situations. Dixie
described the great difficulty they faced in reaching Sandy Point: “the sea grew so rough
that it was impossible to lower a boat…increase in the strength of the wind would have
been fatal” (32). Nature here is described as uncontrolled and dangerous, and Dixie and
her companions had to triumph over nature to survive.
In another fiction by Collins, Moonstone (1868), suspense permeates the narrative
when the Moonstone diamond is stolen from Rachel after her eighteenth birthday party
and no one knows who the thief is. Different characters are given voice, which increases
the unpredictability of the tale. In the beginning of the tale, the narrator, the butler,
describes the tension of an unexpected encounter:
A cry inside hurried me into a room, which appeared to serve as an
armoury. A third Indian, mortally wounded, was sinking at the feet of a
man whose back was towards me. The man turned at the instant when I
came in, and I saw John Herncastle, with a torch in one hand, and a dagger
dripping with blood in the other. A stone, set like a pommel, in the end of
the dagger’s handle, flashed in the torchlight, as he turned on me, like a
gleam of fire. (7)
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The suspense of the situation increases with every sentence, and readers’ curiosity
is heightened. Dixie’s description of her astonishment with the ship’s situation resembles
the desperation of Collin’s narrator to understand and deal with the situation in the castle.
Both narratives have elements of the mystery genre, which invokes suspense with its lifethreatening situations.
Dixie tended to exploit the life-threatening situations she encountered abroad
through the elements of the mystery novel. While in Rio, she told of her near-death
experience while riding on a local carriage. She described the ride with details of the
constant danger they faced by being in the hands of a careless driver and an unpredictable
path:
Again the mules bolted, and like lightning we went down a little incline
which leads from the hotel to the road… on we went –the carriage heeled
over, balanced itself for a moment on its two left wheels, and then,
catching the corner of a stone bridge, over it went with a crash…as it was
we had a most miraculous escape. (23)
It seems that they are not safe, and every second requires alertness because their lives are
in danger. She went on to describe another carriage ride in which they had to jump off to
save themselves:
We were doomed to incur a third upset. When we came to a steep descent,
instead of driving slowly, our coachman, for some inexplicable reason,
actually urged his animals into a gallop… to make matters still more
desperate, one of the reins broke, leaving us completely at the mercy of
accidents… we were in imminent danger of being dashed over the
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roadside, down a precipice three hundred feet in depth… we had to choose
jumping out of the carriage… though we were all severely cut and bruised,
no bones were broken. (24)
She ended by narrating their courageous decision to jump out of the carriage. The
near-death experience fully resounds in mystery novels, where the protagonist’s life is in
danger at all times. She also told of an event that included fighting for survival in a wild
jungle full of irresponsible natives. She made reference to the poor judgment of the driver
and the deadliness of the beautiful surroundings, constantly emphasizing the perils of
such a ride, and the perilous conditions of both carriage and road.
Dixie constantly reminds readers that she and her companions are alone in the
wilds of Patagonia to maintain a high level of narrative tension. During one night, Dixie
told about the camp’s surprise when they heard a group of ten men heading towards the
camp (45), and the dangerous possibilities that those strangers could bring:
He [Beerbohm] was quite at loss to imagine who the people could be who
were riding out so late at night […] we all got up and went to have a look
at these mysterious horsemen. As they approached the foot of our hill we
could see that they were all armed with guns and rifles […] Could it be
that another outbreak had occurred, and that these men were escaping to
the pampas? If so, they might possibly make a descent on us in passing,
and supply any deficiencies in their own outfit from ours. (45)
After keeping the reader in suspense, Dixie finally revealed who the men were:
“in another second the two foremost ones reined up in front of us, turning out to be, not
bloodthirsty mutineers, but Mr. Dunsmuir and Mr. Beerbohm […] the party was
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composed of officers of the Prinz Adalbert, a German man of war” (46). Her contrast of
welcome Europeans and bloodthirsty savages incorporates the mystery genre into her
travel narrative, wherein the stereotype of Indians as cannibals was reinforced. Dixie also
ended the chapter with the same tone of mystery, this time describing nature.
Dixie’s narrative, being filled with competing discourses, justifies a close analysis
of her word choice. An examination of Dixie’s play with language helps the reader
understand how her discourse draws on notions of politics, science, religion, and
literature. One particularly interesting example was Dixie’s comments about nature after
a day of hunting:
A few little birds, who no doubt had their homes in the chinks of the
boulders which formed the background of our camp, hovered around us
anxiously for some time, till, finding they had nothing to fear from their
strange visitors, they took heart, and hopped from stone to stone into their
respective lodgings, and, after chirping a note or two, were silent for the
night. We were not long in following their example, and rolling myself up
in my guanaco robe, with my head on my saddle, I slept as sound and
sweet a sleep “under the greenwood tree” as ever blessed a weary mortal.
Neither Puck nor Ariel played any pranks on with me; though, for ought I
know, Titania and Oberon, and their fairy following, flying from the
skeptical modern spirit which ignores them, may well have made these
secluded sylvan haunts their own. (196)
In this passage, Dixie makes European appropriation of a foreign country’s
natural resources seems natural. There are allusions to Shakespeare’s play, As You Like it,
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and The Tempest, which illustrates Dixie’s familiar
European cultural heritage that aid her in describing the foreign dangers she encounters.
She references Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream and The Tempest by conjuring
the non-human figures of Puck and Ariel. Both are known for their magic and spells.
Puck the trickster, who may obey Oberon but also plays tricks of his own, and Ariel, who
is obedient to Prospero. Dixie claims to be untouched by spells cast by Puck and Ariel.
But as her reverie continues, she suggests that it would be plausible to find that Titania
and Oberon, Queen and King of the fairies, have moved into the woods of Patagonia, far
away from the skeptical spirit of modern Britain. Her choice of the term “mortal” echoes
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, wherein humans are regarded by the fairies as fools for
love. A religious undertone is also present through the words “blessed” and “weary
mortal.” Religion shapes the way Dixie sees the world around her, even if she does not
explicitly evoke religious discussions. In an age of scientific exploration and colonialism,
there is little place for magic in England. The mysteries of nature are transposed onto
exotic, distant lands. This romantic imagery suggests that Titania and Oberon may have
just materialized in the forests of Patagonia, far from the politics of modernity in Britain.
Another example of Dixie’s textual politics in the mentioned passage is when she
categorized a South American tree as a greenwood tree. Dixie’s reference to “under a
greenwood tree” is from Shakespeare’s As you Like it. She exploits the theme of a
peaceful and calm nature as a resting and refreshing place. In the play, Lord Amiens is a
faithful lord who accompanies Duke Senior into exile in the Forest of Arden. While in the
forest, he enjoys the freedom and sings:
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Under the greenwood tree
Who loves to lie with me
And turn his merry note
Unto the sweet bird’s throat,
Come hither, come hither, come hither.
Here shall he see
No enemy
But winter and rough weather (Act.2 Scene 5)
Lord Amiens’s song idealizes the kind of lifestyle Duke Senior and his faithful
companions live in exile. Away from the ambition of the court, the only danger is the
weather. Dixie described her enchantment with nature with an awe similar to that of Lord
Amiens.
In the previous quoted passage, Dixie referred to her guanaco robe, which she felt
validated their hunting and conquering of nature in Patagonia. She asserts her conquests
of nature and animals by hunting and using skin for clothing. Dixie’s choice of words to
describe the nature of Patagonia differs from traditional male travel narratives because
she talks about nature in terms of fashion. This alliance of femininity and colonialism
takes an interesting twist in Dixie’s travel narrative. She uses femininity to clothe nature.
Dixie uses fashion in her descriptions of conquests of the wild. Dixie described her
departure from Rio as: “Every tree is clothed with a thousand luxuriant creepers, purple
and scarlet-blossomed” (27). By clothing the tree, Dixie’s discourse domesticates nature.
Nature is no longer free and bare; it has been appropriated to fit paradigms of British
culture. Dixie uses the textual politics of fashion to describe the mountainous scenery of
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Patagonia: “All these spurs, like the Cordilleras themselves, are clothed with beech
forests and thick underwood of the magnolia species” (30). Dixie implies that the foreign
lands are already dominated by Great Britain. Dixie’s choice of words associates the
languages of fashion and femininity with the wild yet clothed nature. In this instance,
Dixie draws on her feminine traits and embodies the traditional role of women and
domesticity.
Dixie is determined to write a travel narrative, publish her book, and achieve
literary success, so she incorporates several elements into her narrative that she believes
will help sell the book and seduce the audience. Dixie is clearly aware of what her
audience expects from a Victorian lady travelling abroad to a distant and unknown land.
She writes a travel narrative in which she focuses on the exploits of hunting in a beautiful
and dangerous distant land because that is what is expected of her. She was vehemently
criticized for glossing over the Tehuelches: “Dixie es completamente insensible al
destino de los 69ndígenas tehuelche y desconoce el conflict entre Chile y Argentina por
la definicion de los limites reacionales” [Dixie is completely insensible to the destiny of
the Tehuelche Indians and she does not know the conflict between Chile and Argentina
about the definition of the rational border limits] (Borri 44). Dixie is portrayed as a
clueless traveler who is only worried about undertakings in Patagonia, completely
unaware and uncaring about the Tehuelche Indians and politics of the country. Although
Dixie does not explicitly comment about socio-political conditions in Argentina and
Chile, this does not necessarily reflect her ignorance of the countries’ situations.
Dixie wrote a travel narrative to depict hunting adventures in Patagonia, and she
had an intended audience in England; she tried to find a place for her fiction among the
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mainstream British travel narratives. Dixie’s narrative has a novelistic quality, in which
focus is given to a specific subject: exciting and dangerous hunting in Patagonia. Dixie
was not clueless about the Tehuelches, and after she returned to England, she wrote two
narratives entitled The Young Castaways, or The Child Hunters of Patagonia (1890) and
Aniwee; Or the Warrior Queen: A Tale of the Araucanian Indians and the Mythical
Trauco People (1890). In both narratives, Dixie brought the Tehuelches to public
attention in a positive light. Women’s gender roles were also a focus, and the heroine
Aniwee was portrayed as the queen, the huntress, cacique, and flower of the pampa, seen
as the ideal of female empowerment (Fernanda 93). Dixie embodies her defense for
women’s rights and liberation in the character of Aniwee, a woman of the Tehuelche
tribe. Thus, Dixie did acknowledge the Tehuelches, and more than just commenting on
their situation, she brought it to the forefront of her novels, writing for both boys and girls,
and shaping the minds of younger generations. Both narratives did not have a good
reception at the time of their publication, however, and have been largely forgotten by
literary critics nowadays. This illustrates that unfortunately, Dixie was right in her
assumption that readers were interested in hunting and adventures, but not in
understanding the Tehuelches or the brave heroines of her two novels. Despite popular
belief that Dixie was a superficial socialite, she proved that she knew her audience and
knew what was expected from a travel narrative. As an author of other genres, she had a
different approach to politics, like in her other works in which she defended the
Tehuelches’ rich culture. As a public figure, she was politically active, fighting for
women’s equality in education and their participation in sports, and eventually became a
war correspondent in the Zulu Wars.
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Florence Dixie’s Across Patagonia is filled with competing discourses of
feminine, feminist, and colonialist elements. Contradictory aspects characterize this travel
narrative, which eliminates any possibility of a simplistic categorization of Dixie’s work.
Dixie challenges the traditional adventurous hero, and establishes herself as the heroine
of the narrative. To guarantee an engaging book, Dixie adopted Aristotle’s rhetoric on
pathos to gain an emotionally engaged audience. To ensure the readers’ commitment and
ignite their curiosity and anxiety, she employs several elements of mystery novels.
Dixie’s textual politics pervades her text about England’s presence in Argentina. In
accordance with Orientalist tropes, she defined Patagonia and the Tehuelches as the
uncanny other to establish England’s superiority as a place and as a culture. To affirm
English dominion of arts, she made several references to William Shakespeare. Through
an elaborate rhetoric, Dixie’s narrative embodies notions of politics, religion, science,
and religion to shape the dissemination of knowledge in the nineteenth century. Dixie
crossed boundaries to make the travel narrative a woman’s textual space. She used her
gender to add a different perspective to her husband’s career, and refused a submissive
role often expected of a Victorian wife. She wrote a travel narrative to insert her voice in
print culture.
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CHAPTER 2. AN ARGENTINEAN SOCIALITE IN THE U.S.

Daughter to a war hero and niece to an ex-dictator, Eduarda Mansilla de García
became one of the most predominant public and literary figures of the nineteenth century
in Argentina.23 Despite women’s limited access to political circles, Eduarda Mansilla
grew up in a political environment, and she was often a French translator for her uncle
Juan Manuel de Rosas, who ruled Argentina from 1835 to 1852. She incorporated her
political background and knowledge into her works, most notably to Recuerdos de Viaje
(1882), the first travel narrative written by an Argentinean woman traveling to the United
States. Mansilla created an elaborate narrative marked by political, scientific, religious,
and literary rhetoric that shaped the dissemination of knowledge in the nineteenth century.
23

Eduarda Damasia Mansilla Ortiz de Rozas de García (1834–1892) was daughter of the
general and diplomat, Lucio Norberto Mansilla and Augustina Ortiz de Rosa. Her
brother, Lucio V. Mansilla, was also a writer and a politician. He wrote Una excusión a
los indios ranqueles, a popular and controversial travel narrative. Her mother was the
youngest sister of Juan Manoel de Rosas, one of the most controversial political figures
in Argentina’s history. Rosas aligned himself with the Federalist Party, and ruled
Argentina from 1835 to 1852. Eduarda was his favorite niece, and they had a close
relationship. She married a Unitarian diplomat, Manuel García Aguirre. She was thus
caught between her Federalist family and her Unitarian husband. For more details about
Eduarda Mansilla’s life and family connections, see: Francine Masiello’s Between
Civilization & Barbarism: Women, Nation, and Literary Culture in Modern Argentina
and Maria Rosa Lojo’s Eduarda Mansilla, la traducción rebelled. Eduarda’s brother and
son wrote a memoir, Mis memorias and Visto, oído y recordado: apuntes de un diplomata
argentino, that provides an interesting perspective about her life and family. On Juan
Manoel de Rosas, see Lucio V. Mansilla’s Rozas: Ensayo histórico-psicológico and
Fernando Operé’s Civilización y barbarie en la literatura argentina del siglo XIX: El
tirano Rosas.
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Mansilla’s narrative can be analyzed in light of Aristotle’s Rhetoric, especially that of
pathos and ethos, as she attempted to convince the reader of Argentina’s superior cultural
position as a country by comparing the U.S. to France. She inserted her travel adventures
into the realm of literary fiction, and she often made references to literary figures and
their work.
Mansilla discussed women’s social roles, and commented on the difference
between public and private spaces in the U.S. and Argentina. She admired American
women’s liberty, but condemned their excessive outgoing behavior. To assert her
authority as a travel writer, she reinforced her privileged-subject position, and compared
the U.S. and France with Argentina to guarantee the supremacy of the latter. Although
Mansilla travelled to the U.S. to accompany her husband, Manuel Rafael García Aguirre,
a diplomat for Argentina’s government, she asserted her independence and intellect by
writing the travel narrative, Recuerdos de viaje. She was one of the few married women
travelers to travel with children, and she incorporated notions of motherhood into her
story. Although Mansilla was critical of the U.S., there was a turning point in the
narrative wherein she opened her mind to viewing the country in a more positive light.
Unlike Florence Dixie and Elizabeth Agassiz, Mansilla had the opportunity to live in a
foreign country for several years, which explained her change of feelings from
estrangement to admiration.
Coming from a privileged family, Mansilla had an excellent education modeled
after the French, which was common to the elite of South America during the nineteenth
century. From an early age, Mansilla was interested in travelling and learning different
languages. She was exposed to political settings, and she acted as a translator for her
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uncle, the Federalist dictator, Juan Rosas. As a member of Argentina’s crème de la crème,
she used her privilege to write and publish her work. Mansilla was a prolific writer; she
published works in a number of genres. She often used the pen names of Daniel and
Alvar to experiment with her literary voice, as well as to make political arguments
without jeopardizing her family’s reputation and status.
To better illustrate Mansilla’s public image, I attached two images of Mansilla
that circulated around the nineteenth century (Figure 5 and Figure 6). The first is a
painting exhibited in the Blue Salon of the White House in 1869. In the painting,
Mansilla is dressed in elegant European fashion. Her dress is pompous, her hair is
beautifully arranged and is wearing a pearl necklace. It has a tone of sexuality, as her
shoulder and upper back are exposed, and her waist is accentuated. Mansilla’s image
corresponds to that of a lady in a gala ball. In the background, the pillar of the patio
evokes high architecture, and the elaborate gardens contribute to an air of nobility and
opulence. The second illustration is a photograph in which Mansilla is portrayed as a
writer. Her dress is modest as it covers her full arms, unlike the first painting. In the
second portrait, she is portrayed as a more mature woman. She is outside the world of
balls in high society, and she is seen just sitting on a chair and writing on a desk, intent
on her task. The portraits illustrate the complexity of Mansilla’s subject position. She
belonged to the ladies of Argentinean elite, yet she also belonged to circles of
intellectuals, as she was a prolific writer.
Her travels to the United States can be seen as something between voluntary
displacement and exile. Married to a diplomat, she, with their children, had to accompany
him on his trips to the U.S. As it was the nineteenth century and she belonged to
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aristocratic circles, she had no options. Nevertheless, her preference for France and
French culture were expressed in her travel narrative in different forms, just like her
disdain for the U.S.A., or Yankeeland were. The latter, to her, was a “strange nation”
separate from France and Argentina.

Figure 3. Eduarda Mansilla, 1870. Reproduced in Mansilla, E. (1996). In:
www.eduardamansilla.com.
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Figure 4. Eduarda Mansilla García, 1874. Reproduced in Mansilla, E. (1996). In:
www.eduardamansilla.com.
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As was common to South American elite, Mansilla’s education was based on
French models, and she was fluent in French. As she did not deliberately travel to the
United States by herself or for her own personal desires, it was common practice to
downplay her role in each journey.
Distinguished scholars, such as J.P. Spicer-Escalante, suggest that Mansilla was
not in control of travels, because she was dependent on her husband and traveled simply
to accompany him (xix). But if she was not in control, then neither was her husband. He,
too, only followed diplomatic orders given by the Argentine Government. Yet a close
analysis of the travel narrative undertaken in this chapter suggests that Mansilla was
actively directing their travels, i.e., deciding on the places her family would visit, their
interaction with other political figures, and the education of her children. Her active role
in these journeys was illustrated at the publication of the travel narrative; it added a
different perspective on her husband’s career.
It is established that Mansilla wrote Recuerdos de Viaje based on her personal
diary entries about her travels in the U.S. from 1861 to 1865.24 Mansilla and her family
then returned to live in the U.S. from 1868 to 1870, after the Civil War ended. This
subsequent return changed the way she viewed her experiences and her writing.
Recuerdos de viaje was published in 1882, seventeen years after she returned to
Argentina from her travels. Therefore, even if the travel narrative were written based on
personal entries about her first stay in the country, by the time she decided to publish,
Mansilla had become a more mature and conscious writer. The gap between the writing

24

For further details about aspects of production, see Monica Szurmk’s Mujeres en viaje.
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of the narrative and its publication created objectivity; it allowed Mansilla to distance
herself from her text, which allowed her to edit her own work. María Laura Pérez Gras
discusses the time of production and publication of Mansilla’s travel narrative: “las notas
tomadas durante el viaje se vuelven en un documento histórico y el trabajo de la escritora
es el de integrar ese material fragmentado en un todo de unidad y sentido.” [The notes
taken during the trip become a historical document, and the work of the writer is to
integrate this fragmented material in a whole with unity and sense] (294). Pérez Gras
goes on to dissect Mansilla’s writing because it was composed so many years after her
travels to the U.S. The growing trend of women’s travel narratives in the late nineteenth
century may have affected Mansilla’s decision to publish her memoirs.
Mansilla wrote Recuerdos de viaje in Spanish, but several paragraphs and
expressions are in French. The French paragraphs appear without, which suggests that,
like herself, her audience knew the language. During the nineteenth century in South
America, French was the language used by the elite and intellectuals, as schools and
universities emulated French models. In the travel narrative, it was the idealized language
and culture. Mansilla looked at the U.S. differently from France and Argentina, as she
associated the latter countries as steeped in culture, tradition, and refinement. She
counted on her audience’s agreement, because they belonged to the Argentinean elite and
upper middle class, shared her French education, and could relate to her comments.
The intermingling of the three countries in Mansilla’s narrative is addressed by
Samuel Monder: “Tengamos presente la trayectoria del buque: se trata de un viaje desde
Francia a los Estados Unidos, que se recuerda en Buenos Aires […] Los triángulos
culturales no suelen ser equiláteros.” [Let’s keep in mind the trajectory of the ship: it is a
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journey from France to the United States, which is remembered in Buenos Aires […]
Cultural triangles are not usually equilaterals] (106). Monder emphasizes the exchange
among the three cultures, and he illustrates his argument with a metaphor of a triangle.
He suggests that the three cultures are interconnected in Mansilla’s narrative, represented
by a triangle, but not an equilateral triangle; in other words, each culture has different
levels of importance in the text. The gap between writing and publication, plus her
second trip to the US during that period, also seem to mirror that equilateral triangle. This
triangular or three-dimensional aspect that happened outside her writings reveals the
complexity of her character, and perhaps, the author’s change over the years.
Mansilla attempted to keep a distance between herself and the events she narrated.
Most often her voice was embedded in the text as an omniscient narrator. She described
the people she met in a manner similar to one who observes characters from afar and sees
characters in ways they cannot see themselves. Apart from a few instances, she did not
interact with other people or her surroundings. Instead, Mansilla focused on the
interactions of others amongst themselves, as Monder points out in his discussion of
Mansilla’s writing style: “las personas que rodean a la autora se encuentran siempre fuera
de foco […] el relato de viajes resulta ser el género ideal para el despliegue de esta
mirada flotante […] Mansilla nos está indicando que viajar disuelve radicalmente
nuestras relaciones personales.” [the people surrounding the author are always out of
focus […] travel narrative turns out to be the ideal genre for the exhibition of this fleeting
glance […] Mansilla is showing that traveling radically dissolves personal relations]
(111).
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Monder goes on to suggest that Mansilla’s distance from the people she described
is the result of the dissolution of personal relations caused by travel. His argument
suggests that her characters are not fully developed, but rather seem to float in the
narrative as a result of this lack of personal connection. Yet it may be thought that
Mansilla’s literary strategy was in accordance with her role as a cultural translator. As a
rhetorical tool, her distance from the narrative reinforced her authority as a writer, critic,
and experienced traveler. She incorporated an omniscient narrator who told the story
about a faraway land, Yankeeland, and its inhabitants.
Although Mansilla maintained a reserved position, she did sometimes interact
with people to fully describe their stories and to talk about motherhood. A close analysis
of Mansilla’s narrative also suggests that travels did not dissolve her personal
relationships, but to the contrary, allowed new bonds to be made among travelers and
natives.25 Her writing style may have reflected “aloofness,” but it certainly should not be
thought of as the annulment of personal relationships during travels, because travels can
be fertile ground for new, often temporary, bonds to be made.
In Recuerdos de viaje, this Bakhtinian dialogue took shape through the principles
of Aristotle’s Rhetoric. Aristotle suggested that rhetoric is an art that can be used to
persuade the reader. Although not commonly associated with travel narratives, Aristotle’s
Rhetoric can be used as a theoretical tool to shed new light on the understanding of travel
narratives. Mansilla’s work can be analyzed through Aristotle’s concept of ethos, the

25

Reading further in the chapter suggests that Mansilla took a more personal approach to
her narrative when she was discussing aspects of motherhood and, in later parts, her
writings.
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means of persuasion through the character of the speaker (1.2). For example, she asserted
her authority as a travel writer throughout the work. In order to convince readers of her
views and arguments, she sought to establish herself as an experienced traveler,
intellectual, and master of several languages and literatures.
Mansilla’s complex rhetorical strategies can also be analyzed in terms of
Aristotle’s pathos, a means of persuasion wherein she engaged the reader emotionally.
Her main objective was to attract the readers and persuade them to agree with her ideas
about a foreign culture and language. Mansilla’s rhetoric through Aristotle’s definition of
rhetoric offers a window towards understanding the complexity of the language used in
Recuerdos de viaje.
She began her story by asserting her authority as a traveler and writer:
Hacer la travesía desde el Havre á Nueva York en la Compañía
Trasatlántica Francesa, ó embarcarse en un vapor del Cunard Line, en
Liverpool, no es exactamente lo mismo como agrado, si bien ambos
medios de cruzar el Océano pueden emplearse indistintamente, con la
seguridad de llegar á buen puerto, en doce ó trece dias, salvo los
inconvenientes ó accidentes naturales de la ruta . . . En la Línea Francesa,
se come admirablemente . . . el servicio es inmejorable . . . En los vapores
ingleses, se come mal, es decir, á la inglesa; todo es allí insípido, exento
del atractivo de forma y de fondo, que tanto realce da á la comida francesa.
(1-2)
[Making the crossing from Havre to New York in the French Transatlantic
Company or boarding in a steam ship of the Cunard Line, in Liverpool is
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not exactly the same pleasure, although both means of crossing the Ocean
can indistinctively be employed, with the security of arriving in a good
port, in twelve or thirteen days, not considering the inconveniences or
natural accidents of the route . . . In the French Company, one eats
admirably . . . the service could not be any better . . . In the English
steamboats, one eats badly, that is, in English style; everything there is
tasteless, lacking of attractiveness of form and substance that stands out in
the French cuisine].
In another example of ethical appeal, Mansilla buoyed her authority as a travel
writer by describing her vast experience taking international voyages across the seas. She
began by establishing her credibility as a traveler and as an objective observer by first
choosing to comment about aspects that could be considered neutral or objective.
Although Mansilla might not have been familiar with Aristotle’s Rhetoric, she was aware
that travel narratives depend on the public’s complicity to be effective. And to
accomplish such goals, first, the reader must believe in the authority of the speaker. As
Aristotle said, a rhetor needs to assert her authority as a credible speaker. This means
explaining what qualifies her to speak, and what she knows that the public does not know
but must know (1.2). To establish her authority as a rhetor in her writing, Mansilla
showed her knowledge of the different modes of transportation and her vast experience as
a traveler.
In the next pages of the introduction, Mansilla created a tone of adventure, a
characteristic common to travel writers who tell of perils at sea and in distant lands. She
described the dangers of her voyages at sea thus: “El lamento de la bocina recuerda sin
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cesar á los viajeros la inminencia del peligro. En aquella oscuridad, que, ni siquiera
permite ver los objetos más cercanos, el encuentro con otro buque, es no sólo un peligro:
es la muerte.” [The lament of the horn reminds the travelers unceasingly of the imminent
danger. In that darkness, that not even allows one to see the closest objects, the encounter
with another ship, it is not only a danger: it is death] (3). Mansilla portrayed her travels as
an exciting journey into the unknown, facing the ultimate peril of death.
Similar to travel writers such as Florence Dixie, as analyzed in chapter one,
Mansilla speaks to a long tradition of the genre who holds the audience’s attention
through suspense, mystery, and adventure into the distant lands and seas. Just as Dixie
engaged in dialogue with Willkie Collins’s mystery novels, Mansilla seemed to speak
with the Spanish and Portuguese famous colonizers, who, for a long time, wrote about the
perils at sea. Famous travel writers such as Fernão Mendes Pinto, Pero Vaz de Caminha,
and Alexander von Humboldt established the tradition of writing about the unknown
through a tone of mystery and adventure that lured readers into the narrative. This
approach, of invoking feelings of suspense and danger, also resonates in Aristotle’s
Rhetoric, specifically persuasion through pathos, wherein the reader’s emotions are
triggered. An emotionally engaged reader is more likely to agree with the author’s
argument.
Another method through which Mansilla asserted her authority as a travel writer
was by describing her encounters with important political figures such as Abraham
Lincoln. In the nineteenth century, it was a tradition to meet the president of the United
States on New Year’s Day. Receptions were held at the White House, and the event was
open to the public. It was customary for foreign diplomats to participate in the reception,
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and Mansilla attended with her husband. Following Aristotle’s Rhetoric, she first asserted
her authority as an author by associating herself with the U.S.’ political top-tier: “En los
Estados Unidos, el dia primero del año, el Presidente se debe á todos. Desde que dan las
nueve de la mañana, recibe á sus Ministros (Cabinet) en traje de ceremonia, frac negro y
corbata blanca […] Asisten las damas diplomáticas en traje de paseo, y el ceremonial
consiste puramente en el casi silencioso, shake hands.” [In the United States, the first day
of the year, the President belongs to everyone. Since it is nine in the morning, he receives
his Ministers in ceremony attire, with black tailcoat and white tie […] Diplomat’s wives
assist the ceremony wearing casual attire, and the ceremonial consists purely of the
almost silent shake of hands] (50). She briefly described the traditional handshake with
the President on New Year’s, and established her importance by being present at such a
ceremony.
Mansilla’s description of the reception can then be understood through Aristotle’s
pathos: invoking the audience’s emotions to persuade them of a particular point of view
(1.2). She described the event through adjectives that incited emotions and feelings, not
through statistics and facts, to convince the reader of her argument:
En la recepción nocturna que dura hasta media noche, nunca hay música,
ni dentro ni fuera de la Casa Blanca, reina el más completo silencio, á
pesar de la aglomeración de gentes. Es la fiesta de la democracia sajona,
sin efusion, sin entusiasmo, sin alegría. Imágen del deber, del patriotismo
escuálido, que representa un amor á las Instituciones, formado más bien de
raciocinio que de ternura.” (52)
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[In the evening reception that lasts until midnight, there is never music,
not inside nor outside the White House; the absolute silence reigns despite
the agglomeration of people. It is the party of the Saxon democracy,
without effusion, without enthusiasm, without joy. An image of duty, a
scrawny patriotism, which represents a love for the institutions, based
more on reason than on affection].
She called the democracy sajona, an informal term to describe the small group of
upper-class Americans, Protestants, and British descendants. Mansilla described the
reception not as a glamorous event, but as a lifeless reception, without enthusiasm or
happiness. Mansilla’s goal in describing the traditional handshake with the U.S. President
on New Year’s Eve as a lifeless event (“sin entusiasmo, sin alegría”) marked strictly by
the following of orders was to show that the U.S. democracy was comprised of an
imposed acceptance of institutions and duty. She emphasized the need to love one’s
country to avoid the “patriotismo escuálido” (bland patriotism). She urged her
Argentinean audience of the importance patriotism, and not to become like the strange
Yankees. She stirred the audience’s emotions and guided them to agree with her ultimate
argument: that Argentineans should love and cherish their nation.
If female writers were still expected to write about domestic issues and social
gatherings in the late nineteenth century, Mansilla simultaneously lived and transcended
this convention by using the topic of social gatherings to make a political argument. Her
calls for passionate patriotism resonated with the political reality of Argentina during the
late nineteenth century. Argentina found itself in constant civil wars, divided by
Unitarians and Federales who had different goals for the country’s independence and path.
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Mansilla’s Federalist uncle, Juan Manoel de Rosas, ruled as a dictator from 1832 to 1852,
until the Unitarian Justo José de Urquiza overthrew him. Although Eduarda came from a
family of Federales (her father was a general for Rosas, who was exiled to Paris when the
regime was overthrown) she married a Unitarian diplomat, Manuel García.
Having to navigate between both political worlds, she seemed to create a middle
ground for herself. She camouflaged her political beliefs throughout the travel narrative,
avoiding controversial statements, and always referring to Argentina as one unified
country full of culture and refinement. Mansilla insisted on a romantic vision of
Argentina, not because she was naïve, but because she was aware of the necessity of
instilling patriotism and love for the country in the collective imagination. She was aware
of the political environment in Argentina, and she argued for devotion and love for one’s
country. It was not important if the handshake reception she described at the White
House was, in fact, lifeless and dull. Mansilla used this gathering to point out the
importance of patriotism, casting U.S. citizens as people who were not passionate about
their country. She shaped the collective imagination by inciting loyalty in her own
readers, effectively influencing the dissemination of knowledge in the nineteenth century.
Mansilla defined Argentina’s identity by what it was not: the U.S. She
downplayed the image of the United States in order to raise Argentina up as the desired
and sophisticated country. Such construction of identity, based on defining the culture as
inferior, resonates with Edward Said’s arguments about the West and the East in
Orientalism. Although Said wrote in the post-colonial era, the crux of the matter lay with
encapsulating a country’s identity based on the exclusion of another. In the nineteenth
century, Argentina was a promising country, with expectations of surpassing the U.S. and
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all South American countries. It was modeled after European nations, and boasted of the
greatest number of libraries in the world.
Although Michael Foucault’s writings did not focus on travel writing per se, his
theories about discourse and power can also be applied to any genre, and they help us
understand the art of travel narratives. The discourse present in travel writings is often
characterized by comparisons between the author’s home country and a foreign land
(Archeology 109). In such comparisons, the dichotomy between the self and the other
emphasizes the superiority of the author’s culture and the inferiority of the foreign culture.
It is in this context that Mansilla wrote, contributing to the divulgation of Argentina’s
superiority and refinement. For example, she described with disgust the manner in which
North Americans greeted each other when she arrived in New York City:
Pero, oh naturaleza humana! Mi mal sentimiento se trocó luego en otro
peor. Aquellos besos al padre (Pa, que el Yankee todo lo corta) á John,
hermano ó primo, no eran dados ó recibidos en la mejilla ó en la frente,
acompañados de un abrazo tierno, como en nuestra raza se estila; eran
estampados en plena boca y acompañados de un vigoroso shake hands
muy prosáico; y beso y apreton de mano me movieron á la risa. (10)
[But, ah human nature! My bad feeling soon changed into something
worse. Those kisses from father (Pa, because the Yankee reduces
everything) to John, brother or cousin, were not given nor received on the
cheek or on the forehead, followed by a caring hug, as is customary in our
race; they were given on the mouth and accompanied by a vigorous and
very vulgar handshake; the kiss and the shaking of hands made me laugh].
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She argued that Americans have the tendency to reduce the complexity of things,
especially language, with the usage of “Pa” for father. She critiqued that habit of
salutation through mockery, arguing for the superiority of Argentina’s culture.
A comparison can be made with Florence Dixie’s comments about the behavior of
a Tehuelche husband and wife. After a quarrel, the wife would appear alone in Dixie’s
camp, and comment: “An Indian woman walked suddenly into the ring of bushes which
surrounded our encampment, and seated herself silently by the fire […] she had a quarrel
with her husband whilst both were inebriated” (81). Although Dixie avoided making
negative remarks, the suggestion that both were inebriated implied a lack of
responsibility and manner. After the husband arrived in the camp, Dixie described the
interaction between husband and wife: “The reconciliation scene was a very short one,
and did not go beyond a few inexpressive grunts on either side, after which the squaw got
up on horseback behind her husband” (84). She downplayed the complexity of
matrimonial relationship between the Tehuelches, and reduced their language to grunts.
Similarly to Mansilla who reduced North American behavior to simple and grotesque
habits, Dixie reduced the Tehuelches’ behavior to savage grunts.
The other common rhetorical strategy employed by Mansilla to incite readers’
emotions is that of the maternal discourse. Motherhood is not commonly associated with
the genre of travel writing or research. This dissertation brings to the forefront of
discussion how motherhood adds a different perspective to women’s travel narratives.26

26

Other scholars are turning their attention to maternal discourses, such as Deborah Paes
de Barros’s, who has one chapter dedicated to mothers and daughters on the road in her
book Fast Cars and Bad Girls: Nomadic Subjects and Women's Road Stories.
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Mansilla was one of the few women travel authors of the nineteenth century who traveled
with her children.27 She used the discourse of motherhood as a literary strategy to pique
the reader’s emotions, and induce sympathy from the reader. The second postulate of
Aristotle’s Rhetoric emphasizes the importance of engaging the audience’s emotions;
Mansilla used maternal knowledge to do just this. This tactic was especially effective
because the mother figure was a respected figure in Latin America.
Mansilla’s role as mother was best expressed when she returned from a short visit
to Montreal, and she and her family traveled to Saratoga Springs. There, she attended a
ball, which had a separate space for young children. She expressed her disappointment at
how her children were looked after when they ran to her for help:
Mis hijitos se echaron sobre mí gritando: ‘Mamá, no hemos comido.’ Mi
indignacion no tuvo límites; y preguntando el por qué, la sirvienta me
respondió: ‘Señora, habia como cien niños y sólo nos servia un negro cojo.’
Y mi hijito agregó: ‘Y en las fuentes había moscas.’” (101)
[My children jumped on me screaming: ‘Mom, we have not eaten.’ My
indignation had no limits; and when I asked why, the servant told me:
‘Madam, there were like a hundred children and only a lame black to
attend us.’ And my son added: ‘and there were flies in the platters].’
Mansilla included the dialogue between herself, her son, and the babysitter to
show the immediacy and reality of the situation, which in her opinion, was absurd. She
went to her friend Molina, who, through diplomatic channels, helped her get “platos de
27

At the time of her travel to the U.S. she had her first two children, Rafael and Daniel,
both young boys at the time.
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ice cream” (101) to feed her children. Thus Mansilla highlighted her role as a mother who
cares for her children and guarantees their well-being. Her comment about the local
children being starved and helpless set herself as the only worried mother, which suggests
that American mothers lack care for their children.
Drawing on a maternal discourse, Mansilla not only closely observed other
children, but also addressed the difficulty of travelling with small kids. For example,
when she traveled with her family by train to New York from Washington D.C., she
described a young boy travelling by himself:
Ví algo que conmovió profundamente mi corazon materno. Era un niño
como de ocho años, vestido modestamente, pero con aseo, que recorria de
un lado á otro el wagon . . . llevaba colgado al cuello un gran cartel de
cartón con estas palabras: Este niño va á Nueva York en busca de su padre,
se le recomienda a la benevolencia de los viajeros y del conductor. (62)
[I saw something that deeply moved my maternal heart. It was a boy about
eight years old, dressed modestly, but with tidiness, who was running from
one side to the other in the wagon . . . he had a big cardboard sign hanging
from his neck with these words: This boy is going to New York in search
of his father. We encourage the care and benevolence of the travelers and
the conductor].
The young boy traveling alone to New York shocked Mansilla. She went on to
comment that she asked other travelers about the boy travelling alone, and was told:
“Esto es usual. Vd. como extranjera lo ignora.” [You, as a foreigner, are unaware of this
common practice] (63). Mansilla wrote that she was the only one shocked by a young boy
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travelling alone, and she appealed to motherly instincts by convincing the reader of the
irresponsibility of American parents who allowed their young children to travel alone to
such a big city. She portrayed them as careless parents who did not worry about the
safety of a young boy alone in the train. Once again, she pointed out Argentina’s superior
values to the readers.
Mansilla also invoked the readers’ sympathy by assuming the role of a temporary
surrogate mother.28 She wrote that she and her children welcomed the poor boy:
Confieso que durante la travesía que sólo duró tres horas, más de una vez
mis ojos se volvieron cariñosos hácia el niño del cartel, mis chiquitines le
dieron plenty candies (muchos dulces) […] puse en la manecita del joven
viajero un dollar y en su frente rubia un beso. El niño me sonrió
agradecido […] llegar solo a una ciudad tan populosa como Nueva York,
es algo de triste para un hombre cuánto lo será para un pobre niño! (63)
[I confess that during the trip, which only lasted three hours, more than
once my eyes turned with care to the boy with the cardboard; my little
ones gave him plenty of candies […] I put a dollar bill in the small hands
of the young traveler and placed a kiss on his forehead. The boy gave me a
thankful smile […] arriving at such a populous city such as New York is
somewhat sad for a man, how much it will be for a poor child!].
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For more on maternal figures, see Adrienne Rich’s Of Women Born: Motherhood as
Experience and Institution and my book entitled: Of Women Bonds: Motherhood,
Sisterhood, and the Ethics of Care. On further details about ethics of care and solidarity,
read: Selma Sevenhuijen’s Citizenship and Ethics of Care and Virgina Held’s The Ethics
of Care: Personal, Political and Global have insightful discussions.
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We can see here that she also depicts her children as selfless helpers, which
reflects positively on her success as a mother. Using rhetoric colored with motherhood,
Mansilla tugs on readers’ emotions for a purpose.
As Mansilla approached New York City, she used elaborate literary rhetoric to
judge the city’s appearance. She did not view the city as welcoming to foreigners or the
sophisticated. Instead, she compared the chaos of the city to Dante’s Inferno:
Diverse lingue orribili favelle. Recordé al Dante, sin poderlo remediar,
cuando seguida de mi numerosa smala, me encontré á cierta altura del
muelle, delante de un muro humano, que vociferaba palabras desconocidas,
como una legion de condenados. Eran séres groseros, feos, mal entrazados,
con enormes látigos, que blandian desapiadados, furiosos, sobre las
indefensas cabezas de los viajeros, cuyo paso impedian. De repente, una
alma, un viajero, caía en poder de alguno de esos demonios, y en el
instante éste enmudecia, conduciéndole en misterioso silencio, sólo Dios
sabe donde. El calor, el polvo, el vocinglerio infernal me tenian fuera de
mí. (10)
Diverse lingue orribili favelle. [I remembered Dante, without being able to
avoid it, when followed by my large smala,29 I found myself at a certain
point of the docks, in front of a human barrier shouting unknown words,
like a legion of condemned. They were rude beings, ugly, poorly dressed,
with huge whips that they were brandishing with no pity, in fury, over the
29

Smala (Fr.): from Arabic, set of luggage and tents-room of a sheikh, (metaphor.) for
her children, packages and baggage.
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helpless heads of the travelers whose way they were blocking. All of a
sudden, a soul, a traveler, would fall in the hands of one of these demons,
and in an instant he becomes silent, as they take him in mysterious silence
to only God knows where. The heat, the dust, the infernal noise made me
out of my mind].
Mansilla established her superior position by alluding to Dante, a canonical Italian
author, to show her knowledge of Italian language and literature. She associated New York
City with Dante’s circles of hell; she compared New Yorkers to a legion of the condemned,
travelers as naïve souls who arrive in the city and face demons. The natives, who were
screaming, pushing, and trying to find a soul to entrap, represented the demons. Mansilla
metaphorically described the attempts of city workers, such as taxi drivers and hotel
employees, to attract tourists to their trades.
By comparing New York to Dante’s inferno, Mansilla was simultaneously critiquing
American capitalism and the lack of etiquette. Although she did not make explicit references to
any city in Argentina, her comments implied that Argentinean cities were the opposite of the
chaos and ugliness of New York. By writing in Spanish and publishing her book in Buenos
Aires, she knew she was writing for a national audience who will automatically compare New
York City to cities in Argentina. The result is that Mansilla’s discourse illustrates how travel
narratives can advocate for a national identity through literary rhetoric.
Of course, other authors also portray their encounters with other cultures as a shocking
experience, reinforcing the dichotomy between the loveliness of the home country and the
strangeness of the foreign nation. Mansilla’s repulsion at New York City in her arrival can be
paralleled to Florence Dixie’s description of Rio. Dixie called the city dirty, and called for the
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need of a “scrubbing-brush and Windsor soap” (28). Both travel writers viewed the country
visited as the unclean and grotesque other. By contrast, we will see in Chapter three, how
Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz constructed an alternative view of Brazil, her travel destination.
Agassiz portrayed the foreign land as a place of peculiar nature and culture, which should be
studied and not demonized.
Mansilla’s description of Washington D.C. was also negative, with her dismay at the
lack of progress and civilization. She often focused on describing public spaces and cities
through the lens of progress associated with science. She mentioned that Washington D.C. was
considered to be a desert among diplomats: “La Capital de la Union, era en ese tiempo
considerada por los diplomáticos, una especie de destierro, y á decir verdad, no les faltaba
razon.” [The capital of the Union, during this time, was considered by diplomats as a sort of an
exile, and to speak truthfully, they were not wrong] (60). Mansilla viewed Washington D.C. as
a place of exile among diplomats, because they were used to cities with better infrastructure.
She explained that the reason she considered the city to be abandoned was the lack of progress
in transportation: “Tramways no había, y el único medio de locomocion, consistia en unos
ómnibus pequeños, sucios, medio ladeados, arrastrados penosamente por caballos hambrientos
y pelechados, que causaban compasion.” [There were no railroads, and the only mode of
transportation were small, dirty, half-broken buses, dragged heavily by hungry and naked
horses that invoked feelings of compassion] (61). Mansilla further described the lack of good
transportation, and appealed to the reader’s emotions by making references to poor hungry
horses.
In A Journey in Brazil, Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz also made reference to the railways,
only this time, not a voice of lament on the lack of progress, but instead, a grateful commentary
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on how the railroad brought positive change to the city of Rio de Janeiro. During the road trips
in and around Rio, Agassiz wrote: “Yet it must be confessed that, in this instance, the railroad
has not destroyed, but rather heightened, the picturesque scenery, cutting, as it does, through
passes which give beautiful vistas into the heart of the mountain range” (55). The tunnel
created to give pass to railroad tracks, to her, increased the beauty of the scenery, as it gave the
travelers a glimpse of the beautiful mountain ranges.
In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, natural historians saw nature as
chaos, while scientists saw order. Such views can be highly problematic nowadays, with the
valorization of sustainable growth and the appropriation of nature for industrial development.
Mary Louise Pratt acknowledges that such standpoints from travel writers create a perspective
that “may seem odd to late twentieth-century western imaginations trained to see nature as selfbalancing ecosystems which human interventions throw into chaos. Natural history called upon
human intervention (intellectually, mainly) to compose an order” (30-1). As Pratt suggests,
human intervention in nature was not seen as the destruction of natural resources, but rather as
positive construction of civilized societies. Agassiz’s notion of progress was controversial,
because in the nineteenth century, the idea of humans conquering and reshaping nature was the
definition of progress. Progress was viewed in a positive light to the nineteenth century
majority. The intervention in nature was characterized as a good consequence of civilization.
Mansilla’s estrangement with New York City marked her arrival in the United
States. Her critique of Washington D.C. put American cities in a negative light. But
despite her initial revulsion, after living there for a few years, her impression and
thoughts about North American cities altered. This change of perspective began with her
stay in Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Mansilla commented: “Desde que se entra á Filadelfia,
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se siente allí la animacion, la vida, que bulle, en los grandes centros comerciales.” [As
soon as you enter Philadelphia, you can feel the animation, the life that boils in the big
commercial centers] (65). She began to see the positive aspects of industrialization and
modernization in American cities. It is important to note that she was still skeptical about
the cities when she mentioned: “Los Yankees son nacion poco imaginativa. Las casas
tienen una uniformidad de color rojizo bastante feo.” [The Yankees are a nation of little
imagination. The houses have a reddish uniform color that is quite ugly] (65). During the
process of Mansilla’s change from repulsion to admiration for the U.S. and its citizens,
she narrated positive and negative aspects of the cities.
Still in Philadelphia, she took long walks and closely observed the architecture of
buildings in her surroundings. In one particular story, she compared a house on the
avenue to One Thousand and One Nights:
Esa espléndida calle de mansiones de mármol blanco, que parece
pertenecer á ciudades de Las mil y una noches. El hotel que lleva su
nombre, completa la ilusion; es un altísimo edificio de deslumbrante
blancura, y despierta en el espíritu pensamientos risueños y aún elevados.
(87)
[This splendid street of mansions in white marble, which seems to belong
to the cities of A Thousand and One Nights. The hotel takes its name, a
complete illusion; it is an extremely high building of stunning white color,
and it awakens in the spirit, cheerful and profound thoughts].
By comparing Fifth Avenue to something from One Thousand and One Nights,
Mansilla balanced her feelings and gave the city an aura of the exotic, the foreign, and the
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mystical. She transposed readers to a world of distant tales as she metamorphosed white
mansions into a magical city found only in pages. Moreover, the owner of the house was
a woman, a “madame T…”(87), and her occupation was ambiguous, hinting at
promiscuity and unsanctioned social activities. She did not describe the woman’s work,
but compared her to Socrates’ mother: “Pero, ¿cómo evitar que una mujer que practica el
oficio de la madre de Sócrates haga fortuna, en esa tierra clásica de las libertades?” (87)
[But how to avoid a woman who practices the occupation of Socrates’ mother makes a
fortune in this classical land of liberty?] (87).
Mansilla’s reference to Socrates’ mother suggests that the woman of this house was
involved with midwifery, as that was the profession of Socrates’ mother. The mansion could be
a place where pregnant girls stayed, or even a brothel, which justified the luxurious, exotic, and
sensual qualities of the mansion. Commenting on this passage, Stella Maris Franco suggests
that the house was a place where abortions were performed, which would have gone
completely unnoticed had Mansilla not made reference to Socrates’ mother (1085).
Mansilla’s elaborate play with language and literary references invoked multiple
meanings, and it is not clear exactly which activities were undertaken in the house. Regardless
of what took place, Mansilla stated that she did not care about the rumors, and admired the
house for its mysterious beauty: “Á mí, además, no me importa el cómo, ni quiero escuchar lo
que de ella se cuenta; á ser verdad, fuera demasiado horrible: yo me guardaré bien de escribirlo.
Basta y sobra con haber encontrado en mi camino ese misterioso palacio, cuyo recuerdo me
pesa.” [Besides, to me, the how does not matter, and I do not even want to hear what they have
to say about it; if it is true, it would be too horrible: I will do well to abstain from writing about
it. Suffice to have found in my way this mysterious palace, which memory weighs on me] (87).
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Mansilla refused to write about them, claiming she wanted to keep the pleasant memory of the
mysterious palace each time she walked by. Her stance could be seen as political, because she
acknowledged the beauty of the mansion despite the rumors about the owner’s credentials. She
did not judge the woman inside the house, and was not influenced by rumors that could have
marred the beauty of the house. Simultaneously, she avoided alluding to the women’s exact
profession because abortion or prostitution would have repulsed some of her audience. As a
cultural translator and travel writer, she attempted to forge a middle ground between her
personal opinions and the public’s beliefs.
In her last remark about the house, Mansilla quoted a line from Dante’s Inferno: “Non
ragionar di lor, ma guarda é pasa” (87). She quoted from Inferno, Canto III, when Dante
follows Virgil through the Gates of Hell to see the souls in torment of The Opportunists. Dante
asks what the souls’ lamentations are, and Virgil replies that they have no hope of death,
adding: “No word of them survives their living season. / Mercy and Justice deny them even a
name. / Let us not speak of them: look, and pass on” (ll.46-48).30 By quoting Virgil’s advice to
Dante, Mansilla was also following Virgil’s advice not to speak of the opportunist, while
simultaneously associating herself with Virgil. She was the voice of authority who decided not
to speak on the subject, choosing instead to look and pass on. She kept the passage in Italian,
without providing the reader a translation, perhaps to imply that she believed her audience
knew Italian, or that she attributed high standards of art to her own writing; she was a master of
not only French and English, but also Italian.
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After Mansilla changed her negative views about North American cities, her
descriptions of the cities became more elaborate constructions, and she made several
references to Greek mythology. All the while, she established her authority as a travel
writer by making intellectual comparisons. After visiting Canada and on the way back to
the U.S., Mansilla commented that she wanted to visit the city of Saratoga: “Mi objetivo
era visitar á Saratoga, ese Baden Baden de los Yankees, antes de volver á Nueva York.”
[My objective was to visit Saratoga, this Baden Baden of the Yankees, before returning to
New York] (98). Baden Baden is a German city frequented by the high-class bourgeois
during the summer in the nineteenth century. It was famous for theaters, casinos, and hot
springs. Mansilla often compared U.S. cities to European cities, but her comparisons
acquired a twist, through literary or mythological references.
She alluded to Homer’s Odyssey by commenting about Ulysses’ adventure.31 As
she sailed along the Hudson River by steamboat, she compared the arrival in Saratoga to
the landing of Ulysses at Calypso’s island:
El ambiente que se desprende de las orillas, cubiertas de muchachas
graciosas, reclinadas sobre la yerba, otras tantas flores animadas, es
embriagador. Se recuerda la isla de Calipso, y la diosa rodeada por sus
ninfas; y si me atreviera, diría más, evocando el recuerdo del sabio Ulíses
y sus compañeros. Las guitarras, ó mejor dicho, la guitarra yankee, el
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references to Greek and Roman mythology. Some early travelers included Fernão
Mendes Pinto, and among the nineteenth century travelers, there are the works of Lucio
Mansilla, Gonçalves Dias, Gonçalves de Magalhães, and Nisia Floresta Augusta.
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banjo, resuena sin cesar, y se oyen esas canciones virginianas tan
atractivas y seductoras por su lánguido ritmo de habaneras cubanas. (99)
[The atmosphere that arises from the shore filled with gracious women
reclined on top of the grass, and several others animated flowers is
intoxicating. It resembles Calypso’s Island, and the goddess surrounded by
her nymphs; and if I dare say more, evokes the memory of the wise
Ulysses and his companions. The guitars, or better said, the Yankee guitar,
the banjo, playing non-stop, and these virgins’ songs that are so attractive
and seductive are heard without pause in the rhythm of Cuban Havanans].
Mansilla associated Saratoga with the island of Ogygia, where Odysseus spends
seven years with the tempting goddess Calypso, who promised immortality. Thus,
Odysseus is set back by the lure of Calypso’s charm, and his return home is further
postponed. This mythological reference suggests that Mansilla saw Saratoga as a
tempting place, one whose charms she refused to fall for, for she was already subject to
the charms of Baden Baden, and would not be derailed by this inferior temptation.
Still using references to Greek mythology, Mansilla downplayed the U.S.’s
artistic accomplishments and theatrical performances. She critically mocked a play she
saw in the Barnum Museum, while simultaneously managing to bring to fore her
knowledge about mythology. She compared the performance to Adonis, the Greek god of
beauty and desire. She made an ironic reference that mocked the theatrical performance.
While watching a show in the Museum, she first criticized the actors and the play: “En
efecto, la música comenzó de nuevo á hacer oír sus discordes armonías, y poco despues
volvió de nuevo á alzarse la cortina y aparecieron dos actrices feas y mal entrazadas, que
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comenzaron una pantomima insulsa.” [Indeed, the music started again to make heard its
dissonant tones, and soon the curtain turned back to rise and two ugly actresses, with bad
posture, appeared and started a dull pantomime] (89). Both the music and the actresses
were described as ill-fitting and grotesque, not worthy of a theatrical performance held in
a museum. She then made a parallel between the performance and Adonis’s story: “Las
irresistibles ladies, vencieron por fin á fuerza de piruetas la resistencia del Adonis
sexagenario, que cayó por fin, rendido de hinojos, ante los piés de la beldad.” [The
irresistible ladies finally won through the force of whirls the resistance of the
sexagenarian Adonis, who gave in, on knees, at the feet of the beauty] (90).
Mansilla’s ironic tone pervaded her comments, especially when she called the
ladies irresistible, after already disparaging the actresses as unappealing. By italicizing
the term ‘ladies’, it acquired a condescending note. A note evident, still, when she
referred to Adonis, the god of beauty and desire, as a sexagenarian, not associated with
sex but with decrepitude. This is in sharp contrast to the traditional image associated with
the god of beauty and desire. And in this case, he was the one that fell at the feet of the
women, having been tamed and conquered. Her comments reflected her opinion that the
theatrical performance lacked the quality of high art being that it was grotesque and
confusing, as exemplified by her ironic reference to Greek mythology.
Interestingly, regarding the same performance in the Barnum Museum, Mansilla
makes a biblical reference to Susana by comparing her to a performer.32 She commented
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about the actresses: “Saltos, muecas, gestos más ó menos expresivos, dirigidos á un
vejete, que parecia, desde que se presentó, querer simbolizar por sus actitudes reservadas
y púdicas, la casta Susana, perseguida por sus dos terribles amadores” [Jumpings, faces,
gestures more or less expressive, directed to an old man, who appeared, since he
introduced himself, to want to portray, judging from their reserved and prudish attitudes,
the chaste Susana, chased by her terrible lovers] (89). Susana’s story is told in the Book
of Daniel, a Hebrew wife who is falsely accused by two lecherous voyeurs, two old
judges from Babylon. She refuses to sleep with them, and does not succumb to their
blackmail. She is falsely accused and sentenced to death, but Daniel saves her by
suggesting that the men lied, which leads to their interrogation where she is found
innocent.
It is not clear if the theatrical performance was, in fact, about Susana’s story, but
Mansilla associated the actress with Susana because in using biblical references (though
she rarely explained a reference), she was addressing her main audience, the Argentine
elite, the majority of whom were Catholic. Mansilla must have believed that her readers
knew the implications of such comparisons without further explanation.
All in all, through a critical discussion about the performance, Mansilla mixed
elements of Catholicism and Greek mythology in her comparisons with Susana and
Adonis. Although Mansilla was Catholic, she was a fervent intellectual, and like many
Latin American Catholics, her religious faith does not imply an exclusion of myths or
other beliefs.
As is common in Latin America, Mansilla was a Catholic who transcended the
boundaries of the Bible and Roman Catholic saints when she incorporated elements of
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different mythologies into her writings. Nevertheless, she promoted the superiority of the
Catholic faith. She believed in the righteousness of her Catholic beliefs, as she rejected
beliefs that were different and incompatible with Catholicism. She admired the religious
tolerance present in the U.S., while simultaneously reaffirming the perfection of her
beliefs: “en cuestiones religiosas, la discusion es por lo menos inútil y la buena crianza
nos enseña, á respetar todas las creencias, aunque éstas no existan en realidad.” [in
religious questions, the discussion is at least useless and good parenting teaches us to
respect all beliefs, even if they do not exist in reality] (83). She claimed to accept other
religions, but only because she believed them to be false and imaginary. Although she
incorporated aspects of different mythologies into her discourse, she only accepted
Catholicism as the true religion.
Mansilla continued to draw parallels with Greek mythology to describe the
behavior of North American women. She compared them with the Danaides, daughters of
King Danao in Greek mythology: “Las miss, revestidas con vistosas toilettes,
emperifolladas é insinuantes más que nunca, ofrecen ellas mismas la copita de egg nut,
humeante, que sirven de una gigantesca ponchera con honores de palangana: recuerda el
tonel de las Danaides, al reves” [The misses, dressed in fancy attires, more dolled up and
provocative than ever, give out themselves glasses of steaming eggnog that they serve
from a gigantic punch bowl with basin honors: it looks like the cask of the Danaides, on
the contrary] (52-3). She criticized their sensual attire and provocative behavior as they
offered eggnog to the gentlemen at the party. Mansilla distanced herself by not only
suggesting that the women’s attitudes were grotesque and purposeless, but by directly
comparing them to the Danaides.
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According to Greek mythology, the Danaides are the fifty daughters of King
Danao who killed their husbands on their wedding night, as advised by their father. All
but one daughter does so, Hypermnestra, whose husband kills Danao, and together they
start the Danaid Dynasty. The other daughters are forced to fill a bottomless tub. Mansilla
compared the Danaides’ punishment to the ladling out of eggnog, because it was a
repetitive, pointless task with no visible results. Nevertheless, there is an ambiguity in
this reference because it is not clear what “al reves” (53) refers to in the sentence.
Mansilla could be alluding to the difference in beverage, as the Daniades had to fill jars
with water, and the women, filled glasses with alcohol. Another possible interpretation,
and more in tune with Mansilla’s elaborate rhetoric, is that while the Daniades’ actions
are a punishment; North American women fill the glasses out of free will, pleasantly
enjoying such purposeless action. Mansilla rejected that such behavior could have a
fruitful outcome, especially in terms of love or marriage to a man.
As we have seen, Mansilla closely observed the behavior of U.S. women and men,
usually commenting about differences in habits and attitudes. Stella Maris Franco
observes the distinction between Mansilla’s attitude toward women in public and women
in private, submitting the first to harsh criticism, and idolizing the latter as the ideal
woman (1083). In my view, Mansilla’s narrative lacks a binary distinction between
women in public and women inside the home.
Mansilla acknowledged that American women were liberal, and enjoyed freedom
like no other woman in the West. At first, she seemed to condemn American women’s
attitudes toward men, but later recognized the liberty they have to behave as they pleased.
Mansilla first commented about U.S. women’s carefree behavior in a negative light when
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she said: “Las muchachas Yankee, de suyo tan expresivas, tan coquetas, tan provocantes,
llegan hasta ponerse en ridículo, por su excesiva adulación y terneza con individuos
acostumbrados á la gravedad y etiqueta, que imperan en los grandes centros sociales de
Europa.” [The Yankee ladies, so expressive, so coquettish, so provocative, make
themselves ridiculous because of their excessive adulation and sweetness with individuals
accustomed to the seriousness and etiquette that govern the big social centers of Europe]
(59). She commented on the women’s exaggerated behavior, suggesting that it made
them look foolish, acting in such an unbecoming manner. She seemed to have a need to
break out of the patriarchal culture of that time that often encouraged the woman’s need
to gain men’s approval. She further stated that European men were accustomed to the
refined taste and behavior of European women, who were more reserved with strangers,
and did not focus so much on attracting men’s attention. This is a common practice in
travel narratives, this mythic inversion, in which the author characterizes any different
behavior of a foreign culture as a practice to be excluded as marginal, strange, and even
repulsive.
Because 19th-century Argentina maintained Spanish and French traditions, she
cast U.S. women’s behavior as the strange other, different from that of European and
Argentinean women. Mansilla’s remarks reflect her belief and indignation, but do not
necessarily correspond to how European men felt towards American women. She came
from a patriarchal culture and a traditional family, and had been conditioned to behave as
politely as possible; playing the roles of a good wife and mother.
Reading along, Mansilla’s critique of American women becomes more ambiguous.
Similar to her opinion about American cities, which altered from negative to positive, her
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opinion about American women’s behavior also acquired a favorable light. Her ardent
disdain of American women’s traits suggests that Mansilla may have envied them. The
extent of her critique is so severe and repetitive that the connotation of her discourse
shifts its meaning. The harshness by which she judged American women seemed to imply
that she tried to convince herself they were wrong, not her. Mansilla attempted to control
her desire for the liberty that they had and she lacked. She commented about their
freedom: “La mujer Americana practica la libertad individual como ninguna otra en el
mundo, y parece poseer gran dosis de self-reliance.” [The American woman practices
individual liberty like no other in the world, and seems to possess a high dose of selfreliance] (70). Mansilla acknowledged that nowhere in the world did women have as
much freedom as in the U.S. The excessive need or even obsession in which she
condemned single American women out in public implies that she was, in fact, dazzled
by such possibilities, but constantly tried to convince herself that she was better off
married and was the ideal woman.
Another example of Mansilla’s secret admiration of U.S. women was that despite
her severe criticism of their flirtatious behavior, she adopted said behavior to lure the
readers into her travel narrative. As Samuel Monder suggests, Mansilla flirted with the
reader simply by suggesting that the term flirting could not be translated into the narrative
(108). In several instances, Mansilla flirted with the reader’s imagination by creating
expectations. Flirting was a topic discussed throughout the travel narrative, ostensibly to
characterize U.S. women’s mannerisms and outgoing personality. Ironically, she wrote
flirtatiously; often revealing a little bit of information but not the entire story. She was
luring the reader into the narrative, enticing them to read on. She promised to dedicate a
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chapter to the theme of flirting, though she dismissed U.S. women’s behavior as
unattractive. In the last chapters of the narrative, she commented: “Pero, qué es flirtation?
Si mal no recuerdo, creo haber prometido un capítulo especial dedicado á ese tema. Pero
despues de reflexionarlo, me ocurre que no vale la pena.” [But what is flirting? If I
remember correctly, I believe I had promised a special chapter dedicated to the issue.
However, after reflecting upon it, it came to me that it is not worthwhile] (110). She
acknowledged her previous promise, but claimed that it was not relevant to discuss the
topic, and did not elaborate further on the issue.
In short, Mansilla critiqued U.S. women for flirting with men to attract their
interests, but she established a similar relationship with readers when she teased them
with curiosity and promises. She used the notion of flirtation as a rhetorical tool to draw
the readers into her story.
Further proof of the idea that Mansilla envied the freedom of American women is
present in her discussion of marriage. She started Chapter fifteen by saying: “Las
muchachas Norte americanas no tienen prisa por casarse. Prefieren hacerlo tarde,
disfrutando, segun dicen, de su libertad. No les falta razon; pues si son coquetas y flirt
como nadie, cuando solteras, así que se casan, dejan de serlo, especialmente de clase
media” [The North American ladies have no rush to get married. They’d rather do it later,
enjoying, as they say, their liberty. They are not without reason; because they are
coquette and flirty as no one else when they are single, but soon after they marry, they
stop, especially those in the middle class] (85). She seemed to envy their liberty, but
quickly composed herself by again suggesting that they were also promiscuous and
reckless. It is important to note that Mansilla married when she was only seventeen, and
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was still in her early twenties when she visited the United States. In Mansilla’s discussion
about marriage, she stated that American women could resort to divorce, which, in her
opinion, they take advantage of but not abuse. She herself had no clear opinion about the
subject matter: “No tengo al respecto una opinion hecha. La familia, tal cual hoy existe,
habrá de pasar, á mi sentir, por grandes modificaciones.” [I do not have an opinion on the
matter. The family, as it exists nowadays, will have to undergo, as I see it, big
modifications] (86).
Mansilla stated that she believed the traditional notion of family will have to
change. Her openness to the debate about divorce was a rather progressive stance. After
her travels, Mansilla’s views became less strict, and her political rhetoric also became
less severe, intolerant, and critical. Many years later, back in Buenos Aires, she divorced
her husband. Her liberal behavior after she returned to Argentina can be seen as a direct
influence of her contact with U.S. women and their enjoyment of liberty.
Mansilla admired American women’s liberty, but she was genuinely adverse to
their alliance to consumerism and the beauty industry. Contrary to scholars who suggest
that Recuerdos de viaje is about a superficial account of parties, beauty, and fashion, this
is a complex rhetoric that challenges the confining paradigms of the beauty industry.
Nevertheless, her discourse is elitist, and it is essential to first understand why some
scholars may see her as a clueless socialite. At first glance, her comments seemed to refer
strictly to fashion when she commented about American women’s attire in this manner:
“Mi sorpresa, al ver llegar á esas elegantes á la mesa del almuerzo, cubiertas de joyas, no
tuvo límites. Medallones, zarcillos, brazaletes, cadenas, relojes, anillos relucientes, nada
les faltaba, finos ó falsos alternando los brillantes, con los diamantes de Alaska, que no
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son sino vidrio preparado, según tengo entendido, y no engañan á nadie.” [My surprise at
seeing these elegant women arrive to the lunch table covered in jewelry had no limits.
Medallions, earrings, bracelets, necklaces, watches, shiny rings, they lacked nothing,
mixing genuine and fake jewels with the diamonds of Alaska, which are no more than
prepared glass, as I have understood it, which do not fool anybody] (69).
Mansilla argued that the excessive usage of jewels by American women
illustrated that although they may have had money, they lacked good taste and elegance.
Mansilla criticized them for lacking standards, as they used real and fake jewelry; not
caring about true value, but instead focusing on looks, price, and how many they could
buy. Stella Maris Franco argues that Mansilla’s comments imply that although American
women tried to imitate Eugenia, the Imperatriz of France, known for her elegance, they
were not successful, and failed through their excess (1079). By showing disdain for the
diamonds that came from Alaska as mere glass, she was rejecting the American product
for its commonality and worthlessness. She diminished the quality of American products
or resources, once again showing her resistance to American culture. In this sense, even
in a comment that may appear shallow, Mansilla used political rhetoric that disclosed her
arguments.
Mansilla’s elaborate rhetoric pervades her comments about the fashion industry,
even though most scholars strictly focus on the apparent superficiality of the topic. At
one point, Maris Franco considers Mansilla’s discourse about fashion to be superficial or
unimportant: “Dentre os temas narrados estão ainda aqueles que poderíamos classificar
como mais ‘supérfluos,’ como a moda adotada pelas mulheres elegantes norte-
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americanas.” [Among the most discussed themes are those that we could classify as
superficial, such as the fashion adopted by the North American women] (1078).33
Despite the apparent superficiality of Mansilla’s narrative, she offers a political
and sociocultural critique. Her textual politics take an interesting twist when the subject is
high fashion and etiquette, because she simultaneously advocates for its importance and
denounces its confining powers. Even though she used elitist terms to convey her
opinions, she questioned capitalist alignments with the women’s movement through her
comments about the beauty industry. Mansilla promoted an alternative mode of thinking
wherein capitalism’s pressure to consume can be paralleled with Marxist ideals. She
denounced the lack of liberty even elite women faced due to the imposition of
consumerism: “Las ricas, tienen los defectos inherentes al medio social en que viven, esa
necesidad de la mujer desocupada, de emplear sus ocios y de sacrificar á la diosa moda,
inflexible minotauro que devora séres humanos, bajo todas las formas” [The rich ladies
suffer the inherent defects of the social environment in which they live; this need of the
unoccupied woman, to employ her leisure time and sacrifice herself to the goddess of
fashion, the inflexible minotaur that devours human beings in every form] (85). She
personified fashion as a goddess who demanded sacrifice from women because they had
to constantly dress according to trends. According to her, women found themselves
prisoners, susceptible to punishment by the metaphorical Minotaur, society’s confining
paradigms, as they were constantly under surveillance and being judged. Through such
33
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metaphors, Mansilla subtly expressed her feelings of entrapment, and questioned the very
fashions she claimed to follow and judge others by.
Mansilla’s critiques extended to the beauty industry. In Chapter twelve, she
critically denounced the connection between American women and the beauty industry:
Se pinta mucho, con exceso, usa y abusa del colorete más que las
Francesas, pues el maquillage es exclusivo en Francia á cierto nivel social
ó á esa edad terrible, denominada en todas las lenguas con el adjetivo
benévolo, cierta. Pero en Norte América las muchachas más frescas y
hermosas, acuden sin escrúpulo al artificio de los afeites. Fue allí, que por
vez primera ví esas cabelleras rubias, producto triunfante de la química,
aplicada al embellecimiento. (76)
[They paint themselves with excessive makeup, using and abusing rouge
more than the French, since makeup in France is exclusive to a certain
social class or to this terrible age, referred to in any language with a
certain benevolent adjective. But in North America, the youngest and most
beautiful women resort, without scruple, to the artifice of cosmetics. It was
there that for the first time I saw these blond hairs, the triumphant product
of chemistry applied to the beautification].
Mansilla affirmed that makeup is available in France only to women within
certain social classes, who therefore knew how to use makeup. In contrast, in the United
States, blush and lipstick were available to every woman, which she saw as a negative
phenomenon. Although her comments may seem superficial and elitist, a close analysis
suggests another possible interpretation. Mansilla’s comments imply that women from
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higher classes have access to more formal education, and therefore should have a more
critical view and reject accentuations imposed by the beauty industry. Though on one
hand, her considerations can be seen as strictly elitist, on the other, her arguments can be
interpreted as vanguard, because she critiqued the overbearing influence of beauty
products on the everyday lives of American women.
In the late nineteenth century when women started to go out in public, roaming
the city streets, and becoming financially independent, industries attempted to equate
beauty products with women’s liberation. The advertisements for beauty products were
designed to be associated with this belief. In this sense, beauty products were made to be
indispensable to the modern woman, who then equated these products to being modern.34
Beauty companies took advantage of the American women’s liberation movement,
associating the modern woman with beauty products, which created an enormous group
of faithful consumers. This phenomenon was studied in the 20th century, but Mansilla
observed the phenomenon while it was happening, and questioned the excessive reliance
of U.S. women on beauty products. In elitist terms, she critiqued the frenetic fervor
surrounding beauty products. In this sense, Mansilla can be seen as the lone voice
questioning consumerism, that image of modern women so enamored by the beauty
industry.
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In the same way that Mansilla took an unconventional approach to critiquing the
fashion and beauty industry, she also had a unique perspective on women’s suffrage.
Before her unorthodox view of the women’s struggle for independence in the U.S., she
focused on men’s behavior, which she admired because, in her perspective, they were
arduously supportive of their wives and families: “El Yankee es generoso como pocos; y
sus mujeres, sus hijas, no tienen sino manifestar un deseo para que sea satisfecho . . . La
mujer, en la Union Americana, es soberana absoluta; el hombre vive, trabaja y se eleva
por ella y para ella.” [The Yankee is generous like few; and their wives, their daughters,
have only to manifest a desire for him to be satisfied . . . The woman, of the American
Union, is the absolute ruler; the man lives, works, and rises himself for her] (72). She
stated that American woman was the sole ruler of the household, because men lived and
worked for their daughters and wives. She engaged the readers’ emotions by illustrating
the perfect behavior of American men. She argued that this scenario was ideal, and there
was no reason why women should want to change such an arrangement. She also
mentioned that women’s emancipation should not be the focus of American women,
stating that:
Es ahí que debe buscarse y estudiarse la influencia femenina y no en
sueños de emancipacion política. Qué ganarían las Americanas con
emanciparse? Más bien perderían, y bien lo saben. Las mujeres influyen
en la cosa pública por medios que llamaré psicológicos é indirectos […]
Mujeres son las encargadas de los artículos de los Domingos, de esa
literatura sencilla y sana, que debe servir de alimento intelectual á los
habitantes de la Union, en el dia consagrado á la meditacion. (72)
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[It is there that the feminine influence should be sought and studied, not in
dreams about political emancipation. What would American women gain
with emancipation? They would lose, and they know it. Women influence
the public sphere through means that I will call psychological and indirect
[…] Women are responsible for the newspaper articles on Sundays, of this
sane and sensible literature, which should serve as intellectual food for the
inhabitants of the Union, on the day devoted to reflection].
Mansilla suggested that women contribute to society indirectly; she acquires power as a
mother and daughter, as well as by writing in specific genres. Her political and religious
rhetoric stated that even in the newspaper, women should have a separate and worthy role, as
they were responsible for writing the Sunday columns, a religious day for many Christians, and
traditionally associated with rest and family time. In this paragraph, she used the term mujeres
and Americanas, which was different from her usual practice of associating the U.S. with
mujeres de la Union, Americanas de la América del Norte (45). This change of terms can
suggest that Mansilla’s perspective of women’s emancipation was not limited to the U.S., but
could refer to the reality of Argentina as well. She suggested that women had to exert their
influence through noble and indirect means, without negative public exposure.
Even though Mansilla’s argument is commonly interpreted as detrimental to the
women’s fight against victimization and struggle for empowerment, in the next
paragraphs she shed new light on her political views. First, she did not discredit woman’s
intelligence or capacity, but on the contrary, acknowledged women’s work: “Son ellas
también las que, por lo general, traducen del alemán, del italiano y aún del francés . . . en
ello además, las mujeres tienen un medio honrado é intelectual para ganar su vida.” [It is
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also them that, in general, translate from German, Italian, and even French . . . with it,
furthermore, women have an honorable and intellectual means to make a living] (73). She
admired women writers and their knowledge of different languages and cultures, alleging
that woman should be in control of their own intellectual development. This was one
sphere in which women were welcomed to inhabit.
The next sentences suggest that Mansilla’s rejection of women’s emancipation is
more due to her alignment with the conditions the poor face as the main workforce in a
capitalist economy: “y se emancipan así de la cruel servidumbre de la aguja, servidumbre
terrible desde la invencion de las máquinas de coser.” [It is through this way that they can
seek emancipation from the cruelty of servitude of the needle, the terrible servitude since
the invention of the sewing machine] (73). In this passage, she critiqued the modes of
production, because her rejection of women’s emancipation was related to the fact that
women had to work in factories for long hours and low wages. Such a reality diminished
women’s and men’s intellectual abilities, as the repetitive and numb reality of harsh work
took hold. Mansilla may have a point, but her arguments ignore issues of class, because
education was not available to every woman, much less higher education with the
teaching of languages, philosophies, and writing. For many women, working in factories
was the only possibility for independence. Although she valued women’s intellectual
independence, she failed to see that many women did not have the privilege of such an
education, and could only assert their independence or help augment the household
income through manual labor. Nevertheless, Mansilla’s political rhetoric has several
layers of meaning, because, although she was not against women’s liberation, she was
opposed to the excessive and brutal work within factories that would become many
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women’s reality. In this sense, a parallel can be made to Karl Marx’s theories of
capitalism.35 Both see the excruciating aspect of factory work that denigrates women and
men as critical thinkers; reducing them to one repetitive action and distancing them from
the final product: the division of labor and capitalist exploitation.
Mansilla’s conclusions and opinions were more liberal than one would imagine,
but coming from a traditional and politically conservative federalist family, she
camouflaged her ideas. Thus, she was not necessarily against women’s liberation or
intellectual development per se, but was opposed to women’s exposure to the cruel
realities of factory work. Through an unorthodox and controversial approach, she aligned
her discourse with ideas of communism and socialism. Thus, in discussing women’s roles,
Mansilla created an elaborate rhetoric to convey her political and social beliefs, a
vanguard subject position that criticized women’s work conditions in factories and
industries.
Mansilla’s unorthodox approach to women’s work in the nineteenth century
extended to her controversial support of the southern states of the United States.
Although Mansilla usually opted for neutral ground in politics, she was bold enough to
make polemic political statements. Such was her defense of the southern states, even after
she knew the outcome of the Civil War. She defended the dignity of the South thus: “El
Sud debia asombrar por su constancia, su heroísmo, la pericia de sus Jefes, demostrada en
esa serie de hechos de armas, tanto en tierra como en el mar.” [The South should be
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For more on Karl Marx’s literature, see: Marx & Engels on Literature and Art: A
Selection of Writings and Feodor Levin’s “Literature and the class struggle” in the book
Literature and Marxism: a controversy by Soviet critics.
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amazed by its consistency, its heroism, the expertise of its leaders, shown by this series of
feats of arms, on land as well as at sea] (54). She was attracted to the South’s insistence
on aristocracy and traditions, which she championed over the North’s practicality. She
tried to demystify romantic views about the northern states’ objectives in the war
claiming that slavery was not the main cause for the war:
El Norte á su vez, acumulaba los elementos de destrucción, con un lujo de
inventiva sin ejemplo en los anales de guerra alguna. Reunida una masa de
hombres que por su magnitud recuerda los ejércitos asirios y persas,
derrama el oro á torrentes y se propone sacrificar, si es necesario, en
defensa del gran pacto político amenazado, pues la emancipacion de los
negros no viene en realidad sino en segundo término, hasta su último
dollar. (55)
[As for the North, it accumulated the elements of destruction with an
excess of creativity without precedent in the records of war. A united mass
of men, which reminds me of the Asian and Persian armies because of its
scale, spills gold in torrents, and are willing to sacrifice themselves, if
necessary, in order to protect the great threatened political pact, because,
in reality, the emancipation of black people only comes second, until the
last dollar].
Mansilla suggested that the North used the emancipation of African Americans to
guarantee their wealth and their victory. She made reference to the excessive waste of
money and gold by the Union, claiming that economic factors were at the forefront of the
war, not the abolition of slavery. Nowadays, the U.S. Civil War is studied though
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different perspectives and the economic factors are taken into consideration as motives
for the war. However, Mansilla published her work in the 1880s, times when patriotism
and the unity of the country were the predominant rhetoric. Her remarks can be seen as
audacious, especially for a foreign woman, as she paints the U.S. Civil War in a different
light.
Mansilla showed her admiration and fondness for the southern states, and tried to
convince the reader likewise. Nevertheless, she excluded her personal opinion about
slavery, but instead stated that slave societies inevitably fall: “En realidad, el Sud debia
caer, como caerán siempre las sociedades compuestas de amos y esclavos.” [In fact, the
South should fall, as the societies composed of masters and slaves will always do] (40).
She cleverly abstained from personal judgment by commenting that slavery historically
doomed to fail. She continued to distinguish the southern states from the northern states,
arguing that they were so different that a separation would have, in fact, been reasonable:
“creo que naturalmente el Sur debía separarse del resto de la Union, de la cual entró a
formar parte más tarde que los trece Estados […] El Sud hoy ya no existe, es decir, el Sud
de los sudistas […] las elegancias, los lujos, los ocios de Nueva Orleans y sus rivales,
pasaron, como pasa todo, cuando llega el momento histórico.” [I naturally believe that the
South should separate from the rest of the Union, which it joined later than the thirteen
States […] The South of today no longer exists, that is to say, the South of the
Southerners […] the elegance, the luxury, the leisure of New Orleans and its rivals has
passed, as everything passes when its historical moment has arrived] (40). She spoke with
a note of nostalgia for the Southern states, its luxury and leisure. She felt that the
incorporation of the southern states into the North took away the precious lifestyle of the
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South. Mansilla was privileged in race, class, education, and political relationships, which
explains her association with the wealthy and privileged circles in the southern states.
Mansilla’s Recuerdo de viajes is usually counterbalanced with those of her
brother’s, Lucio V. Mansilla. Lucio wrote his first travel narrative, De Aden a Suez, in
1855 and later published Una excursión a los indios ranqueles in 1870. As Lucio and
Eduarda were close and often translated each other’s works from Spanish, French, and
even English, Eduarda not only had access to his narratives, but was also influenced by
them. His first travel narrative was often criticized for being a stereotypical and
superficial account, while the second was seen to have a mature, political view of the life
of the Indians in Argentina (Perez Gras 287-9).
Eduarda was aware of the reception of her brother’s works, and when publishing
her own travel narrative, she mixed elements from his narrative with that of her own
voice: she talked about social gatherings and etiquette, but also wrote with a mature
literary voice that analyzed the political and social aspects of the U.S. Lucio’s Una
excursión is a travel narrative about his voyage to the countryside of Argentina, in which
he denounced bad governments that only pretended to govern:
Creo en la unidad de la especie humana y en la influencia de los malos
gobiernos. La política cría y modifica insensiblemente las costumbres, es
un resorte poderoso de las acciones de los hombres, prepara y consuma las
grandes revoluciones que levantan el edificio con cimientos perdurables o
lo minan por su base. (18)
[I believe in the unity of the human species and the influence of bad
governments. Politics creates and modifies customs foolishly; it is a
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powerful tool for the actions of men, as it prepares and consumes the big
revolutions that raise the building with enduring foundations, or
undermine it by its base].
Lucio did not name any specific government, but his voyage to the Pampas and
his intended audience, Argentineans, suggests that he was critical of Argentina’s
government. Dominto Sarmiento was the President of Argentina from 1868 to 1874.36
After Lucio was dishonorably discharged from Sarmiento’s army, he embraced his
federalist family heritage and turned against Sarmiento. Lucio denounced the
government’s injustices to the Indians of the Pampas:
¡Ay! Cuando los ranqueles hayan sido exterminados o reducidos,
cristianizados y civilizados. Sea de esto lo que fuere, la triste realidad es
que los indios están ahí amenazando constantemente la propiedad, el
hogar y la vida de los cristianos. ¿Y qué han hecho éstos, qué han hecho
los gobiernos, qué ha hecho la civilización en bien de una raza
desheredada, que roba, mata y destruye, forzada a ello por la dura ley de
necesidad? (197-8)
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Domingo Sarmiento was in opposition to the Mansilla family because they were
Federales. However, Sarmiento had similar political views as Eduarda’s husband Manuel
Garcia, who was made a diplomat under his government. Sarmiento’s life, works, and
public career have made him a famous and controversial president of Argentina.
Sarmiento’s book Fecundo (1845) offers his controversial views about the Indians in
Argentina. Scholars that contribute to the understanding of his path include: William H.
Katra with his book Domingo F. Sarmiento, Public Writer: between 1839 and 1852;
Tulio Halperín Donghi’s Sarmiento, Author of a Nation, and David Viñas’s De Sarmiento
a Dios: viajeros argentines a USA.
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[Ah! When the ranqueles have been exterminated and reduced,
Christianized, and civilized. Be that as it may, the sad reality is that
Indians have their property, their homes, and lives constantly threatened
by Christians. And what have they done, what have the governments done,
what has civilization done in favor of a displaced race that steal, kill, and
destroy, forced to do that by the severity of need?].
Lucio explicitly criticized Sarmiento’s government that neglected to acknowledge
the civil rights of Indians. And he takes apart the dichotomy of the civilized and the
barbaric. Similarly, Eduarda critiqued the lack of respect towards Indians or Pieles Rojas
in the U.S. Eduarda defended her admiration and respect for the Indians, attributing to
them ownership of the land. She critiqued the U.S. government, which, although it
proclaimed the ideals of fraternity and equality, failed to respect Indians, who have been
persecuted and driven out of their land:
Cuando he visto caciques Rojos, sentados á la mesa del Presidente de los
Estados Unidos, en esa actitud reservada y digna, acompañada de un mirar
melancólico y profundo, tan penetrante, he sentido respecto y
enternecimiento por los descendientes de los dueños de la tierra, que hoy
ocupa la Union, despojados, desdeñados por hombres que profesan una
religion de igualdad y mansedumbre, y que, sinembargo, no practican el
principal de sus preceptos: la fraternidad. (34)
[When I saw the Indian chiefs seated at the table of the president of the
United States with this reserved and dignified attitude, accompanied by a
melancholy and profound look so penetrating, I felt respect and tenderness
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for the descendants of the owners of the land, who today are part of the
Union, displaced, disdained by men who profess a religion of equality and
meekness, and, nevertheless, do not practice the main point of their
principles: fraternity].
Both Eduarda and Lucio drew on their personal feelings about the lack of respect
towards Indians by critiquing governments that ruthlessly exploited Indians and their
lands, forcing U.S. Indians and Pampa’s Indians into marginalization in society.
Unlike Mansilla and her brother, Domingo Sarmiento came from a humble family,
and was an autodidact, a self-made man. His relationship with Argentina’s oligarchy was
uneasy. He was opposed to Eduarda’s uncle, the Federalist dictator Rosas. But Eduarda
and Lucio Mansilla were the embodiment of Argentine identification with Europe, which
he valued. In his essay, Fecundo (1845), Sarmiento insisted on the division between
civilization and barbarism. He tried to distance himself from the Pampas, or as he saw it,
the barbaric, and align himself and Argentina with civilization, or European culture.
Sarmiento’s reception of Eduarda’s travel narrative illustrates his conflicting feelings
towards the Mansillas, and the possibility of a well-educated woman as a literary author.
In a newspaper article, Sarmiento commented about her work:
Es escritor versado, mujer muy mujer, y, lo que es más, habituada a los
refinamientos del ‘high life’ europeo en cuyo medio ha brillado muchos
años en París y en Estados Unidos. En materia, pues, de flores, brillantes,
en elegancia del vestir . . . ha de poseer su paleta de colorista tintes que
nosotros, escritores de hacha y tiza, no sabríamos combinar. (47)
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[She is a well-versed writer, a feminine woman, and, what is more, she is
used to the refinements of the European “high society,” where she has
shined for several years in Paris and the United States. Thus, when it
comes to topics like flowers, diamonds, good taste in clothing. . . she has
to have a palette of colors that we, fiercely engaged writers, would not
know how to combine].
Sarmiento’s praise of Mansilla’s work was conditioned by his attaching it to a
feminine space. He attributed the quality of the works to her privileged upbringing.
Mansilla’s literary abilities were ignored, because the importance of the success of her
work was assumed to be a consequence of her knowledge of the high life. Eva-Lynn
Jagoe suggests that: “Eduarda Mansilla is not a figure that Sarmiento would purposely
alienate because of her connections, her family, and her social standing. She represents
exactly what Sarmiento professes to want for the civilization of his country” (512).
Sarmineto praised Mansilla for what she represented, and not for her literary prowess. He
wanted to civilize Argentina with European values, but he also marked off literature as a
man’s space. In Sarmiento’s article, he continued to separate her work from literary
criticism. He commented: “una escritora, y más si pertenece a la alta sociedad, no está
sujeta a la crítica que podemos soportar nosotros.” [A female writer, if she belongs to the
upper class, is not subject to the criticism that we suffer and can endure] (49). Sarmiento
excluded women writers from the literary space. He claimed that women could not
handle criticism like men. The implication was that the success of Mansilla’s work was
debatable, because literary critics avoided harsh criticism of women, especially those
from high society. He attempted to exclude Mansilla from the privileged space of literary
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debate. Despite the chauvinistic reception to her travel narrative, the work was a success
among Argentina’s high society. And Mansilla went on to publish other works as she
inserted her voice into Argentina’s literary canon.
In conclusion, Eduarda Mansilla’s Recuerdo de viaje illustrates the complexity of
travel narratives written by women authors in the nineteenth century. Mansilla wrote
using an elaborate play of language, shaping her rhetoric against political, social,
religious, and literary paradigms. Mansilla’s elaborate play of language can be analyzed
in light of Aristotle’s Rhetoric to better understand the complexity of her discourse and
negotiation with the audience as a writer. She used her gender and her marital status to
add a different perspective to her husband’s work. She rejected a submissive role, but
instead wrote not just as a mother or as a wife, but most importantly, as an intellectual
author. Her work challenges simplistic categorization, because she narrated from an aloof
distance as an omniscient narrator. She also often made controversial arguments about
politics and consumerism, even critiquing the beauty and fashion industry. The narrative
was published seventeen years after her travels, and so can be seen as a three-dimensional
triangle joining the U.S., France, and Argentina. Her literary references and comparisons
with Greek mythology in her travel experiences enrich the narrative and solidify her
authority as a travel writer. Mansilla shows her awareness as a writer, and manipulates
her discourse with several strategies designed to prod the reader’s curiosity and invoke
his trust. She was a pioneer in critiquing the connection between beauty products and
women’s independence, even though she was not ready to abnegate her privileged social
and political status.
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CHAPTER 3 AN AMERICAN SCIENTIST IN BRAZIL

Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz and her husband Louis Agassiz traveled in the name of
science to Brazil as part of the Thayer Expedition from 1865 to 1867.37 Soon after their
return to the U.S., they published the travel narrative entitled A Journey in Brazil (1868).
Although Louis is commonly acknowledged as the main author, this chapter tackles the
question of authorship by bringing Elizabeth’s voice to the forefront. Elizabeth used her
gender to add a different perspective to her husband’s career. She rejected a submissive
role, one that was commonly imposed on married women, when she wrote her travel
narrative to insert her knowledge in the scientific field.
To establish her credentials as a researcher and writer, she allowed her husband to
insert his voice in specific points in the narrative. She also referred to other renowned
scientists, literary figures, and travel writers to establish her authority and intellect. A
Journey in Brazil can be compared with Alexander von Humboldt’s tropes of a romantic,
overwhelming nature, and the works of naturalist pioneer, Carl Linnaeus, which focused
on classifying and describing systems of nature. Agassiz transcended both traditions, to
include aspects of social organization to the natural history discourse. She wrote a travel
37

Expeditions were an expensive undertaking to even those with strictly scientific goals;
each expedition was still expected to pay off militarily or economically. The expedition
the Agassizes undertook was financed by Nathaniel Thayer, and subsidized in Brazil by
the Emperor, Dom Pedro II, who encouraged the opening of Brazil’s borders to foreign
scientists and explorers, especially those from Europe and the U.S.
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narrative that can be considered a proto-anthropological work, setting the foundation for
future women anthropologists of the twentieth century.
The theoretical frame used to understand Agassiz’s discourse in A Journey in
Brazil is Aristotle’s rhetoric. Similar to the discussion about Dixie’s and Mansilla’s travel
narratives, Agassiz’s work can also be analyzed in light of Aristotle’s theories. The focus
is on how Agassiz’s narrative can be framed by Aristotle’s rhetoric of logos, the means of
persuasion derived from true or probable argument. Agassiz seems to have adopted the
neutral language of a scientific discourse as she relied on facts to make her arguments.
However, a close analysis suggests the impossibility of neutral discourse simply based on
facts, because even facts are susceptible to interpretation.
Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz was born into one of Boston’s Brahmin Families, the
Cabots. Members in such a family were expected to cultivate the arts, support charities,
and assume the role of community leader.38 As a Cabot, Elizabeth followed this tradition
by advocating for equality in women’s education within the Harvard community. Along
with Arthur Gilman and Alice Longfellow, she helped create Harvard’s annex for
women’s education. That school would become Radcliffe College in 1879, of which
Cabot was the first president. Elizabeth was also one of the first members of the
38

The Brahmin Families are composed of Yankee families from Boston’s upper class.
The term Brahmin refers to the upper class in the caste system in India. Brahmin is
considered a person with deep knowledge, higher character, and fine intellect. In the
U.S., it has been applied to the upper class New England Families of British decent that
were influential in the development and leadership in arts, science, politics, and
academia. Members of Boston’s Brahmin class form a significant part of the historic core
of the East Coast establishment, commonly associated with Harvard University. John
Collins Bossidy wrote the doggerel, “Boston Toast”, popular at the time: And this is good
old Boston// The home of the bean and the cod// Where the Lowells talk only to Cabots//
And the Cabots talk only to God.
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American Philosophical Society, together with Mary Fairfax Somerville and Mary
Mitchell. Although famous for her contributions to institutions, she is less well known for
her intellect. She married Louis Agassiz, a Sweden scientist who moved to the U.S. to
teach at Harvard. Louis Agassiz was a leading scientist in the nineteenth century, but his
intellectual rejection of Darwin’s theory of evolution, cast him outside contemporary
scientific discourse. Elizabeth suffered a similar fate. I propose that the last name should
not only be associated with Louis, but should be associated with Elizabeth as well, who
chose to use her husband’s last name while still writing in her own voice. One particular
portrait (Figure 7) illustrates Elizabeth’s contact with institutes of higher education, and
her devotion to writing. The portrait can be seen as Elizabeth’s attempt to emphasize her
role as a scientist, and to make her academic expertise known.
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Figure 5. Elizabeth Cabot Agassiz Portrait. In: Paton, Lucy Allen. Elizabeth Cabot
Agassiz; A Biography. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1919.

In the first portrait, she is in a Harvard library. As common to the Brahmin
families, she had access to the best intellectual spaces of the country, and being married
to a Harvard professor gave her further access to intellectual circles. She is seen standing
and looking back at the painter, which reinforces her dominance over the space, further
indicating that she is determined to include herself among intellectuals. In the second
portrait, Agassiz sits as if caught reading and writing. Her stance suggests that she is still
in control of her surroundings; that she is doing something she loves. Both portraits
circulated in the nineteenth century, and reflect Agassiz’s inclusion into intellectual
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spaces and her penchant for knowledge. Coming from a traditional Boston Family, she
could have had portraits taken in any space she desired. She chose a Harvard Library and
her writing desk to relay her perception of self. Her education was overlooked. Though
she was famous – because of her family and her fight for women’s equal education in
higher institutions – her scientific endeavors were not well known. This chapter is an
attempt to bring Agassiz’s contributions to science to the forefront.
Throughout modern history, dominant scientific discourse has often reduced
women’s participation in science, especially the work of women travelers.39 In Solitary
Travelers: Nineteenth-Century Women’s Travel Narratives and the Scientific Vocation,
Lila Harper argues that “‘science’ has come to mean in modern times a certainty of
knowledge, a form of linear thinking that has become particularly male-identified. This
has been so accepted that until relatively recently it was commonly believed that women
were new to the field” (12). Harper highlights how the field of science has been
dominated by the male presence, and thereby accepted as a male field of study. Women’s
contributions as collectors, field observers, and travel writers have often not been
recognized by researchers. Harper discusses that:
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Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, there were many women travel
writers that discoursed on science. Those included Mary Wollstonecraft, Harriet
Martineau, Mary Kingsley, Maria Graham, and several others. Ann Shteir’s Cultivating
Women, Cultivating Science tackles women’s exclusion from science when she discusses
the history of science as a discipline and as gender-exclusionary. Marina Benjamin’s
edited collection, Science and Sensibility: Gender and Scientific Enquiry, 1780-1945,
also highlights women’s perspective and work in this field. For a closer analysis of both
women and men’s travel narratives and science through different centuries, see Daniela
Bleichmar and Peter Mancall’s, eds., Collecting Across Cultures: Material Exchanges in
the Early Modern Atlantic World.
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There was, for one, the tendency to ignore the contributions of women
who contributed to their families’, often husband’s, work as collectors,
catalogers, and illustrators […] studies of the nineteenth-century preprofessional science have indicated that women were more involved in the
development of natural history studies than has been previously suspected.
(12-3)
Elizabeth Agassiz’s authorial voice and her participation in the expedition as a
collector, cataloger, and writer was often obfuscated, as were the work of many other
women travel writers, especially married women. She was not only a contributor to her
husband’s work, but was also the main author of the travel narrative they published
together about their expedition in Brazil. Women travel writers shaped the field of natural
history with their travel narratives, from personal diaries to scientific categorization of
flora and fauna.
The modern concept of science is quite different from nineteenth century science.
Back then, the field of science was not limited to laboratories, and the natural history
tradition was based on close and careful observations. There was a lesser distinction
between the natural world and the people living in that world, thus, sociology,
anthropology, ethnology, and archeology, as well as botany and geology, were
considered scientific (Harper 15). As science was a broader category, women’s
participation was not apprehended, which had several women travelers contributing to the
larger field of science. However, with the professionalization of science, women’s
participation as scientists was questioned. In Off the Beaten Track, Dea Birkett shows
that in the second half of the nineteenth century:
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Women observers – proto-anthropologists – struggled to be taken
seriously . . . As long as a pursuit remained non-scientific and amateur,
women could participate . . . if an area of study became established as a
science, as was happening with botany, geology, archaeology and
anthropology, then women’s participation was an issue. (79-82)
Birkett coins the term proto-anthropologist, which can be applied to Agassiz, as
she discussed natural science and social organization in her travel narrative. The adoption
of such a term emphasizes Agassiz’s contribution to the circulation of scientific
knowledge in the nineteenth century. Birkett addresses the issue that women’s
participation was accepted as long as the idea of science was a broad notion,
incorporating amateur participation. But as science became more specific and separated
into fields, women’s participation was often excluded. As an example, in 1863, members
of the Ethnological Society split the society into the Anthropological Society of London
because many of them did not agree with women’s participation in the meetings of the
society. Women scientists struggled to be accepted as professional researchers as they
were excluded from many scientific domains.
Birkett discusses women’s struggle to have their scientific voices heard: “Against
the background of these heated debates, the women travelers sought to have their work
accepted. They were faced with the dilemma of how to give authority to their work when
they lacked the broad academic background of male contributors” (82). To establish her
authority as a writer and researcher, Elizabeth shared the writing of her narrative with her
husband, allowing Louis to insert his voice into the travel narrative because of his
credentials as a scientist and researcher.
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As the travel narrative is a co-authorship, competing discourse strategies marks
the prose. Linda Bergmann analyzes the discourses in A Journey in Brazil, and she
suggests that Elizabeth’s voice offers a clearer view of Brazil than Louis’s “scientific”
discourse because she does not efface herself from the narrative (83). Bergmann’s
arguments corroborate the thesis that there is a differentiation between Elizabeth’s and
Louis’s voice in the travel narrative. Elizabeth’s voice is stronger and more effective, but
she is not necessarily writing as in a personal journal, because she also assumes the
subject position of a scientist. Although Elizabeth inserts herself in the narrative, her
voice is not less scientific than Louis’s, but rather moves towards a more protoanthropologist view. Even if Louis’s views influenced Elizabeth, it is her point of view
that prevails in the narrative. About the complexity of the different discourses in A
Journey in Brazil, Linda Bergmann suggests: “although the text makes a claim to
scientific ‘objectivity’, Elizabeth Agassiz’s personal journal offers a clearer view of
Brazil than her husband’s purportedly ‘scientific’ discourse” (83). Bergmann’s comments
reinforce the idea that Louis’s scientific voice gets lost and reduced in the narrative;
Louis’s voice was reduced to footnotes, quoted lectures, and appendixes. However, as
Elizabeth takes control of the narrative, I argue that her view is not strictly personal, but
rather that of a researcher, as a proto-anthropologist. She relates her numerous encounters
and experiences with Brazilians, and attempts to exclude her personal judgment in order
to become an objective observer and recorder of events.
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Although Elizabeth’s voice is predominant in the travel narrative, the work is
commonly associated with that of her husband, Louis Agassiz.40 Although neglected by
modern scientists, Louis Agassiz was one of the most prominent scientific figures of the
nineteenth century, making several contributions to the field of zoology and natural
history. He undertook the voyage to Brazil in The Thayer Expedition with the intention of
disproving Darwin’s theories of evolution. Louis was determined to find differences in
fish species to corroborate his theory of polygenics. He was unable to find scientific
evidence to justify his theoretical claims, however, and the travel narrative is now seen as
evidence of Louis’s decline as an authoritative figure in science (Bergman 84). His
intellectual insistence on polygenics and his determination to prove that racial differences
correspond to different species excluded him from modern scientific discourse.
Elizabeth’s voice and participation are also often disregarded in the travel narrative.
Instead of analyzing the travel narrative as evidence of Louis’s decline as a scientific
authority, I focus on how the work illustrates Elizabeth’s ascendance in the field of
science. She shows that science transcends gender. Although she makes her husband’s
influence felt throughout her work, she also finds a way to establish her own viewpoint.
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Whenever scholars analyze the travel narrative, it is commonly assumed that Mr.
Agassiz is the only author. As for example, in The Cultural “Other” in Nineteenth
Century Travel Narratives, Miguel Cabañas offers significant contributions to the
understanding of the complexity of travel narratives between South American and North
American travelers. However, when he mentions A Journey in Brazil, he attributes the
work strictly to Louis Agassiz: “What impact, for instance, did Agassiz’s account of his
trip to Brazil, which uses the discourse of natural science, have on government policies
concerning the status of blacks in the United States after Emancipation?” (18). In
Cabañas’s questioning, he does not acknowledge Elizabeth Agassiz as author or coauthor.
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She makes use of her gender and marital status to add a different perspective to her
husband’s work.
When she wrote A Journey in Brazil, the narrative included notes from her
husband’s lectures, and Louis inserted his voice in the narrative in specific parts, like the
footnotes and appendixes. When she referred specifically to Louis’s words or ideas, she
use of quotations. For example, during their stay in the Amazon, she wrote: “Mr. Agassiz
returned this afternoon from his excursion in the harbor more deeply impressed than ever
with the grandeur of this entrance to the Amazons, and the beauty of its many islands,
‘An archipelago of islands,’ as he says, ‘in an ocean of fresh water’” (142). In this
passage, Elizabeth differentiated her narrative voice from her husband’s voice. This
example corroborates the idea that she is the main voice of the narrative because Louis is
referred to in the third person, as an outsider of the text. As the main author and voice of
the narrative, Elizabeth often observed Louis, making comments about his behavior.
During their journey at sea, she commented: “Mr. Agassiz has great delight in watching
them.* Having never before sailed in tropical seas, he enjoys every day some new
pleasure” (18). Elizabeth’s comments portrayed Louis as an amateur enjoyer of the seas.
Following her comments, Louis explained in a footnote that he was observing the fishes
and recording their movements. The idea of pleasure in traveling and in discovering a
different land is part of the rhetoric of natural history discourse in the nineteenth century.
Scientists were expected to have pleasure in the search for knowledge. Curiously,
Elizabeth also seemed to gain pleasure from observing Louis’s excitement at sea, which
made her gaze similar to that of a scientist. She was deferential to her husband, because
as a predominant scientific figure, his presence increased her authority as a credible
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writer. A parallel can be made to Dixie’s travel narrative, wherein she also observed her
husband during their travels to Patagonia (145-6). Dixie made reference to her husband’s
exceptional hunting skills, and equated her hunting skills to his abilities. Her point was to
show that women had equal abilities in sports. Conversely, Mansilla avoided mentioning
her husband and writing anything about him. She made one reference to him in the travel
narrative, and that was when she was explaining how he introduced himself as a diplomat
of Argentina. As an already established writer and public figure, Mansilla did not search
for empowerment through the voice of her husband; she already had the credentials to be
taken as a serious writer.
Although Elizabeth’s voice was the base text, Louis inserted his voice whenever
he felt the necessity to explain concepts or to comment on the natural history concepts of
the time. As Louis included himself in the narrative as the voice of authority that
legitimized their travel narrative as a scientific account, the binary distinction between
Louis and Elizabeth as knower and transcriber is reinforced. The last chapter of the
narrative consists of Louis’s general impressions of Brazil. He was a predominant science
researcher/professor at Harvard, and by allowing him to contribute to the travel narrative,
Elizabeth all but guaranteed that her voice would be heard in a world that would ignore
her based on gender.
Agassiz refers to with several public male figures, such as scientists and literary
figures to illustrate her competence and knowledge as writer and researcher. To further
assert her intellectual knowledge, she uses terms attributed to English canonical literary
author, William Shakespeare. Her description of mushrooms, for example, evoked
Shakespeare’s Queen Mab:
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The other day as we were going into town, we found in the wet grass by
the roadside one of the most beautiful mushrooms I have ever seen. The
stem was pure white, three or four inches in height, and about half an inch
in diameter, surmounted by a club-shaped head, brown in color, with a
blunt point, and from the base of this head was suspended as open white
net of exquisitely delicate texture, falling to within about an inch of the
ground; a fairy web that looked fit for Queen Mab herself. (143-44)
Agassiz had begun a description of a regular day when the sudden beauty of the
mushrooms struck her. Next, she gave a rather scientific description of the mushroom,
focusing on its size, color, and physical location. She then finished her observation by
making a literary reference to Queen Mab. Agassiz’s comments can be paralleled to
Mercutio’s description of Queen Mab in Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Mercutio sees
Romeo’s state and sighs:
O, then I see Queen Mab hath been with you.
She is the fairies’ midwife, and she comes
In shape no bigger than an agate stone
On the forefinger of an alderman,
Drawn with a team of little atomies
Athwart men’s noses as they lie asleep; (1.4)
Mercutio believes that Romeo is aloof, and hesitant to attend the Capulet’s feast
because Queen Mab had appeared to him during his sleep, bringing him wild fantasies
and dreams. Agassiz’s reference to Queen Mab evokes a dream and fairy tale-like quality
to the mushrooms she saw. This comparison increases the magical quality of the nature in
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Pará, and suggests that scientific observations are not enough to convey neither her
feelings nor the mystical powers of nature.
In Across Patagonia, Dixie also referred to Shakespeare’s plays to describe the
nature of Patagonia. She talked about the feeling of being “under a greenwood tree”,
referencing the play As You Like it and Puck and Ariel in the play A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. Agassiz and Dixie find in Shakespeare the possibility to establish their
credentials as authors, while simultaneously reinforcing the importance and validity of
English literature. In Recuerdos de viaje, Mansilla also referenced canonical authors, but
chose Italian ones such as Tasso and Dante to establish her credentials. Mansilla aligned
Argentina with Europe, and her literary references supported her admiration and respect
for European literature and arts.
Agassiz also acknowledged other travel writers that have gone to the same place
she explored, the Amazon. She made a reference to Francisco Orellana thus:
It would seem that the art of making colors is of ancient date among the
Amazonian Indians, for in the account of Francisco Orellana’s journey
down the Amazons in 1541, “the two fathers of the expedition declare that
in this voyage they found all the people to be both intelligent and
ingenious, which was shown by the works which they performed in
sculpture and painting in bright colors. (231)
Agassiz created a relationship between her narrative and other narratives about
the arts made by the Indians in the Amazon. She affirms her authority on the subject
while simultaneously inserting her work into the genre. Francisco Orellana, a Spanish
explorer and conquistador, is considered to be the first European to travel the entire
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length of the Amazon River.41 He is known for opening South America to European
exploration and settlement. By evoking Orellana, Agassiz reminds the reader that she is
the first U.S. woman to undertake the voyage to the Amazon and record her experience in
the form of a travel narrative. She is also opening the Amazon for further U.S.
exploration and settlement.
During her stay in Manaus, Agassiz continued to take the opportunity to defer to
other distinguished male scientists’ viewpoints to reinforce her credentials. She chose an
indirect approach to quote Henry Walter Bates’s narrative by describing a scene of her
interaction with Indian women: “They were delighted with my books (I happened to have
‘The Naturalist on the Amazon’ with me, in which I showed them some pictures of
Amazonian scenery and insects)” (269).42 Agassiz included a reference to Henry Walter
Bates’s travel narrative The Naturalist on the River Amazons.43 Through this reference,
she marks herself as a naturalist and a contributor to natural history. It is through these
references that she attempted to insert her travel narrative into the mainstream discourse
of natural history that would likely ignored her because she was a woman.44
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For further information about Spanish travel writers to the Americas, see Daniela
Bleichmar’s “Exploration in Print: Books and Botanical Travel from Spain to the
Americas in the late Eighteenth Century.”
42
This interaction between Agassiz and the Indian women in her bedroom is later
discussed in the chapter when focus is given to the interactions between researcher and
locals.
43
For further details about Bates’s travel narrative, see Barbara Beddal’s Wallace and
Bates in the Tropics; an introduction to the theory of natural selection, based on the
writings of Alfred Russel Wallace and Henry Walter Bates.
44
There are exceptions, such as Harriet Beecher Stowe, Harriet Martineau, and Edith
Wharton, who wrote professionally for publication, independent of a male figure. For
more detailed chronology and travels of U.S. women travel writers, see Susan Roberson’s
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Agassiz’s reference to Bates’s travel narrative had further implications regarding
her beliefs in science and evolution. Walter Bates was a friend and supporter of Charles
Darwin’s theory of evolution. Bates is best known for his theory of mimicry. Agassiz
knew that her husband was vehemently against Darwin’s theories, but she challenged his
authority by quoting Bates’s travel narrative. Although Agassiz claimed to support her
husband in all fronts, she showed that her scientific beliefs were not conditioned to his.
She avoided explicitly claiming to be against her husband’s theories, but in her travel
narrative, she declared her right to have different opinions on scientific research by
including references to scientists such as Walter Bates.
To further establish her authority as a researcher, and to insert her voice in the
annals of natural history, Agassiz followed the traditions of travel narratives established
by Alexander von Humboldt and Carl Linnaeus. Focus was first given to Alexander von
Humboldt, as he was one of the most influential and discussed travel writers in Europe
and North and South America.45 Born in the same year as Napoleon, 1769, each took
very different paths to conquering foreign lands. While Napoleon extended French
dominion through wars, Humboldt extended German dominion through travelogues. In
fact, Humboldt shaped European economic expansion as a whole by reinventing South
America and welcoming further exploration into the land. Mary Louise Pratt suggests

article “American Women and Travel Writing” in The Cambridge Companion to
American Travel Writing.
45
Humboldt has been the topic of much academic debate. My discussion about
Humboldt’s travel narrative is gathered from Hanno Beck’s “The Geography of
Alexander von Humboldt” in Wolfgang-Hagen Hein, ed., Alexander von Humboldt: Life
and Work; Douglas Botting’s Humboldt and the Cosmos, and Mary Louise Pratt’s
Imperial Eyes.
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that: “the reinvention of America, then, was a transatlantic process that engaged the
energies and imaginations of intellectual and broad reading publics in both hemispheres,
but not necessarily in the same ways” (110). Through Humboldt’s travel accounts, elites
worldwide formed their opinion on the Americas. Many explorers and intellectuals,
including Charles Darwin, subsequently claimed to be inspired by his work. On board the
Beagle, Darwin wrote that the: “whole course of life is due to having read and re-read
Humboldt’s Personal Narrative as a youth” (qt. in Botting, 213). Humboldt established a
tradition that consecrated the importance of travel writing to the formation of nations. He
was not traveling as a scientist in the name of European knowledge-making apparatuses,
but as a wealthy independent traveler who created his own paradigms about the foreign
landscapes.
In Views of Nature, Humboldt described the great plains of Venezuela:
At the foot of the lofty granitic range which, in the early ages of our planet,
resisted the irruption of the waters on the formation of the Caribbean Gulf,
extends a vast and boundless plain […] From the rich luxuriance of
organic life the astonished traveler suddenly finds himself on the drear
margin of a treeless waste. (3)
Through adjectives such as “boundless,” “rich,” “luxuriance” (3), he created a
nature that was overwhelming and bigger than man could grasp. He used emotive
language to elicit a response from the readers. He continued to paint nature as grandiose;
associating nature not with a static landscape, but with a vivid, live nature:
The narrowness of this extensively indented continent in the northern part
of the tropics, where the fluid basis on which the atmosphere rests,
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occasions the ascent of a less warm current of air; its wide extensions
towards both the ice poles; a broad ocean swept by cool tropical winds;
the flatness of the eastern shores; currents of cold seawater from the
Antarctic region […] and advance as far north on the coasts of Peru as
Cape Parina, where they suddenly diverge toward the west; the numerous
mountains abounding in springs […] and the Ocean, prodigious quantities
of moisture, partly absorbed and partly generated […] on these alone
depend the luxuriance and exuberant vegetation and that richness of
foliage which are so peculiarly characteristic of the New Continent. (7-8)
Humboldt created living nature with verbs such as “rests,” “swept,” “advance,”
and “diverge” (7-8), which are strong and powerful. The adjective exuberant and the
noun richness reinforce the majestic splendor of the beauty that extended beyond the
reach of the human eye. Nature surpasses any human intervention or understanding,
being connected to forces that go beyond the human eye. Pratt argues that Humboldt’s
narrative inspires one to think:
Of a camera that is continually both moving and shifting focus – except
that the visual actually plays almost no role in the description. Humboldt
invokes here not a system of nature anchored in the visible, but an endless
expansion and contradiction of invisible forces. (121)
Pratt’s metaphor of a camera fits well with Humboldt’s narrative style, in which he
focused on an all-encompassing nature that changed from one scene to the next.
In A Journey in Brazil, Agassiz deviated from Humboldt’s majestic and romantic
nature. Agassiz was aware of Humboldt’s contribution to the field of travel writing
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because she personally knew him. Her husband had corresponded with Humboldt, and he
occasionally included Humbolt’s name in his lectures: “The first explorers, in this
modern sense, were Humboldt in the physical world” (7). Agassiz’s reference to
Humboldt reinforced her importance, wherein it highlighted how both she and her
husband were aware of his work. Like Humboldt, Agassiz marveled at the immensity of
nature. However, she did so through more objective lenses, delving into the specifics of
the landscape. She described their arrival in the harbor of Rio thus:
The coast range here, though not very lofty (its highest summits ranging
only from two to three thousand feet), is bold and precipitous. The peaks
are very conical, and the sides slope steeply to the water’s edge, where, in
many places, a wide beach runs along their base. The scenery grew more
picturesque as we approached the entrance of the bay, which is guarded by
heights rising sentinel-like on either side. Once within this narrow rocky
portal, the immense harbor, stretching northward for more than twenty
miles, seems rather like a vast lake enclosed by mountains than like a bay.
On one side extends the right which shuts it from the sea, broken by the
sharp peaks of the Corcovado, the Tijuca, and the flat-topped Gavia; on
the other side, and more inland, the Organ Mountains lift their singular
needle-like points, while within the entrance rises the bare black rock so
well known as the Sugar Loaf. (46)
Agassiz’s description seems to have a more scientific approach, as she detailed
the scenery with measurements and avoided emotive language. Like Humboldt, she
characterized nature as a vast place, using adjectives such as “immense” and “vast” (46).
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However, her view of the landscape was visible to the scientific human eye. The limits of
nature could be seen, classified, and analyzed. To describe the Corcovado, Agassiz’s
language resembles the tropes of a ‘Humboldtean’ nature, and simultaneously defies
them:
A wide panoramic prospect always eludes description, but certainly few
can combine such rare elements of beauty as the one from the summit of
the Corcovado. The immense landlocked harbor, with its gateway open to
the sea, the broad ocean beyond, the many islands, the circle of mountains
with soft fleecy clouds floating about the nearer peaks – all these features
make a wonderful picture. One great charm of this landscape consists in
the fact, that, though very extensive, it is not so distant as to deprive
objects of their individuality. After all, a very distant view is something
like an inventory: so many dark, green patches, forests; so many lighter
green patches, fields; so many white spots, lakes; so many silver threads,
rivers, etc. (62)
The beauty of the Corcovado is addressed through an objective view of the
mountains.46 Like Humboldt, who emphasized an endless and timeless nature, Agassiz
mentioned the immensity of such landscapes, but contextualized what she was seeing.
Nature was not seen in a vacuum, but composed of several different levels of flora. In
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The Corcovado [the Hunchback] is a mountain located in the neighborhood of Tijuca
in the downtown area of Rio de Janeiro. It is on top of this mountain that Cristo Redentor
[Christ the Redeemer] stands. For further discussion on the representation of Brazil’s
nature in travel narratives, see Marcia Barbosa’s “História Natural e Narrativas de
Viagens: Novas relações, novas linguagens, novas imagens.”
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another example, instead of exclaiming that Rio’s nature was inexplicably beautiful,
Agassiz attempted to explain why the scenery was so lovely:
The mountains along the road, as indeed throughout the neighborhood of
Rio, are of very peculiar forms, steep and conical, suggesting at first sight
a volcanic origin. It is this abruptness of outline which gives so much
grandeur to mountain ranges here, the average height of which does not
exceed two or three thousand feet. A closer examination of their structure
shows that their wild, fantastic forms are the result of the slow process of
disintegration, not of sudden convulsions. (69)
She deconstructed the inapproachable beauty of exotic scenery to discuss the
formation of the mountains, explaining the reason for their appearance. As was common
in her descriptions, Agassiz used measurements to qualify the scenery, in this case “two
or three thousand feet” (169). She proposed a “closer examination,” a method that she
adopted throughout the travel narrative to classify and qualify nature.
The competing discourses of scientific objective language and romantic
descriptions are present throughout the travel narrative. Although Agassiz defended an
objective view of nature, she did also have a romantic regard for its grandiosity, which
competed with her objective analyses. An example was her trip through the Serra do Mar.
Even though the scenery amazed Agassiz, she attempted to organize and categorize what
she saw:
The first view of high mountains, the first glimpse of the broad ocean, the
first sight of tropical vegetation in all its fullness, are epochs in one’s life.
This wonderful South American forest is so matted together and
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intertwined with gigantic parasites that it seems more like a solid, compact
mass of green than like the leafy screen, vibrating with every breeze and
transparent to the sun, which represents the forest in the temperate zone.
(54)
Agassiz’s description contains competing emotive and scientific language. Terms
and adjectives such as “first view,” “first glimpse,” “wonderful,” and “gigantic” (54)
invoke the grandiosity of the scenery and the feelings experienced by a first-time traveler.
She seems to organize her depiction of nature by separating it into parts and focusing on
different aspects, such as the parasites. Although Agassiz moves away from
‘Humboldtean’ tropes, there are moments in the travel narrative in which she evokes
more emotive romantic language. Writers may adopt a different approach in their
narratives, but Humboldt’s view of the Americas lay deep within the imagination of
European and North and South Americans travelers of that period. Agassiz plays with
Humboldt’s notions of a grandiose nature, but she generally focuses on the more
accessible and perceivable nature. This approach is in tune with discourse used by
scientists and researchers of natural history.
Natural history determined the terms of signifying and classifying practices that
was incorporated into travel narratives of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In her
book, Imperial Eyes, Mary Louise Pratt focused on “the mutual engagement between
natural history and European economic and political expansionism” (37), wherein the
genre of travel writing played a vital role. Scientists traveled in the name of science,
without an explicit agenda of domination over the studied lands. However, the very act of
classifying and categorizing nature according to Eurocentric models of science implied a
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conquering of sorts, and an imposition of European values. So, in a way, scientific
expeditions also contributed to the economic and political expansion of European
countries. Pratt refers to this utopian, innocent vision of European global authority as an
anti-conquest discourse (38). European hegemony was established through the
dissemination of knowledge based on European modes and ideals. Natural history was
written to benefit European expansion and dominion over other lands. I propose that such
language of anti-conquest was also used in U.S. travel narratives, in which authors wrote
similar tropes to establish U.S. dominion through natural history discourse. Agassiz’s A
Journey in Brazil is permeated by a rhetoric that can be analyzed in light of Pratt’s
language of anti-conquest sharing. The two main characteristics of this belief system are
the notion of hospitality and the myth of reciprocity, which are present in Agassiz’s
scientific commentary based on the models of naturalist Carl Linnaeus.
Linnaeus published The System of Nature at times (1735). As a naturalist,
Linnaeus made several contributions to the field of natural history and the
systematization of science in general.47 He adopted the Latin language in his
classifications, and alleged that all plants on earth could be classified by specific
characteristics in their reproductive parts. In discussing Linnaeus’s contributions to
science and travel writings, Pratt suggests that:
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Many academic scholars have focused on Linnaeus’s life and work, of which Agassiz
also gleaned from to enrich her commentary. Some of the most respected works include
Heinz Goerke, ed., Linnaeus; Tore Frangsmyr, ed., Linnaeus: The Man and His Work;
Gunnar Broberd, ed., Linnaeus: Progress and Prospects in Linnaean Research; Henry
Steele Commager, The Empire of Reason.
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The Linnaean systematizing project had never been popularized before […]
travel and travel writing would never be the same again. In the second half
of the eighteenth century, whether or not an expedition was primarily
scientific, or the traveler a scientist, natural history played a part in it. (26)
Linnaeus incorporated natural history into the core of travel narratives, shaping
the dissemination of scientific knowledge from the eighteenth century onwards. The
extent to which travel writers incorporated the Linnaean systematization of nature varied
according to travelers’ objectives; Agassiz adopted Linnaeus’s classifications of nature
when she attempted to categorize, organize, collect, and transcribe in the travel narrative
the various specimens of fauna and flora she found in Brazil.
Agassiz dedicated several chapters to their travels along the Amazon River. She
classified the flora she saw along the banks of the Amazon River in a scientific manner,
which is quite marked in her rhetoric:
We are keeping so near to the banks today, that we can almost count the
leaves on the trees, and have an excellent opportunity of studying the
various kinds of palms. At first the Assai was most conspicuous, but now
come in a number of others. The Mirití (Marutitia) is one of the most
beautiful, with its pendant clusters of reddish fruit and its enormous,
spreading, fan-like leaves cut into ribbons, one of which Wallace says is a
load for a man. The Japatí (Rhaphia), with its plume-like leaves,
sometimes from forty to fifty feet in length, seems, in consequence of its
hort stem, to start almost from the ground. (156)
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Agassiz provided particular details of the different fruits along the banks. After
the Portuguese name of each fruit, she would write its Latin equivalent, the language of
science. Although her rhetoric was not purely scientific, because she used emotive
language and everyday metaphors to describe the flora, the structure of her description
resembles that of categorization, common to scientific discourse on natural history in the
nineteenth century.
Common to the language of anti-conquest is the idealized notion of hospitality,
one of the main elements of this language. Travel writers of that era portrayed a romantic
mutual interaction between the traveler and the citizens of the land. Locals were
portrayed as welcoming the foreign guests. Any clash between cultures, fights, or even
wars were omitted to suggest a mutually beneficial relationship. This notion of hospitality
is present throughout Agassiz’s narrative. One particular example illustrates the
unquestioned hospitality shown to travelers:
At about sunset we reached the fazenda […] we were received with a
hospitality hardly to be equaled, I think, out of Brazil, for it asks neither
who you are nor whence you come, but opens its doors to every wayfarer
[…] all travelers passing through the country are free to stop for rest and
refreshment. (119)
Agassiz reinforced the idea that travelers were welcomed with great hospitality in
the fazendas. Locals welcomed all travelers, and the encounter was described as positive
interactions. This idealized reception of foreigners contributed to the stereotype that
American and European interventions were welcome in foreign lands, and that the locals
were carefree and unoccupied, being at the travelers’ disposal.
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In A Journey in Brazil, even nature was receptive: “Nature seems to welcome our
arrival, not only by her most genial, but also by her exceptional moods. There has been
today an eclipse of the sun, total at Cape Frio” (51). The travelers’ warm welcome by
nature implies that their study of nature was acknowledged – appreciated even – by land
itself. As common to the subject of land exploitation, the land is feminine, waiting for
and welcoming the colonization of male explorers. Although Agassiz was a woman, she
incorporated the dominant ideology of a passive feminine nature that welcomes its own
conquering. She was a feminist and advocate for women’s equal education, but here she
aligned herself with the anti-conquest discourse of U.S. ventures.
The notion of hospitality hides the complex factors that shape the trajectory of
expeditions, their financial costs, and the expected results from its contributors. Through
the language of anti-conquest, the notion of hospitality deceives the audience into seeing
a peaceful and welcoming contact with different cultures. The imperialist and colonialist
enterprise of exploitation and exploration is erased from the pages of travel narratives. In
discussing the complexity of expeditions, Linda Bergmann comments: “Because of these
multiple and often contradictory purposes, exploration narratives are full of
contradictions and instabilities” (83). As in A Journey in Brazil, the narrative is marked
by complex viewpoints, as Elizabeth negotiated between her voice and that of her
husband’s, as well as the different financial partners of the expedition, Nathaniel Thayer
and the Emperor of Brazil, Dom Pedro II. The narrative includes several letters to both
figures, who were praised and thanked. Thayer financed the expedition, while the
Emperor of Brazil, Dom Pedro II, opened Brazil’s land to travelers, explorers, and
scientists. The travel narrative is then written negotiating between the goals of the voyage
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and financial aspects. There are several references to Dom Pedro’s hospitality and the
letters he exchanged with Louis Agassiz. At the beginning of the travel narrative, while
the Agassizes were in Rio de Janeiro, Elizabeth commented about Dom Pedro’s interest
in their expedition: “The cordial interest shown by the Emperor in all the objects of the
present expedition is very encouraging to Mr. Agassiz. So liberal a spirit in the head of
the government will make his own task comparatively easy” (52). Dom Pedro II was
portrayed as a liberal spirit, who easily governed the country with openness. In another
instance, reference was made of Dom Pedro making the government’s modes of
transportation available to their scientific exploration. Elizabeth wrote: “And, by the way,
we are met here by another practical evidence of the good-will of the Brazilian
government. On leaving Rio, the Emperor had offered Mr. Agassiz the use of small
government steamer to make explorations on the Negro and Madeira rivers” (187). In this
case, Dom Pedro II used government resources to help the Thayer Expedition. He made
an extra effort to accommodate its needs. In this sense, scientific expeditions were an
expensive undertaking that needed the financial and political help of several figures. The
scientific researcher, like any other travel writer, had to negotiate between their financial
contributors’ expectations and his own interests in science.
A Journey in Brazil can be seen through Pratt’s language of anti-conquest,
wherein the myth of reciprocity attempts to portray the interaction between European
scientists and locals as a reciprocal exchange of information (78). The myth of reciprocity
presents the interaction between scientist and locals as peaceful and based on mutual
agreement. Agassiz described most of the encounters with indigenous tribes as a
relationship with mutual exchange of information. While in the village close to the
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Amazon, Agassiz closely described her interaction with the locals, especially with the
Indian women. In the passage where Agassiz mentioned her possession of Bates’s travel
narrative, she also emphasized how the Indian women searched her belongings:
They were delighted with my books (I happened to have ‘The Naturalist
on the Amazon’ with me, in which I showed them some pictures of
Amazonian scenery and insects), and asked me many questions about my
country, my voyage, and my travel here. In return they gave me much
information about their own way of life. (269)
In this passage, Agassiz tells the reader that the locals invaded her space to look
for things, similar to the explorers’ process of entering villages and observing habits. This
reciprocity of behavior emphasizes a peaceful and a healthy interaction between foreign
scientists and locals. What is interesting about this scenario, too, is that as a woman, she
had access to indigenous women’s experiences in a way that would not have been
possible if she were a man. Furthermore, this scene is interesting because science was
conducted in her own room, or at least when they were going through her personal items.
It was like Sor Juana explaining in her poetry that science can be done in the kitchen.
Both women attempted to insert their voice in science through unconventional genres,
poetry and travel writing. Sor Juana was using the kitchen and Agassiz was carrying out
her ethnography in her private domain.
In another example, during their stay in Para, Agassiz described how the Indian
women followed her around:
I was awakened shortly after daylight by the Indian women, bringing me a
bouquet of roses and Jessamine from the vines which grew about the
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cottage, and wishing me good morning. After such a kindly greeting, I
could not refuse them the pleasure of assisting at my toilet, of watching
the opening of my valise, and handling every article as it came out. (175)
Here Agassiz found herself being observed by the Indian women who were curious about
her way of life. The implication is that both were interested in learning more about the
other’s culture. The embedded myth of reciprocity hides the unilateral aspect of the
relationship. Agassiz’s words suggest that there is reciprocity of curiosity and wonder
between herself and the Indian women.
A comparison can be made with the three women travelers concerning their
interaction with locals. In Across Patagonia, Dixie had the same approach towards the
Tehuelches she encountered. She commented: “we presently observed several mounted
Indians, sitting motionless on their horses, like sentries, on the summit of a tall ridge
ahead of us, evidently watching our movements” (64). Dixie noted that she felt the
Tehelches’ gaze on her, inspecting her, as much as she inspected them. Conversely, in
Recuerdos de viaje, Mansilla avoided making any claims about American women’s
thoughts or gaze. She evaded giving any deference to Americans, whom she felt were not
culturally and intellectually at her level. She did not attempt to hide or downplay her
hierarchal position as an Argentinean socialite. Both Agassiz and Dixie, however, spoke
in the tradition of European travel narratives that tried to downplay European conquests
of different lands through natural history commentary and travels in the name of science
and leisure.
The genre of travel writing is marked by several binary distinctions that separate
the traveler from the local, as well as the traveler’s homeland from the foreign land. One
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predominant element of travel narratives is the binary opposition of the words clean and
dirty to describe the homeland and the foreign land. Following Oriental tropes, the
homeland was always portrayed as clean and organized, while the foreign culture was
classified as dirty and unorganized. Similar to Dixie, who found the city and the people
of Rio de Janeiro repulsive and dirty (28), and to Mansilla, who found the city and the
people of New York City filthy (10), Agassiz reinforced the binary opposition between
clean and dirty in A Journey in Brazil. While describing the cities in Rio, she wrote:
The want of cleanliness and thrift in the general aspect of Rio de Janeiro is
very striking as compared with the order, neatness, and regularity of our
large towns. The narrow streets, with the inevitable gutter running down
the middle - a sink for all kinds of impurities - the absence of a proper
sewerage, the general aspect of decay. (50)
Rio was set up in opposition to U.S. cities to reinforce the distinction between
clean and dirty spaces or, in other words, civilized and uncivilized cities. Agassiz
continued to reinforce the binary opposition between homeland and the foreign country.
As the United States had also been a colony, to testify to the inherent differences between
the South and North Americas, she suggested that the inferior settlements came from
Spanish and Portuguese colonization:
All who have seen one of these old Portuguese or Spanish tropical towns,
with their odd narrow streets and many colored houses with balconied
windows and stuccoed or painted walls, only the more variegated from the
fact that here and there the stucco has peeled off, know the fascination and
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the charm which make themselves felt, in spite of the dirt and discomfort.
(50)
Common to the genre of travel writing, Agassiz depicted the foreign land as the
strange other. Unlike most travel writers, however, she acknowledged that the city was
fascinating, and that it had charm despite the “dirt” and “discomfort” (50). Through such
comments, Agassiz assumed the position of an observer who sees the negative and
positive aspects of the foreign land. Her description not neutral, as she was biased
towards the U.S., but she attempted to neutralize hierarchical judgments by saying that
the town had a charm of its own.
Another binary distinction that distinguished Americans from local Brazilians was
curiosity. While in the woods and hills of the Tijuca, she was curious about the names of
the variety of plants she encountered. She suggested that Brazilians lacked knowledge
about the specimens, a common assumption of naturalist travel writers of that period who
painted native inhabitants as carefree and unscientific. But what was uncommon was that
Agassiz desired to know the local names of the plants, not the official Latin nomenclature:
The Brazilians do not seem to me observant of nature in its details; at all
events, I never get a satisfactory answer to the question I am constantly
putting, “What do you call this tree or flower?” And if you ask a botanist,
he invariably gives you the scientific, not the popular name, nor does he
seem to be aware that any such exists. I have a due respect for
nomenclature, but when I inquire the name of some very graceful tree or
some exquisite flower, I like to receive a manageable answer, something
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that may fitly be introduced into the privacy of domestic life, rather than
the ponderous official Latin appellation. (90)
Agassiz valued scientific nomenclature. She adopted the rhetoric of science used
in natural history, but was also curious about the local names of the trees and flowers.
She illustrated that as a scientist, she desired to know everything she could about her field
of study. Agassiz showed through her travelogue that Americans were qualified scientists
who were curious about new findings and discoveries. In contrast, the locals were
described as blasé about nature; they lacked the European or American curiosity to
understand it. Curiosity was an important trait of a naturalist in the nineteenth century.
Thus to describe locals as uncurious was to associate them or, at least, not in tune with
scientific innovations and discoveries.
While most male scientists of the nineteenth century focused strictly on natural
science, Agassiz made the transition to focus on social organization. The text acquires
characteristics of the field of anthropology when she described the lifestyle and
community of the locals she met. While describing the social practices of the community,
Agassiz incorporated herself into the community she was observing. James Clifford
discusses the field of anthropology while critically examining the role of the researcher in
fieldwork. He suggests that: “the anthropologist’s field is defined as a site of displaced
dwelling and productive work, a practice of participant-observation which, since the
1920s, has been conceived as a sort of mini-migration” (22). Based on Clifford’s
definition of the field of anthropology, Agassiz can be seen as a pioneer in the field.
Although she embarked on the Thayer Expedition, which had strict scientific goals based
on natural history, she crossed the borders of science to include anthropology. While they
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temporarily lived in the villages along the Amazon River, in Manaus and Pará, Agassiz
integrated herself into the way of life of the community. Clifford defines the role of the
fieldworker in anthropological studies: “The fieldworker is ‘adopted,’ ‘learns’ the culture
and the language. The field is home away from home, an experience of dwelling which
includes work and growth, the development of both personal and ‘cultural’ competence”
(22). Agassiz had the role of a fieldworker. As an anthropologist, she interacted with the
community around her.48 June Hahner also talks about Agassiz’s interaction with others:
“Elizabeth demonstrated abundant good humor, curiosity, and resourcefulness, sleeping
in hammocks in Indian homes in the Amazon” (104). Although her husband also slept in
hammocks, Agassiz made a point to interact with the indigenous men and women, and
participate in their local activities. Agassiz also took Portuguese classes, and was
interested in learning the local language of the Indian tribes.
The three traveling women writers all compared social practices between their
home country and the foreign land. Nevertheless, each had a particular way of describing
these encounters. Dixie kept her encounters with natives down to a minimum. She
interacted only when she needed supplies for her camps or when the Tehuelches come to
her camp (64, 84). She regarded herself as superior, and refused to integrate or participate
in any social activity. Mansilla was less harsh and detached, but she too insisted on her
48

I suggest that Agassiz can be seen as a proto-anthropologist based on Birkett’s usage of
the term, and on Clifford’s considerations about anthropologists. For more on the history
of the field and the first anthropologists, see Thomas Eriksen’s Anthropology, Culture
and Society: History of Anthropology. Eriken suggests that opinions are divided on the
issue of the origins of anthropology and the first anthropologists. Although Agassiz is not
cited, I consider her work as a contributor to said field. For more on the definition of
anthropology, which serves as the backbone for the definition used in this thesis, see Tim
Ingold’s Anthropology is Not Ehnography.
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superior social position. She believed Argentineans to have better culture, traditions, and
knowledge than Americans, in general. She participated in social events, but she refused
to participate in the festivities as a local; she kept herself apart in most of her descriptions.
Conversely, Agassiz did not make stereotypical judgments about the Brazilians she met.
She interacted with the people she met, and participated in the cities’ and villages’
festivities, dances, and rituals. Even though her rhetoric was laced with a dominant
ideology, which had her in a superior position of observance, she avoided classifying
Brazilians as inferior. Agassiz can be considered a proto-anthropologist, who changed the
focus of science from strictly dealing with natural history to touching on social
organization. She often claimed to be curious and desirous of understanding the
Brazilians’ way of life, culture, and habitat.
Agassiz was anxious to interact and experience the locals’ way of life. She desired
to experience their customs, including that of sleeping in a hammock: “Then comes tea,
and then to our hammocks; I sleep in mine most profoundly till morning” (197). Instead
of complaining about sleeping in hammocks, she reassures the reader that she gets a good
night of sleep. She reinforces her role as an ethnographer who adapts well in the
community being studied, and avoids making judgments about local habits. Nevertheless,
the apparent neutral language of ethnographers was peppered with the author’s
preconceived ideas and underlying goals of describing the strange ‘other.’ During the
expedition’s travel to Manaos, they stopped in several Indian villages. One evening, she
wrote about their curiosity to see the village’s dance:
Last evening, with some difficulty, we induced Laudigari to play for us on
a rough kind of lute or guitar, - a favorite instrument with the country
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people, and used by them as an accompaniment for dancing [...] we
persuaded Esperança and Micheina to show us some of their dances, not
without reluctance, and with an embarrassment which savored somewhat
of the self-consciousness of civilized life, they stood up with two of our
boatmen. The dance is very peculiar, so languid that it hardly deserves the
name. There is almost no movement of the body; they lift the arms, but in
an angular position with no freedom of motion; snapping the fingers like
castanets in time to the music, and they seem rather like statues gliding
from place to place than like dancers. (178)
In this passage, Agassiz induced Indian women and men to dance for their
amusement. To reduce the one-sidedness of the relationship, she shortly after wrote that
she was also convinced to dance a bit of a waltz: “my young friend R--- and I waltzed for
them, to their great delight” (180). By suggesting they were also the objects of interest for
the locals, she reinforced the myth of the reciprocal relationship (Pratt 38). Agassiz
described the dance as a lesser form of artistic expression, commenting on the lack of
movement, the snapping of fingers, and how they looked like statues, not dancers. Their
dance was portrayed as so strange that it was not given a name. In this sense, despite
claiming to describe the local village and its inhabitants objectively, competing thoughts
of U.S. hegemony and scientific understanding of the inhabitants of the country fill
Agassiz’s rhetoric. The dancers were differentiated from American dancers through the
comparison of statues and dancers. Agassiz’s description of their dance as mere
movements denied them the status of dancers. Esperança and Michelina were at first
reluctant to dance; she associated this behavior with civilized culture, suggesting that
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they had a touch of civility. Again following the Oriental tropes (Said 9), Agassiz defined
and enhanced U.S. national identity by showing the superiority of their art, and in this
case, through dance. Although she seemed to interact without judgment, her observations
set Indians as the odd other.
Even when travel writers claim to objectively describe social organization, the
narratives grant the audiences immediate voyeuristic access to the different culture.
Inhabitants of foreign lands become representative of entire communities, and can only
inhabit the role of savages and subalterns. Agassiz’s A Journey in Brazil is shaped by a
dominant viewpoint that emphasizes the other as inferior. In her comparison of Brazilian
ladies and Amazonian Indian women she stated:
Yet I must say that the life of the Indian woman, so far as we have seen it,
seems enviable, in comparison with that of the Brazilian lady in the
Amazonian towns. The former has a healthful out-of-door life, she has her
canoe on the lake or river and her paths through the forest, with perfect
liberty to come and go; she has her appointed daily occupations […] she
has her frequent festa-days to enliven her working life. It is, on the
contrary, impossible to imagine anything more dreary and monotonous
than the life of Brazilian Senhora in the smaller towns […] the old
Portuguese notions about shutting women up and making their home life
as colorless as that of a cloistered nun, without even the element of
religious enthusiasm to give it zest, still prevail […] It is sad to see these
stifled existences; without any contact with the world outside, without any
charm of domestic life, without books or culture of any kind. (270)
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Agassiz’s comments pertained to the lack of freedom and amusement the
Brazilian lady had. She suggested that Indian women were in a significantly better
situation. Such arguments spoke of the roles that Brazilian women played in the U.S. and
European imagination: wild and carefree Amazonians. Though Brazilian women can
occupy the space of a wild Indian in the Amazon, they could not as a lady, because that
role challenged the audience’s perception of the life of the savage. “Lady” was a category
reserved for white European and American women who have charm and intellect.
Contrary to Agassiz’s description of a Brazilian lady’s life, elite Brazilian women had
access to an excellent education, though fenced in by areas of study allowed for any lady
in the nineteenth century: arts, piano, French, and embroidery. Sadly, travel writers
merely reinforced the audiences’ imagination about Brazilian women being Amazonian
warriors in a land of savages, ripe for U.S. and European exploitation and salvation.
Often nineteenth-century travel narratives depicted a stereotypical view of the
interactions amongst males and females in the local communities. Although Agassiz’s
descriptions were much more complex, her commentary still had some characteristics
that resembled stereotypical notions of Indians that were present in most nineteenthcentury travelogues. In the following example, Indian women were portrayed as
hardworking and men as lazy:
He, like all the Indians living upon the Amazons, is a fisherman, and, with
the exception of such little care as his small plantation requires, this is his
only occupation. An Indian is never seen to do any of the work of the
house, not even to bring wood or water or lift the heavy burdens, and as
the fishing is done chiefly at certain seasons, he is a very idle fellow for a
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great part of the time. The women are said, on the contrary, to be very
industrious […] Esperança is always busy at some household work or
other, - grating mandioca, drying farinha, packing tobacco, cooking or
sweeping. (177)
In her description, Agassiz did not mention Laudigári by his name, but her
observations were about him. He became representative of all male Indians, idle, lazy
men that lacked the desire to work or help their wives. Esperança became representative
of all Indian women, hardworking wives who cared for the entire household. One
possibility is that, as a woman, Agassiz sympathized with Esperança and her arduous
work. Another possibility is that Agassiz was implying that Indian women in the Amazon
were made to work for their husbands, a notion common to European travel narratives
that depict the atrocities local women face with savage men. Such a notion justified the
appropriation of land to save Indian women that lived under such poor and exploited
conditions. Agassiz’s comments resonated with her fight for equal rights and education
for women. On the other hand, Gayatri Spivak suggests that a colonialist enterprise
creates a rhetoric based on the myth of “white men seeking to save brown women from
brown men” (61). In such contexts, the white male traveler is seen as the savior of the
local women because he arrives to help them escape the harsh living conditions with local
men. In this sense, colonialist exploitation becomes justified, and whites are portrayed as
saviors. Although Agassiz was a female writer of the nineteenth century who propagated
the notion of a better life for women, her little anecdote resonated with Spivak’s
definition of the myth of white men saving brown women. But Agassiz was a pioneering
woman who overcame many boundaries of gender confinement, and her beliefs show her
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preoccupation with Brazilian women’s social condition. Truth be told, however,
Agassiz’s narrative is quite complex, and because her arguments reinforced Spivak’s
theories, this justified U.S. intervention in local communities in Brazil.
Agassiz took the journey to Brazil in April 1865, during the final moments of the
U.S. Civil War. Mansilla traveled and lived in the U.S. between the years of 1861-1865,
during the Civil War. Although both writers traveled during a period of social change,
each adopted a different approach to the question of civil rights, slavery, and racism.
Mansilla avoided mentioning controversial topics. She discussed the elegance and
glamour of the plantations and houses of the southern states of the U.S., but avoided
making explicit comments about slavery and African Americans. Agassiz tackled slavery
and racism directly, and compared the U.S. with Brazil. It is interesting to note that
during the same period of her husband’s fervent defense of polygenics, her rhetoric was
laced with racism. In her first discussion about Afro-Brazilians, she commented about the
end of slavery through an elitist gaze common to the time period:
Looking at their half-naked figures and unintelligent faces, the question
arose, so constantly suggested when we come in contact with this race,
“What will they do with this great gift of freedom?” The only corrective
for the half doubt is to consider the whites side by side with them:
whatever one may think of the condition of slavery for the blacks, there
can be no question as to its evil effects on their masters […] The deathnote of slavery in the United States was its death-note everywhere. (49)
Adjectives such as “unintelligent” and “half-naked” (49) contributed to the
stereotype of Africans as an inferior race. The comments further dismissed African
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descendants because it started with the idea that freedom was a gift that whites had the
authority to give and take. All the struggle, protests, and articulations by African
descendants were reduced to zero, as they were placed in the category of helpless
children. Although Agassiz was an advocate of equality for women, she failed to make a
connection between that and the plight of all African descendants. Nevertheless, it must
be said that Agassiz’s position cannot be so easily determined because of the competing
discourses in the travel narrative, as well as the external factors that impacted her work.
External factors include her husband, Louis, who was an avid defender of the hierarchical
differentiation between races. He was not only an editor of the work, but also a
contributor and influence on Elizabeth. She was reticent about siding with her husband on
issues such as polygenics and the origin of species, but her view on slavery clearly did
not adhere to the abolitionist movement in the U.S. Throughout the narrative, she made
references to how Afro-Brazilians were present in Brazil’s society.49 In several instances,
she admired Brazil’s attachment to slaves:
The old woman had received her liberty some time ago, but seemed to be
very much attached to the family and never to have thought of leaving
them. These are the things which make one hopeful about slavery in Brazil;
emancipation is considered there a subject to be discussed, legislated upon,
adopted ultimately, and it seems no uncommon act to present a slave with
his liberty. (120-121)

49

In Gold Earrings, Calico Skirts, Fabiane dos Santos discusses Elizabeth Agassiz’s
description of Afro-Brazilians and Indians, arguing that in the travel narrative, she
disparaged the former.
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Her comments reflected competing discourses on racism and liberalism in the
nineteenth century. She defended the end of slavery, but believed that the process needed
to be discussed and legislated first. The implication was that the abolition of slavery
should not be a radical change as it was in the U.S. with the Civil War, but rather a
continuous process as was happening in Brazil. Brazil’s approach to ending slavery was
criticized because Afro-Brazilians many times had no other recourse but to work on
plantations, earning very little money, making them de facto slaves to white plantation
owners. Although Agassiz condemned slavery, she did not equate the plight of women
with African Americans’ fight for civil rights, as many intellectuals did at the time.
Agassiz’s travel narrative differs from Dixie’s and Mansilla’s narratives
because she included several illustrations of men and women she encountered during her
voyage in Brazil. Mansilla adopted a distinct approach, wherein she did not have any
illustrations or sketches. Even when she talked about American women’s attire and looks,
she did not include any sketches or pictures. Dixie, on the other hand, included several
sketches in her travel narrative, but mostly of the nature of Patagonia. The pictures
corroborated her telling of an uninhabited exotic land. The few pictures in which the
natives (the Tehuelches) appear, they were seen in a group from afar, and if she were in
the picture, she was usually in the center. Dixie wrote of herself and her companions as
the center of the narrative and conquerors of the native land. She aligned more with the
tradition of European travel narratives that most often included illustrations of exotic
lands and peoples. For Agassiz’s narrative, she included several illustrations, and the
illustrations were very specific. Agassiz may describe the women as powerful and remark
on their independent behavior, but her language was still laced with the language of anti-
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conquest that hides objectives of conquest through a sympathetic encounter, common to
so many travel narratives of the nineteenth century (Pratt 38). As a result, the women
were in portraits made to be representative of the majority, and the flora and fauna were
also focalized to reinforce traditional scientific categorization. Three specific illustrations
in the travel narrative are portraits of Brazilian women that represent the style of the
travel narrative. They contribute to the naturalists’ inclination towards classification of
the human race. Two are of an Afro-Brazilian and one of an Indian, Agassiz’s housemaid.
The first two illustrations are of the same woman: in the first she is alone, and in the
second, she is carrying a child (Figure 8 and Figure 9). They are both adaptations of
photographs taken by Messrs. Stahl & Wahschaffe and are titled: “Mina Negress” and
“Mina Negress and Child.” Agassiz made a distinction between African descendants in
the U.S. and Brazil, and explained the superiority of Africans from Mina by stating:
We have already learned that the fine-looking athletic negroes of a nobler
type, at least physically, than any we see in the States, are the so-called
Mina negroes, from the province of Mina, in Western Africa. They are
very powerful-looking race, and the women especially are finely made and
have quite a dignified presence. (82)
Agassiz continued to differentiate between African Americans and Afro
Brazilians, regarding the latter under a gaze of admiration. The observation about Afro
Brazilian women acquired an objective point of view particular to the naturalists.
Justifying racial segregation through inherited biological differences. Agassiz commented
on the illustrations by stating:
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The women always wear a high muslin turban, and a long, bright-colored
shawl, either crossed on the breast and thrown carelessly over the shoulder,
or, if the day be chilly, drawn closely around them, their arms hidden in its
folds […] Gesticulating violently, she flung her shawl wide, throwing out
both arms, then, drawing it suddenly in, folded it about her, and then,
casting one end of her long drapery over her shoulder, stalked away with
the air of a tragedy queen. It serves as a cradle also […] The Mina negress
is almost invariably remarkable for her beautiful hand and arm. (83-4)

Figure 6. Mina Negress. Photograph by Messrs. Stahl & Wahsonchaffe. From Elizabeth
and Louis Agassiz’s A Journey in Brazil. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1868.
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Figure 7. Mina Negress and Child. Photograph by Messrs. Stahl & Wahsonchaffe. From
Elizabeth and Louis Agassiz’s, A Journey in Brazil. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1868.
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The woman in the picture was taken to represent all Mina African descendants.
She was presented in a vacuum, subject to the dominant (white) gaze. Attention was
given to her attire as an exotic form of dress, and she was described as a tragedy queen.
Agassiz’s remark can be seen as empathetic to the difficulties faced by African women,
but no alternative exists as she is part of a tragedy. Even if Agassiz were to consider the
tragic black woman’s place in society, dominant racist and sexist discourse of the time
would have confined her travel narrative. She could not escape the language of anticonquest that pervaded the minds of scientist and travelers. Another tendency of
dominant ideology was to focus on and dissect human beings into parts. In this example,
attention was given to the women’s arms and hands. She was not perceived as an
individual, but as a body to be divided into parts that were to be studied and analyzed.
The African woman can be admired for a part of her body, but not as a complete
individual. Another portrait that illustrates Agassiz’s views of Brazilian natives is that of
Esperança, her housemaid (Figure 10). The illustration was from a sketch by Mr. Wm.
James and has the title: “Head of Alexandrina.” The title already divides the Indian
woman into parts; it is not called a portrait, but referred to as head. In the beginning of
the narrative, an index of all the pictures and pages is given. The sketch of Esperança has
the following subtitle: “Extraordinary as the head of hair of this girl may seem, it is in no
way exaggerated, it stood six inches beyond the shoulders each way” (xviii). A common
element that is constantly emphasized as different among races is hair, which is the
salient feature in the sketch. Such focus on hair types contributed to the dissemination of
racist ideas regarding the differentiation of races and ethnicities. Accompanying the
illustration, Agassiz wrote:
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Mr. Agassiz wanted it [the sketch] especially on account of her
extraordinary hair, which, though it has lost its compact negro crinkle, and
acquired something of the length and texture of the Indian hair, retains,
nevertheless, a sort of wiry elasticity, so that, when combed out, it stands
off from the head in all directions as if electrified. (246)
Esperanca’s image was reduced to her hair, which was portrayed as exotic. It both
incited curiosity and made to repel the viewer. Her mixed hair was an allusion to the
notion of half-breeds so intensely studied by scientific discourse of the nineteenth century.
Such mixtures of races were portrayed as undesirable, especially by the white race. Her
heritage was a mixture of Indian and African, which was shown as peculiar, and would
be catastrophic if found in a white person. In the sketch, Esperança was not seen as a
whole individual, but a being to be dissected into categories and understood only in
relation to her hair.
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Figure 8. Head of Alexandrina. Photograph by Mr. Wm. James. From Elizabeth and
Louis Agassiz’s A Journey in Brazil. Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1868.

She was further stripped of any sexuality as her upper body was drawn as a flat, muscular
chest. Her gaze was of surprise. She was not in control of the sketch being made; she was
objectified in the name of scientific research. Agassiz was a feminist, an advocate for
women’s rights, but the language of anti-conquest permitted by Imperialist beliefs of the
nineteenth century prevented her identification with women from different races and
ethnicities.
Agassiz observed the social organization of the villagers, especially that of
education, and inserted herself into the narrative as the example of knowledge and
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privilege Americans have of education. One particular example is where she remarked on
the astonishment of Jose Antonio, their host in Para, with all her books: “My books and
writing seem to interest them very much […] the father asked me, if I had any leaves out
of some old book which was useless to me […] His face fell when I told him all my
books were in English: it was a bucket of cold water to his literary ambition” (182).
Jose’s desperation to have any kind of material to read illustrated the poor conditions
locals endured in the villages. The suggestion was that they were completely isolated
from civilization out in the wilderness. She went on to describe his desire to give his
children an education:
Then he added, that one of his little boys was very bright, and he was sure
he could learn, if he had the means of sending him to school” and how he
was perplexed to learn about the education in the U.S. “When I told him
that I lived in a country where a good education was freely given to the
child of every poor man, he said if the ‘branca did not live so far away, he
would ask her to take his daughter with her. (182)
The U.S. education system was portrayed as the epitome of the country’s success
and principles of liberty and equal rights. Jose was shown as so mesmerized that he was
almost willing to give up his daughter so she could have a better future. Interestingly, she
compared two different scenarios: city life in the U.S. and the Amazonian life in Brazil.
In Brazilian cities, education was given to children; however, in the same way that not
every western town in the U.S. was able to offer an education at the time. Likewise,
villages in the north of Brazil also were not able to do so. In both scenarios, children were
understood to mean white children, as blacks still suffered from slavery and the aftermath
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of slavery. By setting the binary oppositions between educational systems, Agassiz
reinforced U.S. hegemony, and contributed to the construction of a national identity that
set the U.S. as the standard for which South American countries should strive. Such a
binary distinction resonates with Mansilla’s beliefs about motherhood, and how the
Argentine mother cared considerably more than the American mother. She described the
young boy traveling alone to New York City as a poor and abandoned child. She also
complained about the lack of attention given to young boys and girls at formal cocktails,
in which the small children barely received enough food to eat. Both anecdotes suggested
the superiority of Argentina, as Mansilla emphasized that children were much better
taken care of by Argentinean women.
The analysis undertaken in this chapter illustrates that in the body of A Journey in
Brazil, Agassiz’s voice controlled the travel narrative. She wrote an elaborate rhetoric
based on notions of science, religion, politics, and literature to make the travel narrative a
woman’s space. To establish her authority as a researcher and writer, she allowed her
husband to make significant contributions and insert his voice in the travel narrative.
Nevertheless, Louis’s participation in the work as co-author was limited because his
voice was reduced to footnotes, lecture quotations, and appendixes. Elizabeth used her
gender to add a different perspective to her husband’s career. She refused the submissive
role often expected of married women of that period, and established herself as a
researcher and writer. Humboldt’s romantic landscapes and Linnaeus’s systematization of
nature influenced her travel narrative, although she challenged the boundaries of both
traditions. Agassiz’s rhetoric aligns itself with Aristotle’s theory, logos, as one means of
persuasion wherein the speaker relies on the true and probable arguments. To reinforce
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her credentials as an academic, she made numerous references to other scientists, travel
writers, and canonical authors. In the nineteenth century, as many travel writers and
scientists focused on natural science, Agassiz extended her focus to social organization.
She crossed the boundaries of travel narratives while maneuvering through competing
discourses, like those of her voice and her husband’s. Her particular styles created a work
that can be considered a proto-anthropologist travel narrative. Through the genre of the
travel narrative, Agassiz set a tradition; she opened up a space for women travel writers
to insert their voices in the U.S. field of anthropology for the twentieth century.
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CONCLUSION

Each of the three travel narratives analyzed in this dissertation illustrate the main
ideas that shaped the intellectual lives of women in the nineteenth century. By analyzing
Dixie’s Across Patagonia, Mansilla’s Recuerdos de viaje, and Agassiz’s A Journey to
Brazil, I argue that the three authors add a different perspective to their husband’s careers.
They defy victimization by rejecting submissive roles commonly enforced on married
women. Instead of focusing on solitary travelers, this dissertation brings to the forefront
the elaborate rhetoric and discourse strategies married women travel writers used in their
narrative to transcend their husband’s shadow. Elizabeth Agassiz, Eduarda Mansilla, and
Florence Dixie create an elaborate rhetoric based on scientific, religious, political, and
literary notions to shape the dissemination of knowledge in the nineteenth century.
The three travel narratives are studied in light of multiple theories. The diversity
of the author’s nationalities, travel destinations, and the types of narratives welcomes
different readings. I suggest that the interaction among Aristotle’s rhetoric, Foucault’s
theories, travel writing criticism, postcolonial discourse, and feminist literary criticism
generates an alternative theoretical framework to understand travel narratives by women
of different nationalities travelling to different countries. The use of multiple theories and
criticisms reflects an attempt to explore and dialogue of women travel writers’
challenging of traditional paradigms of women’s space in print culture. As Aristotle
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proposed, logos, ethos, and pathos are tools that the speaker uses to persuade an audience.
Aristotle’s theory on rhetoric offers a new light for the literary analysis of travel
narratives. In analyzing the writings of Dixie, Mansilla, and Agassiz through the lens of
Aristotle’s theory of artistic persuasion, it is evident that the three authors employ
strategies of logos, ethos, and pathos to guarantee that their travel narratives are
published and successful.
In chapter one, I analyze Florence Dixie’s Across Patagonia to understand how
the narrative supports and defies British Colonialism. Dixie was aware of her subject
position and role as a Victorian Lady travelling abroad. Because she wrote with the
audience’s expectation in mind, Dixie’s travel narrative was an instant success; she
wittingly wrote a best seller. In the travel narrative, Dixie negotiates competing
discourses of colonialism, feminism, and femininity. She accentuates her femininity
while proposing that the ideal Victorian woman participates in outdoor activities, such as
hunting and travelling, and does not remain indoors, like “an angel in the house.”
However, as she encounters the Tehuelches in Patagonia, her feminist discourse fails to
cross borders, and she falls back into a colonialist discourse. Dixie’s rhetorical approach
can be understood through Aristotle’s notion of pathos, the artistic means of persuasion
based on the emotion awakened by the speaker in an audience. Dixie constantly describes
how she survives life-threatening situations, overcomes hardships, has a deep nostalgia
for London life, and is shocked by the Tehuelches costumes. Dixie’s rhetorical strategies
extend to utilizing other literary genres to embellish her work. She adopts elements from
the traditional hero narratives and plays with aspects of mystery genre novels to assure
the success of her travel narrative by luring the readers into the narrative. Dixie was
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determined to publish her travel narrative and to insert her voice into mainstream print
culture.
Chapter two focuses on Eduarda Mansilla de Garcia’s Recuerdos de viaje.
Mansilla is one of the few women travel writers who traveled with children. As she
assumed the role of the mother, her approach to motherhood themes brings a new aspect
to her travel narrative. Mansilla shared a privileged bourgeois identity with travelling
women writers of Europe and the U.S. Her work was subject to harsh criticism that
questioned her ability as an author. Nevertheless she was determined to break into
Argentina’s literary circles and reinforce her subject position as author. She was aware of
Imperialistic motives and incorporates a subject position of authority in the travel
narrative as she discusses life in the U.S. In the narrative, she converses with major
literary figures from world literature, including the travel narratives of her brother Lúcio,
to show her authority as a travel writer and of intellectual knowledge. In the beginning of
the narrative she is critical and repulsed by the U.S. However, after living in the U.S. for
several years, her perspective begins to change, and she focuses on the architectural
beauty of buildings and the freedom American women have. The manner in which
Mansilla tries to convince the audience of her arguments calls to mind Aristotle’s ethos:
the means of persuasion derived from the character of the speaker. Mansilla established
her authority as a travel writer to convince the audience of her political views and of her
place in the literary scene of the nineteenth century. Mansilla is not afraid to share her
controversial opinions, but she is also not hesitant to share her different, and often
contradicting, impressions. She is an example of how South American women shaped the
print culture of the nineteenth century.
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In chapter three, I analyze Elizabeth Cabot and Louis Agassiz’s A Journey in
Brazil. I propose that Elizabeth is the main author of the travel narrative because Louis
Agassiz’s voice is limited to quoted lectures, appendixes, and footnotes. Elizabeth
changed the face of women’s education and the scientific field. She was one of the
founders and the first president of Radcliffe College. Through her travel narrative, she
sets the groundwork for modern U.S. anthropology. The discursive strategies that Agassiz
uses can be seen through Aristotle’s logos, the means of persuasion derived from true or
probable argument. Agassiz attempts to convince the readers of the neutrality of her
language as she describes the flora, fauna, people and habitat of Brazil. Through
elaborate rhetoric, Agassiz shaped the dissemination of knowledge in the nineteenth
century. As a writer, she writes with Humboldt’s romanticized landscapes and with the
scientific discourse of Linnaeus’s classification of nature. In both cases, she transcends
their traditions to take scientific discourse to the field of anthropology as she focuses on
social organization.
Women’s travel narratives from Asia and Africa are beyond the scope of this
dissertation, but future research into the area may offer interesting insights, which enrich
the discussion about the genre of travel writing. Another possibility for future research
lies in understanding how contemporary travel narratives from Britain, the U.S., and
Argentina compare and contrast with the nineteenth century works of Dixie, Mansilla,
and Agassiz. Future studies might also consider the roles of women in the genre of travel
writing who do not have the privilege of a bourgeois identity, as did the three traveling
women studied in this dissertation.
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In the nineteenth century, technological progress made travelling more accessible
to bourgeois women and also made publishing a possibility. The genre of travel writing
symbolizes women’s physical and intellectual freedom. The three women travel writers
explored here are pioneers who made the genre of travel writing a space of their own.
Even if their husband chose the destination of their travels, they manipulate the travel
location to suit their interests. Each deals individually with the male presence in their life,
using or abusing, shaping or shifting their work. They see, observe, reflect, and write a
travel narrative that adds a different perspective to their husband’s career. The analysis of
Across Patagonia, Recuerdos de viaje, and A Journey in Brazil illustrates that the writers
negotiate contradicting discourses to ensure the publication and success of their work.
Articulating notions of politics, religion, science, and literature, Florence Dixie, Eduarda
Mansilla, and Elizabeth Agassiz create an elaborate rhetoric to shape the dissemination of
knowledge in the nineteenth century. Despite the differences of nationality and of the
destination of their travels, the three women writers share a privileged bourgeois identity,
and they are aware of Imperialist motives. They may not fit contemporary definition of
feminists, but they fought against victimization and defended women’s freedom to
express themselves in sports, politics, and science. They challenge the submissive role
associated with married women to show their independence and intellect through the
genre of travel narratives.
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